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In 2004, under thoughtful vision and leadership, Drs. John Hawk and Wendi Hawk, enlisted a 

cast of founding members to create the Nevada State High School (NSHS).   The NSHS mission, 

simply stated, was to support students in a college environment with personal, academic, and 

social skills.  As of 2019, over 1,500 NSHS students, not only graduated from NSHS but also 

attended and succeeded in transitioning to college. 

 

After fifteen years of leading NSHS, John and Wendi began systematically analyzing and 

discussing future leadership needs and direction of the Nevada State High School (NSHS) that 

would strengthen its presence, performance, and student achievement.  Both expressed interest in 

adjusting or stepping aside from their leadership positions with NSHS. 

 

Using the tenets of the seminal publication on Scenario planning, The Art of the Longview, by 

Peter Schwartz, seven potential scenarios were identified and discussed.  Four emerged as 

worthy of further discussion:   

 

• Scenario 1:  NSHS continues – John and Wendi continue leadership of NSHS.  e.g., John 

as Visionary; Wendi to work in “analytics & professional development.” 

• Scenario 2:  NSHS continues under college or university sponsorship allowed under  

NRS 388A.252 (i.e. Truckee Meadows Community College, Western Nevada College, 

College of Southern Nevada, Great Basin College, Nevada State College, etc.) 

• Scenario 3:  NSHS continues under new leadership 

• Scenario 4:  NSHS sunsets as of June 30, 2022 

 

Throughout this process it was important to John and Wendi that employees’ input/thought be 

sought.  Consequently, a set of interview questions was developed.  Thirteen employees were 

selected to be interviewed. All thirteen of the interviews were conducted on December 2 & 3, 

2019.  The information harvested from the interviews reduced the above noted four scenarios to 

two:1  

 

• Scenario 1:  NSHS continues – John and Wendi continue leadership of NSHS.  e.g., 

John as Visionary; Wendi to work in “analytics & professional development.” 

• Scenario 3:  NSHS continues under new leadership 

 

On Monday, December 30, 2019 Wendi Hawk facilitated a three-hour meeting with a committee 

of six NSHS leaders and Jim Hager to discuss the results of the interviews conducted on 

December 2 & 3, 2019 as well as the initial scenarios 1-through 4. Out of the initial 1-4 

scenarios, Scenarios 2 & 4 were not acceptable; thus, set aside for no further discussion.  

However, A fifth scenario surfaced during the committee’s discussion and is presented below as 

Scenario 5. 

                                                 
1 As a side note, the employee interview information was thoughtful and valued as NSHS continues its journey to 

greatness.  Based on the input, several actions/activities are being developed to address some of the suggestions 

noted by employees.  These actions/activities are independent of the two scenarios above and should be initiated 

regardless of which scenario moves forward:  The suggested actions/activities are documented Appendix A 
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• Scenario 5:   NSHS continues – John Hawk continues as the Visionary leader of NSHS 

for the period of July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2022.  Extension beyond this time is 

optional upon mutual agreement of the Board of Directors and Hawk.    Wendi Hawk 

will contract back with NSHS in an advisory part-time role to provide leadership 

development and support. 

 
On Thursday, January 2, 2020 John Hawk provided the updated scenarios to the Executive 

Leadership team to review and provide written feedback. After gathering their feedback, 

reviewing comments from the Succession Advisory Team (SAT), and collaborating with Jim 

Hager, the top two scenarios were reviewed and clarity was provided around the intent of 

Scenario 1 for presentation to the Governing Body during January 16, 2020. 

 

• Scenario 12:  NSHS continues – John Hawk continues as the Visionary leader of NSHS.  

Wendi Hawk retires as the Integrator and will contract back as needed to work with 

NSHS in an advisory capacity. 

• Scenario 3:  NSHS continues under new leadership 

 

 

SUGGESTED SCENARIOS 

 

Scenario 1:  NSHS continues – John Hawk continues as the Visionary 

leader of NSHS.  Wendi Hawk retires as the Integrator and will 

contract back as needed to work with NSHS in an advisory capacity.” 

 
• Commencing July 1, 2021, it is envisioned that the Nevada State High School Network 

with John Hawk continuing in his current position of Visionary.  Wendi Hawk will 

contract back to work with NSHS in an advisory role. 

 

Scenario 3:  NSHS continues under new leadership 

 
Commencing July 1, 2021, it is envisioned that the Nevada State High School Network 

would be operational under new leadership.   

 

                                                 
2 Following discussions with the Succession Advisory Team (SAT) and Executive Leadership Team more 

clarification was sought. Subsequently, Scenario 1 was amended with no change to the intent of the original 

Scenario. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Nevada State High School Governing Body 

FROM:  John Hawk, Chief Operations Officer 

SUBJECT: Employee Performance Incentives 

DATE:  January 10, 2020 

Table 1: Category of all performance incentives initiated at nshs 

FY1516 FY1617 FY1718 FY1819 FY1920 Total** 

Student 4 4 15 9 20 67 

Parent 2 3 9 8 26 

School 8 11 22 51 27 132 

Grand Total 12 17 40 69 55 225 

Table 2: Status of all performance incentives at nshs 

FY1516 FY1617 FY1718 FY1819 FY1920 Total** 

Complete 12 16 33 51 25 163 

In Progress 29 29 

Incomplete 1 7 18 1 33 

Grand Total 12 17 40 69 55 225 

Table 3: Average grade of all completed performance incentives at nshs 

FY1516 FY1617 FY1718 FY1819 FY1920 Total** 

Complete 3.60 3.17 3.42 3.08 3.77 3.36 

Grand Total 3.60 3.17 3.42 3.08 3.77 3.36 

Table 4*: Average payout of all completed performance incentives at nshs 

FY1516 FY1617 FY1718 FY1819 FY1920 Total** 

Complete $   688.71 $   588.50 $   687.09 $   610.17 $   741.24 $   656.23 

Grand Total $   688.71 $   588.50 $   687.09 $   610.17 $   741.24 $   656.23 
* This averages zero payouts for any performance incentive receiving a grade lower than 2.0. 
**This include FY1314 that is not shown here and represents the first year that we have implemented performance incentives at NSHS.
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Below is a status of current employee performance incentives for school year 2019 - 2020 by title.  
Ratification from the Governing Body is requested for the following: 
 

1. Student AA / 60 Credits Plan | Complete, 
$750 

2. Student Increase College Presence @ 
NSHS | Complete, $750 

3. School Archive Records | Complete, $755 
4. School National Clearinghouse 

Maintenance | In Progress, $ 
5. School Start of Year Data Entry | 

Complete, $871 
6. School Financial Fall 2019 | Complete, 

$750 
7. School Operations Fall 2019 | Complete, 

$703 
8. ACT Prep Fall 2019 | In Progress, $ 
9. Fall End of semester 2019 | In Progress, $ 
10. Accounts Receivable Processing student 

bills | In Progress, $ 
11. Budget Fall 2019 | In Progress, $ 
12. Grant Monitoring 1920 | In Progress, $ 
13. Fall 2019 Grade Processing  | In Progress, 

$ 
14. Scorecard Accuracy Monitoring  | In 

Progress, $ 
15. Start of year | Complete, $871 
16. Spring 2020 Schedules and grad progress 

| In Progress, $ 
17. Fall 2019 Course Validations  | Complete, 

$581 
18. Fall 2019 PPR | Complete, $722 
19. ACT Prep Fall 2019 | In Progress, $ 
20. Fall End of semester 2019 | In Progress, $ 
21. Fall School Opening | In Progress, $ 
22. Portfolios | Complete, $703 
23. Parent Engagement | Complete, $703 
24. Start of year | Complete, $750 
25. ACT Prep Fall 2019 | In Progress, $ 
26. Fall End of semester 2019 | In Progress, $ 
27. WorkKeys  | In Progress, $ 

28. Parent Engagement | In Progress, $ 
29. Front Office Clean up  | Complete, $900 
30. ACT Prep Fall 2019 | In Progress, $ 
31. Fall End of semester 2019 | In Progress, $ 
32. Fall 2019 PPR | Complete, $750 
33. Academic Success Meetings | Complete, 

$750 
34. ACT Prep Fall 2019 | In Progress, $ 
35. Fall End of semester 2019 | In Progress, $ 
36. Start of year | Complete, $703 
37. Fall 2019 PPR | Complete, $703 
38. Academic Success Meetings | Complete, 

$703 
39. Fall 2019 PPR | Incomplete, $ 
40. Fall 2019 Course Validations  | Complete, 

$750 
41. Fall End of semester 2019 | In Progress, $ 
42. Start of year | Complete, $628 
43. Fall 2019 Course Validations  | Complete, 

$840 
44. Fall 2019 PPR | Complete, $840 
45. Fall End of semester 2019 | Complete, 

$714 
46. Spring 2020 Scheduling  | In Progress, $ 
47. Fall End of semester 2019 | In Progress, $ 
48. Fall 2019 Parent Grade Pickup | In 

Progress, $ 
49. Fall End of semester 2019 | Complete, 

$638 
50. Spring 2020 PPR | In Progress, $ 
51. Academic Success Meetings | Complete, 

$703 
52. Fall End of semester 2019 | In Progress, $ 
53. Fall Student Collection | In Progress, $ 
54. School Financial Spring 2020 | In 

Progress, $ 
55. School Operations Spring 2020 | In 

Progress, $ 
 

 
If you have any questions regarding this information, then please call me at 702-332-2593. 

Thank you, 

Dr. John Hawk  
Chief Operations Officer/Executive Director 
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January 10, 2020 

Governing Body 
Nevada State High School  
2651 N. Green Valley Pkwy, Ste 106 
Henderson, NV 89074 
 
SUBJECT: Student Scorecards Update 

Dear Governing Body Members: 

Below is a status update of student scorecards summary charts by school year including: 
 
Chart 1: Scorecards comparing end of first semester final student designation for school years 

 

 

Chart 2: Scorecards comparing end of second semester final student designation for school years 
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Below is a pivot table status update of student scorecard for school year 2019-2020 
 

Network 
 
Scorecard data for school year 2019-2020 

Original designation before ‘red’ triggers*  Final designation after ‘red’ triggers* 

Levels 
Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total  Levels 

Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total 

October 2019 Scorecards 

GREEN 122 (14%) 42 (5%) 164 (18%)  GREEN 111 (12%) 36 (4%) 147 (16%) 
YELLOW 216 (24%) 443 (49%) 659 (73%)  YELLOW 77 (9%) 87 (10%) 164 (18%) 

RED 13 (1%) 63 (7%) 76 (8%)  RED 163 (18%) 425 (47%) 588 (65%) 

Total 351 (39%) 548 (61%) 899 (100%)  Total 351 (39%) 548 (61%) 899 (100%) 

January 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN 149 (17%) 159 (18%) 308 (34%)  GREEN 116 (13%)  134(15%) 250 (28%) 

YELLOW 188 (21%) 321 (36%) 509 (57%)  YELLOW 52 (6%)  53 (6%) 105 (12%) 

RED 14 (2%) 68 (8%) 82 (9%)  RED 183 (20%)  361 (40%) 544 (61%) 

Total 351 (%) 548 (61%) 899 (100%)  Total 351 (39%) 548 (61%) 899 (100%) 

February 2020 Scorecards  

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW    

RED     RED    

Total     Total    

June 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW    

RED     RED    

Total     Total    

*  red triggers may or may not include: failed class previous semester, failed any proficiency, in remedial college 
math, or other issues may be considered red flags for intervention 
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Below is a pivot table status update of student scorecard for school year 2019-2020 
 

Henderson 
 
Scorecard data for school year 2019-2020 

Original designation before ‘red’ triggers*  Final designation after ‘red’ triggers* 

Levels 
Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total  Levels 

Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total 

October 2019 Scorecards 

GREEN 66 (19%) 14 (4%) 80 (23%)  GREEN 62 (18%) 8 (2%) 70 (20%) 
YELLOW 83 (24%) 163 (46%) 246 (70%)  YELLOW 32 (9%) 33 (9%) 65 (18%) 

RED 3 (1%) 24 (7%) 27 (8%)  RED 58 (16%) 160 (45%) 218 (62%) 

Total 152 (43%) 201 (57%) 353 (100%)  Total 152 (43%) 201 (57%) 353 (100%) 

January 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN 80 (23%) 68 (19%) 148 (42%)  GREEN 67 (19%) 57 (16%) 124 (35%) 

YELLOW 69 (20%) 106 (30%) 175 (50%)  YELLOW 21 (6%) 15 (4%) 36 (10%) 

RED 3 (1%) 27 (8%) 30 (8%)  RED 64 (18%) 129 (37%) 193 (55%) 

Total 152 (43%) 201 (57%) 353 (100%)  Total 152 (43%) 201 (57%) 353 (100%) 

February 2020 Scorecards  

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW    

RED     RED    

Total     Total    

June 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW    

RED -     RED    

Total     Total    

*  red triggers may or may not include: failed class previous semester, failed any proficiency, in remedial college 
math, or other issues may be considered red flags for intervention 
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Below is a pivot table status update of student scorecard for school year 2019-2020 
 

Summerlin 
 
Scorecard data for school year 2019-2020 

Original designation before ‘red’ triggers*  Final designation after ‘red’ triggers* 

Levels 
Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total  Levels 

Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total 

October 2019 Scorecards 

GREEN 30 (14%) 13 (6%) 43 (19%)  GREEN 28 (13%) 13 (6%) 41 (18%) 
YELLOW 58 (26%) 104 (47%) 162 (73%)  YELLOW 24 (11%) 20 (9%) 44 (20%) 

RED 3 (1%) 14 (6%) 17 (8%)  RED 39 (18%) 98 (44%) 137 (62%) 

Total 91 (41%) 131 (59%) 222 (100%)  Total 91 (41%) 131 (59%) 222 (100%) 

January 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN 37 (17%) 42 (19%) 79 (36%)  GREEN 22 (10%) 34 (15%) 56 (25%) 

YELLOW 50 (23%) 78 (35%) 128 (58%)  YELLOW 9 (4%) 17 (8%) 26 (12%) 

RED 4 (2%) 11 (5%) 15 (7%)  RED 60 (27%) 80 (36%) 140 (63%) 

Total 91 (41%) 131 (59%) 222 (100%)  Total 91 (41%) 131 (59%) 222 (100%) 

February 2020 Scorecards  

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW    

RED     RED    

Total     Total    

June 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW    

RED -     RED    

Total     Total    

*  red triggers may or may not include: failed class previous semester, failed any proficiency, in remedial college 
math, or other issues may be considered red flags for intervention 
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Below is a pivot table status update of student scorecard for school year 2019-2020 
 

Downtown 
 
Scorecard data for school year 2019-2020 

Original designation before ‘red’ triggers*  Final designation after ‘red’ triggers* 

Levels 
Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total  Levels 

Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total 

October 2019 Scorecards 

GREEN 8 (10%) 2 (3%) 10 (13%)  GREEN 7 (9%) 2 (3%) 9 (11%) 
YELLOW 24 (30%) 34 (43%) 58 (73%)  YELLOW 3 (4%) 6 (8%) 9 (11%) 

RED 3 (4%) 9 (11%) 12 (15%)  RED 25 (31%) 37 (46%) 62 (78%) 

Total 35 (44%) 45 (56%) 80 (100%)  Total 35 (44%) 45 (56%) 80 (100%) 

January 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN 8 (10%) 7 (9%) 15 (19%)  GREEN 5 (6%) 4 (5%) 9 (11%) 

YELLOW 24 (30%) 31 (39%) 55 (69%)  YELLOW 9 (11%) 4 (5%) 13 (16%) 

RED 3 (4%) 7 (9%) 10 (13%)  RED 21 (26%) 37 (46%) 58 (73%) 

Total 35 (44%) 45 (56%) 80 (100%)  Total 35 (44%) 45 (56%) 80 (100%) 

February 2020 Scorecards  

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW    

RED     RED    

Total     Total    

June 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW    

RED -     RED    

Total     Total    

*  red triggers may or may not include: failed class previous semester, failed any proficiency, in remedial college 
math, or other issues may be considered red flags for intervention 
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Below is a pivot table status update of student scorecard for school year 2019-2020 
 

Sunrise 
 
Scorecard data for school year 2019-2020 

Original designation before ‘red’ triggers*  Final designation after ‘red’ triggers* 

Levels 
Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total  Levels 

Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total 

October 2019 Scorecards 

GREEN 4 (5%) 2 (2%) 6 (7%)  GREEN 3 (4%) 2 (2%) 5 (6%) 

YELLOW 18 (21%) 48 (56%) 66 (78%)  YELLOW 6 (7%) 5 (6%) 11 (13%) 

RED 4 (5%) 9 (11%) 13 (15%)  RED 17 (20%) 52 (61%) 69 (81%) 

Total 26 (31%) 59 (69%) 85 (100%)  Total 26 (31%) 59 (69%) 85 (100%) 

January 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN 6 (7%) 6 (7%) 12 (14%)  GREEN 6 (7%) 5 (6%) 11 (13%) 

YELLOW 17 (20%) 38 (45%) 55 (65%)  YELLOW 4 (5%) 1 (1%) 5 (6%) 

RED 3 (4%) 15 (18%) 18 (21%)  RED 16 (19%) 53 (62%) 69 (81%) 

Total 26 (31%) 59 (69%) 85 (100%)  Total 26 (31%) 59 (69%) 85 (100%) 

February 2020 Scorecards  

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW    

RED     RED    

Total     Total    

June 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW -     YELLOW -    

RED -     RED    

Total     Total    

*  red triggers may or may not include: failed class previous semester, failed any proficiency, in remedial college 
math, or other issues may be considered red flags for intervention 
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Below is a pivot table status update of student scorecard for school year 2019-2020 
 

Southwest 
 
Scorecard data for school year 2019-2020 

Original designation before ‘red’ triggers*  Final designation after ‘red’ triggers* 

Levels 
Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total  Levels 

Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total 

October 2019 Scorecards 

GREEN 7 (7%) 7 (7%) 14 (14%)  GREEN 4 (4%) 7 (7%) 11 (11%) 
YELLOW 22 (22%) 63 (62%) 85 (83%)  YELLOW 8 (8%) 12 (12%) 20 (20%) 

RED -  3 (3%) 3 (3%)  RED 17 (17%) 54 (53%) 71 (70%) 

Total 29 (28%) 73 (72%) 102 (100%)  Total 29 (28%) 73 (72%) 102 (100%) 

January 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN 9 (9%) 23 (23%) 32 (31%)  GREEN 8 (8%) 21 (21%) 29 (28%) 

YELLOW 20 (20%) 45 (44%) 65 (64%)  YELLOW 5 (5%) 6 (6%) 11 (11%) 

RED - (0%) 5 (5%) 5 (5%)  RED 16 (16%) 46 (45%) 62 (61%) 

Total 29 (28%) 73 (72%) 102 (100%)  Total 29 (28%) 73 (72%) 102 (100%) 

February 2020 Scorecards  

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW    

RED     RED    

Total     Total    

June 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW -    

RED -  -  -   RED    

Total     Total    
*  red triggers may or may not include: failed class previous semester, failed any proficiency, in remedial college 
math, or other issues may be considered red flags for intervention 
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Below is a pivot table status update of student scorecard for school year 2019-2020 
 

Meadowwood 
 
Scorecard data for school year 2019-2020 

Original designation before ‘red’ triggers*  Final designation after ‘red’ triggers* 

Levels 
Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total  Levels 

Return 
Students 

New 
Students 

Grand  
Total 

October 2019 Scorecards 

GREEN 7 (12%) 4 (7%) 11 (19%)  GREEN 7 (12%) 4 (7%) 11 (19%) 
YELLOW 11 (19%) 31 (54%) 42 (74%)  YELLOW 4 (7%) 11 (19%) 15 (26%) 

RED -  4 (7%) 4 (7%)  RED 7 (12%) 24 (42%) 31 (54%) 

Total 18 (32%) 39 (68%) 57 (100%)  Total 18 (32%) 39 (68%) 57 (100%) 

January 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN 9 (16%) 13 (23%) 22 (39%)  GREEN 8 (14%) 13 (23%) 21 (37%) 

YELLOW 8 (14%) 23 (40%) 31 (54%)  YELLOW 4 (7%) 10 (18%) 14 (25%) 

RED 1 (2%) 3 (5%) 4 (7%)  RED 6 (11%) 16 (28%) 22 (39%) 

Total 18 (32%) 39 (68%) 57 (100%)  Total 18 (32%) 39 (68%) 57 (100%) 

February 2020 Scorecards  

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW     YELLOW    

RED     RED    

Total     Total    

June 2020 Scorecards 

GREEN     GREEN    

YELLOW -     YELLOW -    

RED -  -  -   RED -    

Total     Total    

*  red triggers may or may not include: failed class previous semester, failed any proficiency, in remedial college 
math, or other issues may be considered red flags for intervention 
 

 
If you have any questions regarding this information, then please call me at 702-332-5063.Thank you, 

Dr. Wendi Hawk 
Chief Academic Officer 
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Cognia Continuous Improvement System 
Cognia defines continuous improvement as “an embedded behavior rooted in an institution’s culture that 

constantly focuses on conditions, processes, and practices to improve teaching and learning.”  The 

Cognia Continuous Improvement System (CIS) provides a systemic fully integrated solution to help 
institutions map out and navigate a successful improvement journey.  In the same manner that educators 
are expected to understand the unique needs of every learner and tailor the education experience to drive 
student success, every institution must be empowered to map out and embrace their unique improvement 
journey.  Cognia expects institutions to use the results and the analysis of data from various interwoven 
components for the implementation of improvement actions to drive education quality and improved 
student outcomes.  While each improvement journey is unique, the journey is driven by key actions. 

The findings of the Engagement Review Team will be organized by the Levels of Impact within i3: Initiate, 
Improve, and Impact.  The organization of the findings is based upon the ratings from the Standards 
Diagnostic and the i3 Levels of Impact.   

Initiate 
The first phase of the improvement journey is to Initiate actions to cause and achieve better results.  The 
elements of the Initiate phase are defined within the Levels of Impact of Engagement and 
Implementation.  Engagement is the level of involvement and frequency stakeholders are engaged in the 
desired practices, processes, or programs within the institution.  Implementation is the degree to which 
the desired practices, processes, or programs are monitored and adjusted for quality and fidelity of 
implementation.  Standards identified within Initiate should become the focus of the institution’s 

continuous improvement journey to move toward the collection, analysis and use of data to measure the 
results of engagement and implementation.  A focus on enhancing the capacity of the institution in 
meeting the identified Standards has the greatest potential impact on improving student performance and 
organizational effectiveness. 

Improve  
The second phase of the improvement journey is to gather and evaluate the results of actions to 
Improve.  The elements of the Improve phase are defined within the Levels of Impact of Results and 
Sustainability.  Results represent the collection, analysis, and use of data and evidence to demonstrate 
attaining the desired result(s).  Sustainability is results achieved consistently to demonstrate growth and 
improvement over time (minimum of three years).  Standards identified within Improve are those in which 
the institution is using results to inform their continuous improvement processes and using results over 
time to demonstrate the achievement of goals.  The institution should continue to analyze and use results 
to guide improvements in student achievement and organizational effectiveness.   

Impact  
The third phase of achieving improvement is Impact where desired practices are deeply entrenched.  The 
elements of the Impact phase are defined within the Level of Impact of Embeddedness.  Embeddedness 
is the degree to which the desired practices, processes, or programs are deeply ingrained in the culture 
and operation of the institution.  Standards identified within Impact are those in which the institution has 
demonstrated ongoing growth and improvement over time and has embedded the practices within the 
culture of the institution.  Institutions should continue to support and sustain these practices that are 
yielding results in improving student achievement and organizational effectiveness. 

Cognia Performance Accreditation and the Engagement Review 
Accreditation is pivotal to leveraging education quality and continuous improvement.  Using a set of 
rigorous research-based standards, the accreditation process examines the whole institution—the 
program, the cultural context and the community of stakeholders—to determine how well the parts work 
together to meet the needs of learners.  Through the Cognia Accreditation Process, highly skilled and 
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trained Engagement Review Teams gather first-hand evidence and information pertinent to evaluating an 
institution’s performance against the research-based Cognia Performance Standards.  Using these 
Standards, Engagement Review Teams assess the quality of learning environments to gain valuable 
insights and target improvements in teaching and learning.  Cognia provides Standards that are tailored 
for all education providers so that the benefits of accreditation are universal across the education 
community. 

Through a comprehensive review of evidence and information, our experts gain a broad understanding of 
institution quality.  Using the Standards, the review team provides valuable feedback to institutions which 
helps to focus and guide each institution’s improvement journey.  Valuable evidence and information from 

other stakeholders, including students, also are obtained through interviews, surveys, and additional 
activities.  

Cognia Standards Diagnostic Results 
The Cognia Performance Standards Diagnostic is used by the Engagement Review Team to evaluate the 
institution’s effectiveness based on Cognia’s Performance Standards.  The diagnostic consists of three 

components built around each of the three Domains: Leadership Capacity, Learning Capacity and 
Resource Capacity.  Results are reported within four ranges identified by the colors.  The results for the 
three Domains are presented in the tables that follow.  

Color Rating Description 

Red Insufficient 
Identifies areas with insufficient evidence or evidence that 
indicated little or no activity leading toward improvement 

Yellow Initiating 
Represents areas to enhance and extend current 
improvement efforts 

Green Improving 
Pinpoints quality practices that are improving and meet the 
Standards 

Blue Impacting 
Demonstrates noteworthy practices producing clear results 
that positively impact the institution 

Under Each Standard statement is a row indicating the scores related to the elements of Cognia’s i3 

Rubric. The rubric is scored from one (1) to four (4). A score of four on any element indicates high 
performance, while a score of one or two indicates an element in need of improvement. The following 
table provides the key to the abbreviations of the elements of the i3 Rubric. 

 Element Abbreviation 

 

 
 Engagement EN 
 Implementation 

 

IM 
 Results RE 
 Sustainability SU 
 Embeddedness EM 

Leadership Capacity Domain  
The capacity of leadership to ensure an institution’s progress toward its stated objectives is an essential 

element of organizational effectiveness.  An institution’s leadership capacity includes the fidelity and 

commitment to its purpose and direction; the effectiveness of governance and leadership to enable the 
institution to realize its stated objectives; the ability to engage and involve stakeholders in meaningful and 
productive ways; and the capacity to implement strategies that improve learner and educator 
performance.  
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Leadership Capacity Standards Rating 

1.1 
The system commits to a purpose statement that defines beliefs about 
teaching and learning including the expectations for learners. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 3 RE: 4 SU: 2 EM: 3 

1.2 
Stakeholders collectively demonstrate actions to ensure the achievement of 
the system's purpose and desired outcomes for learning. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 4 SU: 3 EM: 3 

1.3 
The system engages in a continuous improvement process that produces 
evidence, including measurable results of improving student learning and 
professional practice. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 3 EM: 3 

1.4 
The governing authority establishes and ensures adherence to policies that 
are designed to support system effectiveness. 

Initiating 
EN: 2 IM: 2 RE: 1 SU: 1 EM: 1 

1.5 
The governing authority adheres to a code of ethics and functions within 
defined roles and responsibilities. 

Insufficient 
EN: 2 IM: 1 RE: 1 SU: 1 EM: 1 

1.6 
Leaders implement staff supervision and evaluation processes to improve 
professional practice and organizational effectiveness. 

Impacting 
EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 2 EM: 3 

1.7 
Leaders implement operational processes and procedures to ensure 
organizational effectiveness in support of teaching and learning. 

Impacting 
EN: 4 IM: 3 RE: 3 SU: 2 EM: 4 

1.8 
Leaders engage stakeholders to support the achievement of the system's 
purpose and direction. 

Initiating 
EN: 3 IM: 2 RE: 1 SU: 2 EM: 2 

1.9 
The system provides experiences that cultivate and improve leadership 
effectiveness. 

Improving 
EN: 4 IM: 3 RE: 1 SU: 1 EM: 3 

1.10 
Leaders collect and analyze a range of feedback data from multiple 
stakeholder groups to inform decision-making that results in improvement. 

Initiating 
EN: 3 IM: 1 RE: 1 SU: 1 EM: 3 

1.11 
Leaders implement a quality assurance process for its institutions to ensure 
system effectiveness and consistency. 

Impacting 
EN: 4 IM: 3 RE: 4 SU: 2 EM: 3 

Learning Capacity Domain  
The impact of teaching and learning on student achievement and success is the primary expectation of 
every institution.  An effective learning culture is characterized by positive and productive teacher/learner 
relationships; high expectations and standards; a challenging and engaging curriculum; quality instruction 
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and comprehensive support that enable all learners to be successful; and assessment practices 
(formative and summative) that monitor and measure learner progress and achievement.  Moreover, a 
quality institution evaluates the impact of its learning culture, including all programs and support services 
and adjusts accordingly. 

Learning Capacity Standards Rating 

2.1 
Learners have equitable opportunities to develop skills and achieve the 
content and learning priorities established by the system. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 2 EM: 4 

2.2 
The learning culture promotes creativity, innovation and collaborative 
problem-solving. Improving 

EN: 3 IM: 3 RE: 2 SU: 2 EM: 4 

2.3 
The learning culture develops learners' attitudes, beliefs and skills needed 
for success. Improving 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 2 SU: 2 EM: 3 

2.4 
The system has a formal structure to ensure learners develop positive 
relationships with and have adults/peers that support their educational 
experiences. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 2 EM: 4 

2.5 
Educators implement a curriculum that is based on high expectations and 
prepares learners for their next levels. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 2 EM: 4 

2.6 
The system implements a process to ensure the curriculum is clearly aligned 
to standards and best practices. Improving 

EN: 3 IM: 2 RE: 2 SU: 2 EM: 4 

2.7 
Instruction is monitored and adjusted to meet individual learners' needs and 
the system's learning expectations. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 3 EM: 4 

2.8 
The system provides programs and services for learners' educational futures 
and career planning. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 2 EM: 4 

2.9 
The system implements processes to identify and address the specialized 
needs of learners. Improving 

EN: 4 IM: 3 RE: 3 SU: 1 EM: 3 

2.10 
Learning progress is reliably assessed and consistently and clearly 
communicated. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 2 EM: 3 

2.11 
Educators gather, analyze, and use formative and summative data that lead 
to demonstrable improvement of student learning. Improving 
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Learning Capacity Standards Rating 

EN: 4 IM: 3 RE: 3 SU: 2 EM: 3 

2.12 
The system implements a process to continuously assess its programs and 
organizational conditions to improve student learning. Improving 

EN: 3 IM: 2 RE: 2 SU: 2 EM: 2 

Resource Capacity Domain 
The use and distribution of resources support the stated mission of the institution.  Institutions ensure that 
resources are distributed and utilized equitably so the needs of all learners are adequately and effectively 
addressed.  The utilization of resources includes support for professional learning for all staff.  The 
institution examines the allocation and use of resources to ensure appropriate levels of funding, 
sustainability, organizational effectiveness, and increased student learning. 

Resource Capacity Standards Rating 

3.1 
The system plans and delivers professional learning to improve the learning 
environment, learner achievement, and the system's effectiveness. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 3 EM: 4 

3.2 
The system's professional learning structure and expectations promote 
collaboration and collegiality to improve learner performance and 
organizational effectiveness. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 1 EM: 4 

3.3 
The system provides induction, mentoring, and coaching programs that ensure 
all staff members have the knowledge and skills to improve student 
performance and organizational effectiveness. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 2 EM: 4 

3.4 
The system attracts and retains qualified personnel who support the system's 
purpose and direction. Improving 

EN: 3 IM: 3 RE: 1 SU: 1 EM: 3 

3.5 
The system integrates digital resources into teaching, learning, and operations 
to improve professional practice, student performance, and organizational 
effectiveness. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 4 SU: 3 EM: 4 

3.6 
The system provides access to information resources and materials to support 
the curriculum, programs, and needs of students, staff, and the system. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 3 EM: 4 

3.7 
The system demonstrates strategic resource management that includes long-
range planning and use of resources in support of the system's purpose and 
direction. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 4 EM: 4 
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Resource Capacity Standards Rating 

3.8 
The system allocates human, material, and fiscal resources in alignment with 
the system's identified needs and priorities to improve student performance 
and organizational effectiveness. Impacting 

EN: 4 IM: 4 RE: 3 SU: 3 EM: 3 

Effective Learning Environments Observation Tool® Results  
The Cognia eProve™ Effective Learning Environments Observation Tool (eleot) is a learner-centric 
classroom observation tool that comprises 28 items organized in seven environments aligned with the 
Cognia Standards.  Classroom observations are conducted for a minimum of 20 minutes.  Trained and 
certified observers take into account the level of embeddedness, quality, and complexity of application or 
implementation; number of students engaged and frequency of application.  Results from the eleot are 
reported on a scale of one to four based on the students’ engagement in and reaction to the learning 
environment.  In addition to the results from the review, the average results from all reviews for the 
previous year are reported to benchmark your results against. The eleot provides useful, relevant, 
structured, and quantifiable data on the extent to which students are engaged in activities and/or 
demonstrate knowledge, attitudes, and/or dispositions that are conducive to effective learning. 

The insights eleot data provide an invaluable source of information for continuous improvement planning 
efforts.  Although averages by eleot Learning Environment are helpful to gauge quality at a higher, more 
impressionistic level, the average rating for each item is more fine-grained, specific and actionable.  
Institutions should identify the five to seven items with the lowest ratings and examine patterns in those 
ratings within and across environments to identify areas for improvement.  Similarly, identifying the five to 
seven items with the highest ratings also will assist in identifying strengths within and across eleot 
Learning Environments.  Examining the eleot data in conjunction with other institution data will provide 
valuable feedback on areas of strength or improvement in institution’s learning environments.  

eleot® Observations    

Total Number of eleot Observations: 10  

Environments Rating 
2018-19 

Averages 

Equitable Learning Environment 2.90 2.82 

Learners engage in differentiated learning opportunities and/or activities that 
meet their needs 2.70 2.34 

Learners have equal access to classroom discussions, activities, resources, 
technology, and support 3.40 3.30 

Learners are treated in a fair, clear and consistent manner 3.50 3.45 

Learners demonstrate and/or have opportunities to develop 
empathy/respect/appreciation for differences in abilities, aptitudes, 
backgrounds, cultures, and/or other human characteristics, conditions and 
dispositions 

2.0 2.18 

High Expectations Environment 2.84 2.71 

Learners strive to meet or are able to articulate the high expectations 
established by themselves and/or the teacher 2.80 2.74 
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eleot® Observations    

Total Number of eleot Observations: 10  

Environments Rating 
2018-19 

Averages 

Learners engage in activities and learning that are challenging but attainable 3.00 2.95 

Learners demonstrate and/or are able to describe high quality work 2.30 2.43 

Learners engage in rigorous coursework, discussions, and/or tasks that 
require the use of higher order thinking (e.g., analyzing, applying, evaluating, 
synthesizing) 

2.60 2.67 

Learners take responsibility for and are self-directed in their learning 3.50 2.78 

Supportive Learning Environment 3.08 3.15 

Learners demonstrate a sense of community that is positive, cohesive, 
engaged, and purposeful 3.10 3.07 

Learners take risks in learning (without fear of negative feedback) 2.50 2.97 

Learners are supported by the teacher, their peers and/or other resources to 
understand content and accomplish tasks 3.30 3.24 

Learners demonstrate a congenial and supportive relationship with their 
teacher 3.40 3.34 

Active Learning Environment 2.70 2.71 

Learners' discussions/dialogues/exchanges with each other and the teacher 
predominate 2.00 2.77 

Learners make connections from content to real-life experiences 3.50 2.41 

Learners are actively engaged in the learning activities 3.50 3.12 

Learners collaborate with their peers to accomplish/complete projects, 
activities, tasks and/or assignments 1.80 2.45 

Progress Monitoring and Feedback Environment 2.73 2.63 

Learners monitor their own learning progress or have mechanisms whereby 
their learning progress is monitored 2.90 2.43 

Learners receive/respond to feedback (from teachers/peers/other resources) 
to improve understanding and/or revise work 2.50 2.93 

Learners demonstrate and/or verbalize understanding of the lesson/content 2.80 2.90 

Learners understand and/or are able to explain how their work is assessed 2.70 2.25 

Well-Managed Learning Environment 3.30 3.20 

Learners speak and interact respectfully with teacher(s) and each other 3.50 3.42 

Learners demonstrate knowledge of and/or follow classroom rules and 
behavioral expectations and work well with others 3.40 3.35 

Learners transition smoothly and efficiently from one activity to another 3.00 2.89 

Learners use class time purposefully with minimal wasted time or disruptions 3.30 3.15 

Digital Learning Environment 2.53 1.79 
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eleot® Observations    

Total Number of eleot Observations: 10  

Environments Rating 
2018-19 

Averages 

Learners use digital tools/technology to gather, evaluate, and/or use 
information for learning 3.30 1.97 

Learners use digital tools/technology to conduct research, solve problems, 
and/or create original works for learning 3.30 1.79 

Learners use digital tools/technology to communicate and/or work 
collaboratively for learning 1.00 1.61 

Assurances  
Assurances are statements accredited institutions must confirm they are meeting.  The Assurance 
statements are based on the type of institution and the responses are confirmed by the Accreditation 
Engagement Review Team.  Institutions are expected to meet all Assurances and are expected to correct 
any deficiencies in unmet Assurances.  

     Assurances Met 

YES NO 
If No, List Unmet Assurances  

By Number Below 

X   

Accreditation Status and Index of Education Quality® 
Cognia will review the results of the Accreditation Engagement Review to make a final determination 
concerning accreditation status, including the appropriate next steps for your institution in response to 
these findings.  Cognia provides the Index of Education Quality (IEQ) as a holistic measure of overall 
performance based on a comprehensive set of standards and review criteria.  A formative tool for 
improvement, it identifies areas of success as well as areas in need of focus.  The IEQ is comprised of 
the Standards Diagnostic ratings from the three Domains: 1) Leadership Capacity; 2) Learning Capacity; 
and 3) Resource Capacity.  The IEQ results are reported on a scale of 100 to 400 and provides 
information about how the institution is performing compared to expected criteria.  Institutions should 
review the IEQ in relation to the Findings from the review in the areas of Initiate, Improve and Impact.  An 
IEQ score below 250 indicates that the institution has several areas within the Initiate level and should 
focus their improvement efforts on those Standards within the Initiate level.  An IEQ in the range of 225-
300 indicates that the institution has several Standards within the Improve level and is using results to 
inform continuous improvement and demonstrate sustainability.  An IEQ of 275 and above indicates the 
institution is beginning to reach the Impact level and is engaged in practices that are sustained over time 
and are becoming ingrained in the culture of the institution.  

Below is the average (range) of all AIN institutions evaluated for accreditation in the last five years.  The 
range of the annual AIN IEQ average is presented to enable you to benchmark your results with other 
institutions in the network.  

Institution IEQ 323.55 AIN 5 Year IEQ Range 278.34 – 283.33 
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Insights from the Review 
The Engagement Review Team engaged in professional discussions and deliberations about the 
processes, programs and practices within the institution to arrive at the findings of the team. These 
findings are organized around themes guided by the evidence, examples of programs and practices and 
provide direction for the institution’s continuous improvement efforts.  The Insights from the Review 

narrative should provide contextualized information from the team deliberations and provide information 
about the team’s analysis of the practices, processes, and programs of the institution from the levels of 

Initiate, Improve, and Impact. The Insights from the Review narrative should provide next steps to guide 
the improvement journey of the institution in its efforts to improve the quality of educational opportunities 
for all learners.  The findings are aligned to research-based criteria designed to improve student learning 
and organizational effectiveness.  The feedback provided in the Accreditation Engagement Review 
Report will assist the institution in reflecting on its current improvement efforts and to adapt and adjust 
their plans to continuously strive for improvement.   

The Nevada State High School System is a unique charter configuration because it enrolls only juniors 
and seniors in high school, whose college-credit work is primarily done off-campus and/or online.  
These students are receiving dual credit for both high school and college credit.  Through the review 
of documents, interviews and observations the team developed six themes in relation to the system’s 

processes of continuous improvement. 
 
Through interviews and documentation provided by the system, the team determined that the role of 
the governing board needs to be expanded system-wide to ensure that the desired practices, 
processes and programs are deeply ingrained in the culture and operation of the institution.  The 
responses during interviews with the board members indicated that their roles entailed addressing 
concerns properly and financial oversight.  The board’s policies and procedures, the code of ethics or 

the board minutes were not available.  The board members indicated that board agendas were 
developed by the system’s administration and that their roles have primarily been for approval of items 

presented.  Consistent with other interviews, the flow of information from the system is abundant; 
however, the external stakeholders were provided limited opportunities to communicate ideas or 
suggestions to the system.  Interviews with the board members and community representatives did 
not reveal a systematic process for two-way communication or involvement.  The individuals 
interviewed indicated a plethora of benefits received from school personnel; however, there was no 
indication of opportunities for the system to receive input or suggestions to support the institution with 
its continuous improvement process.  Working within the construct of the state of Nevada’s Charter 

School construct, the system is encouraged to seek providing more opportunities for the board 
members to become more active participants in increasing the system’s organizational effectiveness.  
The expertise of board members needs to be solicited to increase the flow of valuable information.  In 
an effective system, checks and balances are used by members so they are more aware of the total 
system’s vision, functions, hiring and evaluation of key leadership.  Input can be sought to improve all 
policies and practices with the development and implementation of a code of ethics and operational 
policies and practices being the first order of business.  The lack of policies and procedures limits the 
effectiveness of the organization’s governance.  The selection process for personnel serving on the 
board needs to have specific criteria to ensure those placed in positions have the background, 
knowledge and skills to be effective board members.  
 
The review of data presented, the interviews conducted with staff, parents and students, and the 
observations indicated that the system is data rich.  Teachers commented, “We have loads of data!”  
Teachers also have the duty to record student data daily.  When interviewed, students were excited to 
be able to point to Moodle, through which they have access to their personal data, the student score 
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cards, and the portfolios.  Parents indicated that they also have access to information through web site 
locations, parent conferences and the school’s texts or emails.  Lacking was the use and analysis of 
longitudinal data.  In order for schools to establish goals and analyze past performances, an analysis 
of all relevant data needs to be done so the institution can see where they have been and where they 
need to go from here.  As the team deliberated, many questions were raised due to the lack of 
analysis and use of longitudinal data.  Teachers participate in start-stop-continue meetings at the end 
of each year.  However, it could not be determined what data, if any, were used to make the 
determinations for action within specific schools or system wide.  
 
Classroom observation results and student interviews support the need for student engagement 
opportunities to be increased so more collaborative learning, modeling of high-quality work and higher 
order thinking activities are occurring in the learning process.  Innovative strategies for the remedial 
classes need to be considered to increase the likelihood of maintaining interest and improving student 
success.  Students indicated that some activities were boring and that they participated only because 
they had to.  Classroom observations indicated a large number of independent activities involving 
technology occurs but with very little interaction among students.  The analysis of observation results 
also indicated that the system’s scores did not show high averages in the areas of the opportunities to 
collaborate with peers and for the exchanges between students and teacher–each within the active 
learning environment.  Teachers, when providing direct instruction, relied on lectures without 
consistently exhibiting opportunities for student interaction.  While fostering an aura of independence 
and responsibility, it is also important to teach and model cooperative learning experiences for 
students.  Students who exhibit an ability to work cooperatively develop an understanding and 
empathy for differences while also developing teaming experiences and a sense of community. 
 
The in-class activities require the use of digital tools and technology, which is encouraged and used at 
a high level to conduct research.  However, high quality work could not be specifically identified by 
students.  The observations and interviews revealed that this was not consistent among the students 
at various campuses.  Interviews indicated that the quizzes that students were taking were quite 
simple and required little effort.  The movement towards higher order thinking activities would be 
enhanced by providing greater inclusion of such activities within the teaching-learning process.  As the 
principals and teachers work to revise curriculum offerings and daily teaching events, it would benefit 
the students to include deeper processing activities to enhance higher order thinking skills.  Also 
revising the curriculum to include developing broader analytical skills will aid students in determining 
and identifying high quality work. 
 
Students and parents were consistently able to share how students were doing and complimented the 
systems for monitoring students’ progress.  During interviews, with the review of the weekly student 

score cards, the vison/tracker organizer, Moodle, success meetings, and portfolios it was determined 
that access to the system for monitoring progress creates an opportunity for all students to be 
motivated, self-reliant and responsible learners.  Parents used words such as empowering and 
valuable in describing their children’s evolution and growth.  In this manner, the institution is meeting 

its goal of developing self-reliant students.  The eleot results and interviews also supported the 
equitable learning and relationships among and between staff and students.  This creates a supportive 
network for the students to achieve college-readiness.  Students stated as well that they were 
independent and self-directed.  Both parents and students felt as though they were supported by staff 
in meeting goals established by the institution.  The team encourages the system to continue 
developing independent learners while ensuring it provides necessary supports to establish 
cooperative learning experiences throughout the process. 
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The method to increase leadership capacity through the processes of mentoring, induction and staff 
development has led to improved organizational effectiveness.  The large number of staff that are 
products of the system is a testament to the success of the process.  The district office-level staff, 
principals and teachers spoke to the opportunities that had been afforded them through access to the 
video library and the ability to participate in staff development and professional growth experiences to 
enhance their leadership capacity.  One great benefit of using observations along with specific teacher 
input would be to provide useful foundations for impactful staff development, based on need and 
specific data.  Staff are encouraged to establish goals that enhance organizational effectiveness 
through the provision of amazing cash incentives through the Performance Incentive Program, which 
is approved and monitored by the immediate supervisor.  The system is in the process of searching 
for and hiring a new CEO due the retirement of the existing personnel.  The current leadership has 
also expressed concern about recruiting, hiring and retaining qualified administrative and instructional 
staff.  It was noted that a large percentage of the principals and teachers have less than three years 
within the system.  Some departures are attributed to the “fit” with the culture and philosophy of the 

Nevada State High School System and the Entrepreneurial Operating System (EOS) process.  To 
determine the specific reasons for staff departures, exit interviews would be of certain value.  The 
intent to hire a full-time human resource person at the district level would also be of great service to 
the system in its efforts to determine if the “right person in the right seat” has been hired. 
 
It was exceedingly apparent that the teaching-learning environment is student-centered and deeply 
ingrained throughout the organization.  Observation results and student and parent interviews all 
support the equitable learning opportunities and the well-managed and supportive learning 
environments.  Many positive things are occurring within the institution.  Students shared freely how 
the teachers and administration supported them in their quests for college readiness.  One student 
said, “They never leave us alone.”  Students were able to access information through a help ticket 
system where their concerns and questions were responded to within twenty-four hours.  Parents 
were open about how their children have demonstrated self-sufficiency and have become more 
responsible.  Each parent shared how often they received information from the school about activities 
and their child’s performance.  One parent said, “My kids can’t say they don’t know.”  Teachers shared 
that they received assistance from the instructional coach and received periodic observations with 
feedback on their performance.  Many staff are cross-trained so that everyone is aware of what tasks 
affect the entire operation.  Teacher groups said, “The EOS system has increased our accountability 

and the type of feedback we receive.”  The community representatives said, “This is the example of 

what we hope all of our schools can be.  I would recommend it to anyone.”  When each group was 

asked, words used to describe the system included convenient, flexible, innovative, empowering, 
consistent and valuable.  The team values the priority the school has placed on meeting their 
students’ needs well through effective means of communication and encourages the school to 
continue perfecting the use of the EOS system throughout all of their schools.  
  
As the system moves forward, these considerations as well as increased stakeholder involvement 
need to be a goal.  Although parents provided examples of involvement and communication through 
the system’s use of social media, emails, parent meetings and volunteer opportunities, most 

stakeholder involvement appeared to exist within the internal boundaries of the organization.  
Expanding to include methods to create a meaningful flow of information between and among all 
stakeholders would benefit the institution through the increase of its appeal and opportunities for 
students.  Additionally, the continuous collection, analysis and use of the data over time would inform 
the selection of social activities, volunteer projects, transitions, class content and other formal 
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processes.  Such input would serve as a solid foundation as the system seeks to expand locations, 
review its goals and purpose statements, and hire administrative and instructional positions in the 
future. 
 
The Nevada State High School System is encouraged to consider the themes listed in this report in 
order to move forward in its continuous improvement process.  Addressing the factors behind each of 
these themes, implementing effective programs and strategies, and analyzing subsequent results may 
greatly enhance the school system’s opportunities to provide the highest degree of success for each 

of its students. 

Next Steps 
Upon receiving the Accreditation Engagement Review Report the institution is encouraged to implement 
the following steps: 
 Review and share the findings with stakeholders. 
 Develop plans to address the Priorities for Improvement identified by the Engagement Review Team. 
 Use the findings and data from the report to guide and strengthen the institution’s continuous 

improvement efforts. 
 Celebrate the successes noted in the report.  
 Continue the improvement journey. 
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Team Roster 
The Engagement Review Teams are comprised of professionals with varied backgrounds and 
professional experiences.  All Lead Evaluators and Engagement Review Team members complete 
Cognia training and eleot certification to provide knowledge and understanding of the Cognia tools and 
processes.  The following professionals served on the Engagement Review Team: 

Team Member Name Brief Biography 

Carmen Pough Banks, 

Lead Evaluator 

Carmen Pough Banks is an educator who has taught on the 
secondary and post-secondary levels and has now retired from the 
South Carolina Department of Education.  Carmen has served as a 
secondary teacher, as well as a post-secondary adjunct professor.  
Mrs. Banks has a master’s in education degree and has strong 
curriculum development experience.  She is noted for her successful 
work with adult learners.  As a career educator and seasoned 
presenter, she continues to provide staff development and coaching 
for selected schools within the state.  Her experiences have included 
developing and monitoring a system of external review audits for 
schools designated as below average, monitoring statewide teams 
performing on-site visits and reviews of schools designated as 
unsatisfactory, conducting training for teams performing external and 
internal audits using three focus areas (leadership and governance, 
curriculum and instruction, and professional development), and 
working with federal and state legislation to develop operational 
procedures.  She has been an accreditation specialist for Cognia for 
11 years, serving as a team member, team lead and is now 
additionally certified as an early learning and a corporation lead 
evaluator.  

Gary Beyer, Associate 

Lead Evaluator 

Gary Beyer’s professional experience has been in faith-based 
institutions, namely, the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod as 
teacher/principal at St. Peter-Immanuel in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.  He 
has also been a teaching principal at Immanuel Lutheran in 
Marshfield, Wisconsin, assistant to the president for education in the 
North Wisconsin District of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, 
principal of St. John’s Lutheran in Orange, California and principal at 
West Portal Lutheran in San Francisco, California.  All of the schools 
where he was principal were accredited.  Gary served on the 
Executive Committee of the National Lutheran School Accreditation 
(NLSA) Commission.  Gary is a field consultant in California for 
Cognia as well as a lead evaluator.  He is also a member of the 
Cognia California Advisory Committee.  Gary received his Bachelor of 
Arts degree in elementary education from Concordia University 
Chicago.  He has a master’s degree in curriculum and instruction from 
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
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Team Member Name Brief Biography 

John Barlow 
John Barlow, as a retired school administrator, is the director of 
academic supports for Academica Nevada, a charter school service 
provider in the Las Vegas area.  He is an educator who taught 
Spanish, publications, and student leadership for the Clark County 
School District for five years.  He entered leadership by gaining his 
master’s degree in educational leadership from NOVA Southeastern 

University and accepted leadership roles in Clark County as a dean, 
assistant principal, and principal of his alma mater (Boulder City High 
School) and two new area high schools.  Mr. Barlow entered the 
charter school community by opening up Somerset Academy Sky 
Pointe 6-12 campus.  After two years of serving as principal of 
Somerset Sky Pointe, he became the executive director of Somerset 
Academy of Las Vegas.  Within four years, he helped increase the 
number of schools by two and oversaw a total of seven charter 
schools.  Throughout the past 15 years, he served as a commissioner 
for the Northwest Association of Accredited Schools (NWAC), 
participated on school review teams as a team member, and led 
teams as lead evaluator for Cognia.  He has also traveled 
internationally and led accreditation teams in Cairo, Egypt and Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia.   

Dr. Michael Jeffers 
Dr. Jeffers has worked in education for 35 years as a teacher, a 
principal, and a deputy director for secondary education.  He holds a 
master’s degree in secondary administration, specialist in educational 
administration, and a doctorate degree in educational leadership and 
policy analysis.  Dr. Jeffers currently serves as a lead evaluator for 
Cognia.  He formerly served on the North Central Association Board in 
Missouri.  He has led engagement review site visits for Arizona, Utah 
and Missouri for 16 years.  He has served on agency, system and 
corporation reviews in five states.  He coordinated a system review for 
his previous school district.  He has been involved with school 
improvement work with Cognia, the International Center for 
Leadership in Education, AVID, a professional learning community 
network, the Minority School Achievement Network, and the High 
School That Works grant program. 
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Team Member Name Brief Biography 

Robert Mendoza 
Robert Mendoza has been an educator for 25 years.  He has served 
as a teacher and administrator with the majority of his time at St. John 
Bosco High School in Bellflower, California where he was a teacher, 
dean of students and football coach for nine years.  Robert then spent 
the next 14 years at Fairmont Preparatory Academy.  While at 
Fairmont, Robert was the headmaster of Fairmont Preparatory 
Academy as well as the senior vice-president for Fairmont Private 
Schools.  Robert has served on the inaugural California State Council 
for Cognia.  Robert has extensive experience in school operations 
across multiple sites to include facilities, admissions and marketing.  
He was also responsible for managing the international relationship 
with Fairmont’s overseas partners for recruitment, brand protection 

and public relations.  
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SITE EVALUATION REPORT

Campus Name:  Nevada State High School: Downtown Campus 

Year Opened:  2017 – 2018  

Grade Levels:  11th and 12th 

School Leader:  H. Tyrone Henderson

Purpose of Evaluation: This evaluation is focused on academic performance and

organizational effectiveness components of the school. It

includes classroom observations, focus group results, and

detailed data analysis of student achievement.

Charter Re-Authorization: July 1, 2016

Conducted Date: September 10, 2019

Conducted By: Mark Modrcin, Mike Dang and Karen Gordon

SUMMARY OF SITE EVALUATION 

School’s Mission: To support students in a college environment with personal, academic, and social skills. 

The Nevada State High School (NSHS), Downtown Campus had 80 students enrolled during

the previous school year. The school has a 100% graduation rate with 95% daily attendance

(2018-2019).

During our Site Evaluation, the State Public Charter School Authority (SPCSA) authorizing

team recorded several instances of the above mission being put into effect on the campus.

Highlights include the following:

• During the Staff Focus group, the school’s mission and key design were verbalized by

employees. One employee stated that,“ The school’s mission is transparent, and we

follow it at every single site. Students know what is required and every kid becomes

college ready.”

• The lesson plans have been designed and implemented to highlight the three pillars

within the mission statement. This was evidenced when the classroom instructor

encouraged students to discuss reasons why they have been asked to complete a

portfolio. The instructor was direct and got right to the point saying, “Why do this

portfolio?” A student made comments such as, ”It represents who you are on paper,

helps with time management, and you could be asked for a syllabus in the future and

you will have it ready instead of rummaging around to find it.”

• The instructor at this campus tied this learning for the day to the upcoming “mock

interviews” that would be taking place in the near future. She explained that the

students would be asked questions when applying for jobs, and for entrance into

college. She said that the portfolio helps students be prepared to answer questions

and provide evidence as it is all found in one binder. The staff, including the site

leader, office manager, and classroom teacher, expressed the importance of

preparing students for college.

• At this site, there was a strong team culture that included the front office, instructor,
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and the site administrator. At one time, they were all in the classroom supporting 

each other and the students to complete assignments, answer questions, and 

become enthusiastic about the opportunity to attend college. The school leader high-

fived each student as they walked out the door saying, “It starts today, and it starts 

with you!” 

Site Evaluation team members observed instruction in a Transitions1 class offered at the 

Downtown Campus from 11:00 am to 12:00 pm. Staff observed a large classroom filled with 

diverse students who were actively participating in the Transitions class.  

I. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

Classroom 

Environment 
Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Creating an 

Environment of 

Respect and 

Rapport 

The downtown campus had a feeling of warmth and 

comfort. Students seemed at ease and were 

comfortable asking questions and receiving feedback.  

In one instance, the Teacher said, “You are half-way 

done; that’s awesome!” Evidence shows that one on one 

interactions are not only respectful but emotionally 

supportive. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Establishing a 

Culture for 

Learning 

At this campus, students appeared interested in 

learning and the expectations for the day are listed on 

the board. Students worked independently, at their own 

pace, and adults (more than one at this campus) 

checked in with students one-on-one. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing 

Classroom 

Procedures 

Students were fully engaged and asked questions 

without hesitation. There was little to no loss of 

instructional time during the lesson. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing Student 

Behavior 

The adults in the room made every attempt to monitor 

student behavior through the following methods: 

*Providing written expectations on the board

*Frequently scanning the room for student engagement

or questions.

*A deliberate re-cap of why the class is taking place.

Behavior expectations were clear and managed by staff. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

1 Note: Due to the unique structure of Nevada State High School, SPCSA staff observed one classroom adhere to the

Authority-approved site evaluation protocol. The ratings on the following pages; therefore, represent a smaller than normal 

sample size and instruction delivered by one teacher, the Educational Advising Coordinator (EAC). SPCSA staff also 

observed similar classes and school sites at the Sunrise, Henderson, Meadowwood and Southwest campuses and a 

summary of combined observational patterns is included with each individual school report. 
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II. INSTRUCTIONAL OBSERVATION 

 

Instructional 

Observation 
Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Communicating 

with Students 

The communication at this campus was provided orally, 

in writing, and was repeated as necessary. The adult 

staff anticipated possible misconceptions that students 

might have and addressed these by monitoring the 

room and looking closely at student work. The adult(s) 

made a point of fully connecting the learning activity to 

the bigger purpose of the students’ lives, not only in the 

provided lesson but by engaging students in discussion 

and allowing the students to talk comfortably among 

themselves about the big picture-which is the mission of 

the school. In addition, students were responsible for 

explaining the concepts to their peers in an authentic 

way.  

Distinguished 

Proficient  

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Using Questioning 

and Discussion 

Techniques 

Students did not formulate higher-level questions, 

however, the teacher facilitated discussion with 

higher-level questions. Many of the conversations were 

one- on- one and the instructors appeared well- trained 

at continuing to ask students questions to guide 

students to help themselves. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Engaging Students 

in Learning 

Students were engaged in completing all items listed on 

the board. All materials and classroom activities 

supported student engagement. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Using Assessment 

in Instruction 

Students were well aware of classroom expectations 

during the class period. As students talked one- on- one 

with adults, they received timely feedback about course 

work, grades, and completing the portfolio.   

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 
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III. ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 

 

 

Observations Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Mission driven 

operations 

The mission was reflected in lesson plans, classroom 

activities, one on one conferencing with students, and 

clearly executed operations such as staff training and 

tracking college success.  

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing 

Schoolwide 

Procedures 

At the Nevada State High School campuses, many 

normal school-wide procedures do not exist due to the 

framework of the school. These include hallway, 

playground, parking, lunchroom, and locker room 

procedures. It should be noted that of the procedures 

observed, entering the classroom, going to the 

bathroom, arriving and leaving for the day, there 

appeared to be no negative issues observed and well-

established school-wide procedures appeared in place 

and internalized by students. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Maintaining a Safe 

Environment 

School-wide procedures such as the posting of “Safe-

Voice” materials, Exit signs, and a clean uncluttered 

newer classroom environment was observed.   

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

 

 

IV. FOCUS GROUP SUMMARY 

 

Group No. of Participants Duration of Focus Group 

Governing Board2 N/A Completed  April 2019 

        Parents/Families N/A Completed April 2019 

Students N/A Completed April 2019 

S     School Leadership 1 30 minutes 

St    Staff 5 30               45 minutes 
 

Governing Board: 

The governing board focus group was conducted in April 2019. It was redundant to convene 

a second group considering the board members have not changed in the last 5 months. For 

transparency purposes, we are inserting the notes from the April focus group here as they 

are material to this report: 

 

                                                      
2 Two members of the five-member board participated. Quorum was not met, and Open Meeting Law was not violated. 
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• The Board indicated that they are very familiar with the current performance of the 

school and how they are progressing against their academic goals as well as the 

school’s stated mission. One Board member illustrated this in detail: ”We get reports 

on student performance regularly. These reports use a tiered system—red, green and 

yellow. This is very detailed, broken down by campus, with some commentary and 

explanation from the school leadership team. We also look at graduation rates.”  

• The board recognizes the difference between their role for oversight and the school 

leadership team’s role of management. Both board members stated they want to be 

responsive and accessible for the leadership to address the needs of the school but 

to not micromanage the execution of the program. One board member provided the 

example of the current Executive Director search, indicating that the current 

leadership team was struggling to fill this role. The board has been leveraged in this 

process to extend the school’s reach and help.  

*Note* As of August 2019, NSHS has filled the role of Executive Director for NSHS 

and this new employee was present during the site evaluation process.  

• Board members spoke about receiving a great deal of information regarding Nevada 

State High School and met with the school leadership team before becoming official 

board members. Additionally, Board members stated that there is some annual 

training, but it is provided by school leadership  

 

Parents/Families: 

The parent/family focus group was conducted in April 2019.  It was redundant to convene a 

second group considering that family members from the Henderson and Downtown 

campuses have already participated in the Summerlin Focus group. For transparency 

purposes, we are inserting the notes from the April focus group here as they are material to 

this report: 

 

• All parents agreed that NSHS provides their students a comfortable, yet challenging, 

environment for their children to be successful as they transition to college. One 

parent described the school this way, “NSHS is a perfect setting. [My student] has 

never fit in at the regular high school. He seemed to get lost as it was so large. This 

particular setup allows [him] to be more in control of his education and meet his 

goals.” 

• Parents expressed strong support of the communication provided by the school 

regarding individual student progress. Specifically, one parent commented that the 

regular meetings with the school counselor really help them understand the 

upcoming semester.  S/he said, “I have to meet with the counselor along with my 

student, but I am told what classes he/she are enrolled in, and everything is 

explained to both me and my student. This is helpful, and I feel fully aware.” All 

parents added that they always feel welcome at the school. 

• There was a consensus among the parents that NSHS is preparing their students for 

success beyond high school graduation for multiple reasons. One parent summed it 

up this way, “The on-campus experience has been very positive for my student.  He 

can go up and ask questions and has grown comfortable doing this over time. For 

him to be able to do this is remarkable. While there is a wide variety of students in 

these courses, no one knows they are actually in high school.” 
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Students: 

The student focus group was conducted in April 2019.  It was redundant to convene a 

second group considering the students from both Henderson and Downtown have already 

participated in a focus group approximately 5 months ago. For transparency purposes, we 

are inserting the notes from the April focus group here as they are material to this report: 

 

• Students overwhelmingly endorsed the school’s ability to prepare them for college.  

Multiple individuals stated that NSHS teaches them responsibility, how to be 

independent, and prepares them to be successful upon graduation and after college.  

One comment from a student was particularly telling: “A lot of people are shocked I 

have a resume [at my age], but I know that a job interview is more than just the 

actual interview.” 

• There was some shared frustration among students about the availability of current 

textbooks and classroom resources outside of the university. While students 

recognized that they are always available on campus, individual NSHS campuses 

may not offer the same textbooks to borrow from campus sites, and editions may not 

be the correct ones. This can be an added cost to students which can get 

cost-prohibitive. 

• Multiple students in the focus group commented how safe they feel on campus, 

especially given some of the current events across the country.  One student stated, 

“Some schools can be crazy and dangerous. I don’t feel like a target in this school. 

I’m not intimidated when I come here, and I don’t worry about fitting in. These 

differences make this place special.” 

• Students echoed the sentiments shared during the parent/family focus group about 

college preparedness. Students indicated that they feel very prepared due to the 

number of college courses they have completed, their familiarity with the 

expectations of college professors, and the basic differences between high school 

and college. 

• The majority of students in the focus group shared comments and frustration 

regarding the school’s policies on Candidate Assessment of Performance (CAP) 

forms, the consequences of not following courses, and the fines for dropped courses 

or those that are not passed. Students commented that CAP forms are important, but 

it requires near perfection to avoid school or college fines. When asked how fines 

work if you do not pass a course, multiple students chimed in unison: “If we fail, we 

have to pay for it unless it can be demonstrated that [we] tried every avenue to 

correct the problem.” 

 

School Leadership 

• The leader at the Downtown location is new to his position.  He came to the school 

from the Clark County School District and shared that he is excited and optimistic 

about his prospects at the school. 

• When asked about challenges, the leader said that his campus is unique from the 

others because most students at the school are first generation college students.   

He feels his role is to open doors, offer strong encouragement, and keep every single 

student from slipping through the cracks. 
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• Even though he is new, the leader feels fully supported, and likes that the NSHS 

senior leaders encourage him to bring problems and proposed solutions to them. He 

feels that his voice is heard and is empowered. 

• The leader said that the instructional coach has been very instrumental in 

instructionally coaching his staff and himself in best teaching practices. He said, “I’ve 

been a teacher and an administrator for a long time and even I learn and grasp new 

ideas from the coach.” 

 

School Staff (Combined with Henderson3) 

• Staff from both campuses reiterated that they understand the school’s mission and 

key design elements very well. A staff member commented, “Our job is to provide 

students with a real college experience. We do this and include personal academic 

and social areas.” 

• Members of the staff at both campuses said they feel supported in the area of 

professional development and that trainings take place every Friday throughout the 

summer months. Opportunities include monthly training, internal audits, observations 

from colleagues, invitations s to attend seminars, as well as a mentor teacher. 

• Staff shared that morale is excellent. One staff member stated, “One of our core 

processes is level 10 meetings-and they help us to stay positive and on track.” 

• Regarding lesson plans, staff stated that all instructors work off the same plans and 

this helps maintain consistency. 

• When asked about how the school staff supports students when they encounter less 

than quality instruction at the college, staff stated, “We coach and teach the students 

to self-advocate as well as help them come up with better study habits and 

self-discipline to make time for college courses. The Student Situation Report (SSR) 

form is proof of these supports and we suggest going to a writing center or the 

document center. We require proof that students actually went and ask for 

documentation; we love them but don’t trust them.” 

• When asked to describe the expectations for behavior which you teach your students 

to perform well in their classes staff commented, “Starting from day one, when 

students ask questions about the school, we ask them what they are looking forward 

to exploring and we empower them to lead themselves to answer their own 

questions.  We really want them to be able to find out for themselves.”  Another staff 

member commented, “The transition from high school to college is that the teachers 

in college are not teachers but are experts in their field and our students have more 

freedom than they did in high school. We preach accountability and advocacy and 

help students verbalize what they need to know and how to tune into their own 

needs.” 

  

                                                      
3 Because the site evaluations for both the NSHS-Downtown and Henderson campuses were conducted on the same day, 

this focus group was combined for logistical reasons and to accommodate the schedule of school personnel. Staff at the 

Henderson and Downtown campuses met collectively on Tuesday, September 10th at the Downtown Campus. There were 5 

participants and the session took 45 minutes to complete. 
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Results 

This report has been prepared for the Nevada State High School – Downtown campus, 

although each school site will receive an individual evaluation report with evidence and 

ratings. 

 

The final sections within each report (V. Overall Strengths of Program, VI. Recommendations, 

and VII. Deficiencies) have been combined when appropriate. This allows for charter 

network-wide comparisons of data across schools to identify patterns of strengths and 

weaknesses within both the network and the school.  Specific findings for individual 

campuses are captured within those reports, respectively.  Stated another way, should a 

specific school site have a strength, recommendation, or deficiency related only to that site, 

this will be noted within that specific report. 

 

 

 

V. OVERALL STRENGTHS OF PROGRAM  

 

1. A robust, academic program is offered to students and families. 

 

Nevada State High School – Downtown4 is to be commended for providing their students 

superior levels of academic support which leads to strong student academic success in high 

school and college settings. The courses offered have been designed and implemented to 

increase the chances of success in any college setting. This has been accomplished by a 

narrow curricular scope, knowledge of barriers that college students may encounter and one 

on one coaching of students. In all focus groups including students, staff, parents, board 

members, and leadership, the emphasis of doing whatever it takes to create college success 

was messaged numerous times. In fact, the Nevada State High School – Downtown’s 

process of onboarding, communicating the culture and expectations, measuring success 

and monitoring students is systematically followed. In addition, the school offers college 

courses for college credit, free of charge, and this in turn gives Nevada students a road to 

success both in terms of cost, time and support to realize academic success. 

 

 

2. Mission-Driven Operations. 

 

The mission of the school is considered “distinguished” for several reasons. The operations 

of the school including, lesson plans, teaching methods, adult behaviors, system-wide forms, 

and monitoring of progress all align with the mission statement. The school provides an 

interwoven plan to communicate the intent of the school in terms of staff training, student 

summer courses, student/parent handbook, messaging on the website, work displayed on 

the classroom walls, and verbal affirmation from all adults at the campuses. Evidence for 

this rating is found in the individual campus operations rubric for each school (all received a 

“distinguished” in the category of Area 1- Mission driven operations). In addition, focus 

                                                      
4 The Downtown Campus was not fully rated in 2018 because the graduation rate was not available until after the rating 

was established. The school received its first full rating in 2019.  
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group participants vocalized the mission and intent of the school and it is clear that the 

stakeholders, board, parents, students, staff, and leaders are truly united in this mission.  

 

3. Instruction and Student Supports are offered in Safe Learning Environment. 

 

The NSHS – Downtown campus provides students with an alternative environment which 

leads to the feeling of being safe. This was a common theme during the student and parent 

focus groups. Students said that they are truly thankful for the absence of this fear that 

exists for many high school students.  

 

4. Student Satisfaction with the NSHS program is very high. 

 

The students at the NSHS – Downtown campus showed their commitment to succeed in a 

college environment. The students appreciate the same commitment from their peers, 

teachers and school leaders and the freedom to learn in a safe and secure environment. 

During classroom observations, the SPCSA staff witnessed several one- on- one 

conversations which were held in a confidential and supportive way. Students were 

encouraged to advocate for themselves and empowered to create their own futures.  

 

5. The campus has a diverse staff that reflects the demographics of the community. 

 

Demographic data from the 2018 – 2019 school year indicated that the Downtown campus 

was one of the more diverse NSHS campuses within the network. SPCSA staff noted that the 

Downtown staff also featured a very diverse staff as well, which can be a powerful 

characteristic for students as research indicates those who share their identities and 

backgrounds with teachers benefit both academically and emotionally.  

 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommended items are provided so schools may increase their school-wide ratings as well 

as their overall success. SPCSA School Support Team members will follow up on each listed 

recommendation unless otherwise noted. 

 

1. Improve staff communication 

 

Staff was very complimentary in all respects of the school; however, it was suggested that 

the school place an emphasis on setting deadlines and keeping them in place. Unexpected 

deadline changes can cause anxiety and frustration for staff forcing them to choose 

between teaching or meeting the changed deadline. The SPCSA staff noticed this scenario 

taking place in two classrooms. 

 

Recommendation: 

Attempt to set deadlines in advance that are well-communicated and posted in a central, 

easily accessible location. 
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VII. DEFICIENCIES  

 

There were no deficiencies identified for any of the Nevada State High School Campuses 

during the evaluations. 
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PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT AND SCHOOL PERFORMANCE5 

 

 

Name of School: Nevada State High School-Downtown Campus 

300 North 13th Street, 2nd Floor 

Las Vegas, NV 89101 

 

 

 

School Year 2018-2019 Nevada School Performance Framework Rating(s) (NSPF) 

 

 

    High School: Nevada State High School - Downtown 

5 of 5 Stars 

 
 

 

 

ELA Proficiency (CRT New NV Standards) Math Proficiency (CRT New NV Standards) 

             N/A              N/A              N/A               N/A 

Elementary Middle Elementary Middle 

 

High School Data  

Graduation Rate: 

100% 

Average ACT Composite: 

18.35% 

 

                                                      
5 Note: The Sunrise, Southwest and Meadowood Campuses are not reflected in the state data at this time.  
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SITE EVALUATION REPORT

Campus Name:   Nevada State High School: Henderson Campus 

Grade Levels:   11th and 12th  

School Leader:   Dr. Andrea McDonald 

Purpose of Site Evaluation: This evaluation is focused on academic performance and 

organizational effectiveness components of the school. It 

includes classroom observations, focus group results, and 

detailed data analysis of student achievement. 

Date of Re-Authorization: July 1, 2016 

Conducted Date:   September 9, 2019 

Conducted By:    Mark Modrcin, Mike Dang and Karen Gordon 

SUMMARY OF SITE EVALUATION 

Mission: To support students in a college environment with personal, academic, and social skills. 

The State Public Charter School Authority (SPCSA) Authorizing Team found multiple 

examples of the mission coming through in the day-to-day activities at the Henderson 

Campus.

• During the two classroom observations, the objectives, and created curriculum

directly align with supporting Nevada State High School (NSHS) student success in

college. For example, students were asked to talk in groups about how the content

within the Study Skills class would help them in the college setting in either a

personal, academic, or social skills area.

• The was a clear emphasis on the school mission within school documents such as

the classroom observation form, Student Score Card, Portfolio Checklist, and the

Student Situation Report (SSR).

• In both classrooms, there were portions of planned activities which supported the

mission. These included announcements about upcoming opportunities for students

to participate in social events, academic tutoring, and an analysis of how each

personal student was proceeding with this semester’s classes.

The Site Evaluation team members observed instruction in a Study Skills class and a 

Transitions class1. The instructor of the Study Skills class provided clear and well-articulated 

directions to the group. She was respectful and thorough as she conferenced one – on – 

one with students. The team noticed that she asked open-ended questions followed by 

additional questions to meet the different needs of the students.  

1 Note: Due to the unique structure of Nevada State High School, SPCSA staff observed two classrooms to adhere to the

Authority-approved site evaluation protocol. The ratings on the following pages, therefore, represent a smaller than normal 

sample size and instruction delivered by two teachers, Educational Advising Coordinators (EACs).
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I. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

Classroom 

Environment 
Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Creating an 

Environment of 

Respect and 

Rapport 

The classroom teachers in both classes established an 

environment of genuine warmth and caring. Classroom 

interactions were supportive of students with no 

displays of insensitivity. It was noted that both 

classroom teachers seemed to relate to the students in 

an easy open manner.  Both were highly capable of 

whole group and small group communication with 

students aged 15-19 years of age. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Establishing a 

Culture for 

Learning 

Students in both classrooms showed a commitment to 

completing the lesson objectives. Students received one 

– on – one time within both classrooms and worked

independently with little appearance of off-task student

actions. At one point, a math tutor came into the

classroom and announced that he was there for the

entire morning should students want to meet and get

assistance with math. He told the students, “Don’t wait

until it’s too late, see me right away before a small

misunderstanding with math leads to a poor grade.”

Teachers in both classrooms openly supported the tutor

and encouraged students to seek out help should they

need it. There were five students receiving help.

On one wall of this campus there were pictures and

graduation announcements of former students sharing

their college success.

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing 

Classroom 

Procedures 

There was little to no loss of instructional time during 

either of these lessons. It was clear that students knew 

to raise their hand with questions and speak-up. At 

times, front office assistance was needed by students 

with questions about their college schedules.  Students 

knew exactly how to get this support in terms of where 

to go and who to talk to about their situation.  

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing Student 

Behavior 

Both teachers were fully aware of student behavior and 

responded to questions, technology issues, college 

scheduling issues, and overall student engagement in 

appropriate, respectful, and nearly immediate fashion. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 
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II. INSTRUCTIONAL OBSERVATION 

 

Instructional 

Observation 
Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Communicating 

with Students 

In both classrooms the instructors used clear oral and 

written language that was expressive and clear. The two 

teachers appeared to anticipate possible student 

misconceptions and actively scanned the classrooms to 

quickly answer questions and re-state directions as 

required. In one – on – one conferences, both teachers 

connected the conversation with the purpose of the 

lesson and the mission of the school. Students 

contributed to explaining concepts/lesson expectations 

to other students sitting at their table. Students did this 

respectfully and without disrupting others. 

 

Distinguished 

Proficient  

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Using Questioning 

and Discussion 

Techniques 

Questions used by teachers were a mix of high-level 

(open-ended) and one answer checks for understanding.  

The one – on – one discussions in both classrooms 

were true discussions about school related items such 

as poor scores on college tests, importance of ACT 

practice, and why early help with Math is highly 

recommended. It was evident that the students felt 

comfortable engaging in these conversations with both 

teachers. 

 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Engaging Students 

in Learning 

Students were intellectually engaged throughout the 

lesson. Students worked independently, at their own 

pace, finishing each task at their own speed. The 

classroom teachers provided clear directions about 

what options the students could their time in the 

classroom to complete the assignment and they 

reiterated the instructions several times. No off- task 

behavior was observed, nor did students appear to be 

confused about classroom expectations or the task at 

hand for very long, if at all. Students appeared very 

comfortable speaking up and quickly asking questions 

rather than sitting and waiting for the instructor to come 

around. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Using Assessment 

in Instruction 

The Education Advising Coordinator (EAC) expressed 

expectations clearly and then monitored student work. 

Student feedback was timely, respectful, and students 

were fully aware of their progress. Students were 

required to take a quiz at the end of one of the videos to 

check their progress and understanding of the content.  

 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 
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III. ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 

 

Observations Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Mission driven 

operations 

All stakeholders, including the students, staff, school 

leader, and parents are aware of and fully dedicated to 

the mission at the school. This is evidenced by 

observations of the campus, classroom, and forms used 

at the school site.   

 

This site had two added items: 

*On-Site Math Tutoring 

*An entire wall of the main area of the school dedicated 

to posting the graduation and career achievements of 

former students. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing 

Schoolwide 

Procedures 

This campus is not newly established, and the school-

wide procedures reflect several well-established school 

procedures: 

 

*Bathroom protocol 

*Entering and exiting the School 

*Greeting each other coming into the classroom/sign in 

and sign out sheets and handouts provided at the 

doorways of classrooms 

*Exit Tickets 

*Procedure for going into the common area for math 

assistance without disturbing the class. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Maintaining a Safe 

Environment 

This campus was clean, safe, warm, and inviting.   

“Safe-Voice” posters were displayed where all students, 

staff, parents can read and respond if need be. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

 

IV. FOCUS GROUP SUMMARY 

Group No. of Participants Duration of Focus Group 

Governing Board2 N/A Completed April 2019 

        Parents/Families N/A Completed April 2019 

Students N/A Completed April 2019 

S     School Leadership 1 30 minutes 

St    Staff 5 30               45 minutes 
 

Governing Board: 

                                                      
. 2 Two members of the five-member board participated. Quorum was not met, and Open Meeting Law was not violated. 
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The governing board focus group was conducted in April 2019. It was redundant to convene 

a second group considering the board members have not changed in the last 5 months. For 

transparency purposes, we are inserting the notes from the April focus group here: 

 

• The Board indicated that they are very familiar with the current performance of the 

school and how they are progressing against their academic goals as well as the 

school’s stated mission. One Board member illustrated this in detail: ”We get reports 

on student performance regularly. These reports use a tiered system—red, green and 

yellow. This is very detailed, broken down by campus, with some commentary and 

explanation from the school leadership team. We also look at graduation rates.”  

• The board recognizes the difference between their role for oversight and the school 

leadership team’s role of management. Both board members stated they want to be 

responsive and accessible for the leadership to address the needs of the school but 

to not micromanage the execution of the program. One board member provided the 

example of the current Executive Director search, indicating that the current 

leadership team was struggling to fill this role. The board has been leveraged in this 

process to extend the school’s reach and help.  

*Note* As of August 2019, NSHS has filled the role of Executive Director for NSHS 

and this new employee is a member of the staff at this time. 

• Board members spoke about receiving a great deal of information regarding Nevada 

State High School and met with the school leadership team before becoming official 

board members. Additionally, Board members stated that there is some annual 

training, but it is provided by school leadership  

 

Parents/Families: 

The parent/family focus group was conducted in April 2019.  It was redundant to convene a 

second group considering that family members from the Henderson and Downtown 

campuses have already participated in the Summerlin Focus group. For transparency 

purposes, we are inserting the notes from the April focus group here: 

 

• All parents agreed that NSHS provides their students a comfortable, yet challenging, 

environment for their children to be successful as they transition to college. One 

parent described the school this way, “NSHS is a perfect setting. [My student] has 

never fit in at the regular high school. He seemed to get lost as it was so large. This 

particular setup allows [him] to be more in control of his education and meet his 

goals.” 

• Parents expressed strong support of the communication provided by the school 

regarding individual student progress. Specifically, one parent commented that the 

regular meetings with the school counselor really help them understand the 

upcoming semester.  S/he said, “I have to meet with the counselor along with my 

student, but I am told what classes he/she are enrolled in, and everything is 

explained to both me and my student. This is helpful, and I feel fully aware.” All 

parents added that they always feel welcome at the school. 

• There was a consensus among the parents that NSHS is preparing their students for 

success beyond high school graduation for multiple reasons. One parent summed it 

up this way, “The on-campus experience has been very positive for my student.  He 
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can go up and ask questions and has grown comfortable doing this over time. For 

him to be able to do this is remarkable. While there is a wide variety of students in 

these courses, no one knows they are actually in high school.” 

 

Students: 

The student focus group was conducted in April 2019.  It was redundant to convene a 

second group considering the students from both Henderson and Downtown have already 

participated in a focus group approximately 5 months ago. For transparency purposes, we 

are inserting the notes from the April focus group here: 

 

• Students overwhelmingly endorsed the school’s ability to prepare them for college.  

Multiple individuals stated that NSHS teaches them responsibility, how to be 

independent, and prepares them to be successful upon graduation and after college.  

One comment from a student was particularly telling: “A lot of people are shocked I 

have a resume [at my age], but I know that a job interview is more than just the 

actual interview.” 

• There was some shared frustration among students about the availability of current 

textbooks and classroom resources outside of the university. While students 

recognized that they are always available on campus, individual NSHS campuses 

may not offer the same textbooks to borrow from campus sites, and editions may not 

be the correct ones. This can be an added cost to students which can get 

cost-prohibitive. 

• Multiple students in the focus group commented how safe they feel on campus, 

especially given some of the current events across the country.  One student stated, 

“Some schools can be crazy and dangerous. I don’t feel like a target in this school. 

I’m not intimidated when I come here, and I don’t worry about fitting in. These 

differences make this place special.” 

• Students echoed the sentiments shared during the parent/family focus group about 

college preparedness. Students indicated that they feel very prepared due to the 

number of college courses they have completed, their familiarity with the 

expectations of college professors, and the basic differences between high school 

and college. 

• The majority of students in the focus group shared comments and frustration 

regarding the school’s policies on Candidate Assessment of Performance (CAP) 

forms, the consequences of not following courses, and the fines for dropped courses 

or those that are not passed. Students commented that CAP forms are important, but 

it requires near perfection to avoid school or college fines. When asked how fines 

work if you do not pass a course, multiple students chimed in unison: “If we fail, we 

have to pay for it unless it can be demonstrated that [we] tried every avenue to 

correct the problem.” 
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School Leadership: 

• School Leadership at the Henderson campus has been in her position throughout 

the previous year and before.  She supports the mission and vision of the school 

and has seen students directly benefit from the school as many graduates have 

successfully transitioned to and through college. 

• School leadership shares information with staff members both at the site and all 

sites by constantly checking emails and attending Level 10 meetings.  This 

approach keeps staff informed and ensure that all staff are prioritizing the same 

objectives and goals. 

• The administrator stated that the staffing at Henderson is strong because it puts 

supporting students first. Staff at the Henderson campus works together to step 

in and fulfill student requests and needs as required. 

 

School Staff (combined with Downtown3): 

 

• Staff from both campuses reiterated that they understand the school’s mission and 

key design elements very well. A staff member commented, “Our job is to provide 

students with a real college experience. We do this and include personal academic 

and social areas.” 

• Members of the staff at both campuses said they feel supported in the area of 

professional development and that trainings take place every Friday throughout the 

summer months. Opportunities include monthly training, internal audits, observations 

from colleagues, invitations s to attend seminars, as well as a mentor teacher. 

• Staff shared that morale is excellent. One staff member stated, “One of our core 

processes is level 10 meetings-and they help us to stay positive and on track.” 

• Regarding lesson plans, staff stated that all instructors work off the same plans and 

this helps maintain consistency. 

• When asked about how the school staff supports students when they encounter less 

than quality instruction at the college, staff stated, “We coach and teach the students 

to self-advocate as well as help them come up with better study habits and 

self-discipline to make time for college courses. The Study Skills Report (SSR) form is 

proof of these supports and we suggest going to a writing center or the document 

center. We require proof that students actually went and ask for documentation; we 

love them but don’t trust them.” 

• When asked to describe the expectations for behavior which you teach your students 

to perform well in their classes staff commented, “Starting from day one, when 

students ask questions about the school, we ask them what they are looking forward 

to exploring and we empower them to lead themselves to answer their own 

questions.  We really want them to be able to find out for themselves.”  Another staff 

member commented, “The transition from high school to college is that the teachers 

in college are not teachers but are experts in their field and our students have more 

freedom than they did in high school. We preach accountability and advocacy and 

                                                      
3 Because the site evaluations for both the NSHS Downtown and Henderson campuses were conducted on the same day, 

this focus group was combined for logistical reasons and to accommodate the schedule of school personnel. Staff at the 

Henderson and Downtown campuses met collectively on Tuesday, September 10th at the Downtown Campus. There were 5 

participants and the session took 45 minutes to complete. 
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help students verbalize what they need to know and how to tune into their own 

needs.” 

 

 

Results 

 

This report has been prepared for the Nevada State High School – Henderson campus, 

although each school site will receive an individual evaluation report with evidence and 

ratings. 

  

The final sections within each report (V. Overall Strengths of Program, VI. Recommendations, 

and VII. Deficiencies) have been combined when appropriate. This allows for charter network-

wide comparisons of data across schools to identify patterns of strengths and weaknesses 

within both the network and the school.  Specific findings for individual campuses are 

captured within those reports, respectively.  Stated another way, should a specific school site 

have a strength, recommendation, or deficiency related only to that site, this will be noted 

within that specific report. 

 

 

V. OVERALL STRENGTHS OF PROGRAM  

 

1. A robust, academic program is offered to students and families. 

 

Nevada State High School – Henderson is to be commended for providing their students 

superior levels of academic support which leads to strong student academic success in high 

school and college settings. The Henderson campus has earned a superior rating with a 

total of five stars according to the Nevada School Performance Framework (NSPF). The 

courses offered have been designed and implemented to increase the chances of success 

in any college setting. This has been accomplished by a narrow curricular scope, knowledge 

of barriers that college students may encounter and one on one coaching of students. In all 

focus groups including students, staff, parents, board members, and leadership, the 

emphasis of doing whatever it takes to create college success was messaged numerous 

times. In fact, the Nevada State High School – Henderson’s process of onboarding, 

communicating the culture and expectations, measuring success and monitoring students is 

systematically followed. In addition, the school offers college courses for college credit, free 

of charge, and this in turn gives Nevada students a road to success both in terms of cost, 

time and support to realize academic success. 

 

 

2. Mission-Driven Operations. 

 

The mission of the school is considered “distinguished” for several reasons. The operations 

of the school including, lesson plans, teaching methods, adult behaviors, system-wide forms, 

and monitoring of progress all align with the mission statement. The school provides an 

interwoven plan to communicate the intent of the school in terms of staff training, student 

summer courses, student/parent handbook, messaging on the website, work displayed on 

the classroom walls, and verbal affirmation from all adults at the campuses. Evidence for 
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this rating is found in the individual campus operations rubric for each school (all received a 

“distinguished” in the category of Area 1- Mission driven operations). In addition, focus 

group participants vocalized the mission and intent of the school and it is clear that the 

stakeholders, board, parents, students, staff, and leaders are truly united in this mission.  

 

3. Instruction and Student Supports are offered in Safe Learning Environment. 

 

The Henderson campus provides a safe, clean learning environment. Shootings and violence 

in high schools is on the rise; however, these campuses provide the students with an 

alternative environment which leads to the feeling of being safe. This was a common theme 

during the student and parent focus groups. Students commented that they feel safe and 

secure while at the Henderson campus, which is critical to student learning. 

 

4. Student Satisfaction with the NSHS Program is Very High. 

 

The students at the Henderson campus showed their commitment to succeed in a college 

environment. The students appreciate the same commitment from their peers, teachers and 

school leaders and the freedom to learn in a safe and secure environment. During 

classroom observations, the SPCSA staff witnessed several one on one conversations which 

were held in a confidential and supportive way. Students were encouraged to advocate for 

themselves and empowered to create their own futures. Additionally, students were offered 

supplementary help with their academics through a tutor that is on campus regularly.  

Although students had suggestions as to how to improve, they made it very clear that this 

school is their best choice.  

 

 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommended items are provided so charters may increase their school-wide ratings as 

well as their overall success. SPCSA School Support Team members will follow up on each 

listed recommendation. 

 

1. Improve staff communication. 

Staff was very complimentary in all respects of the school; however, it was suggested that 

the school place an emphasis on setting deadlines and keeping them in place. Unexpected 

deadline changes can cause anxiety and frustration for staff forcing them to choose 

between teaching or meeting the changed deadline.  

 

Recommendation: 

Attempt to set deadlines in advance that are well-communicated and posted in a central, 

easily accessible location. 

 

 

         

VII. DEFICIENCIES  

 

There were no deficiencies for any of the Nevada State High School Campuses during this 

evaluation.  
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PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT AND SCHOOL PERFORMANCE 

 

 

Name of School: Nevada State High School-Henderson Campus 

 

 

 

School Year 2018-2019 Nevada School Performance Framework Rating(s) (NSPF) 

 

 

High School: 5 of 5 Stars 
 

 

 

ELA Proficiency (CRT New NV Standards) Math Proficiency (CRT New NV Standards) 

             N/A              N/A              N/A               N/A 

Elementary Middle Elementary Middle 

 

High School Data  

Graduation Rate: 

97.9% 

 

Average ACT Composite: 

20.66 
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SITE EVALUATION REPORT

Campus Name:         Nevada State High School: Meadowood Campus 

Grade Levels:  11th and 12th 

School Leader:        Bill Meister 

Purpose of Site Evaluation:   This evaluation is focused on academic performance and  

organizational effectiveness components of the school. It  

includes classroom observations, focus groups, and detailed 

data analysis of student achievement. 

Date of Re-Authorization:     July 1, 2019 

Conducted Date:        September 12, 2019 

Conducted By:          Mark Modrcin, Mike Dang and Karen Gordon 

SUMMARY OF SITE EVALUATION 

Mission:  To support students in a college environment with personal, academic and 

social skills. 

During our Site Evaluation, the team observed the above mission being lived out on the 

campus as evidenced in lesson plans, classroom activities, and during parent, student, 

administrative, and staff focus groups. 

• Three “Pillars” (personal, academic, and social) are posted on the classroom wall.

During a recent lesson, students were asked to come up with a sentence or two, as a

group to describe how the lesson helped them prepare for college in one of three

ways.

• Lesson plans were designed and implemented to highlight the three pillars at the

conclusion of the lesson and to encourage students to discuss the pillars.

• The staff, including the site leader, office manager, and classroom teacher all

expressed the importance of preparing students for college

Site Evaluation team members observed instruction in a Study Skills1 class offered at the 

Meadowood Campus from 7:30 am - 9:30 am. Staff observed 7 students actively 

participating in the Study Skills class. The State Public Charter School Authority (SPCSA) 

evaluation team observed the Study Skills class for approximately 90 minutes. Evaluators 

were able to observe the class during the beginning, middle, and end. 

Observers noted that the instructor provided clear direction and support throughout this 

time period. Students appeared actively engaged and familiar with expectations and there 

were no behavior issues observed.  

. 

1 Note: Due to the unique structure of Nevada State High School, SPCSA staff observed one classroom adhere to the Authority-approved site 

evaluation protocol. The ratings on the following pages, therefore, represent a smaller than normal sample size and instruction delivered by one 
teacher (Educational Advising Coordinator). SPCSA staff also observed similar classes and school sites at the Sunrise, Henderson, Downtown 

and Southwest campuses. 

SITE EVALUATION: NSHS-Downtown 
Campus DATE: November 10, 2019   pg 1
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I. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

Classroom 

Environment 
Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Creating an 

Environment of 

Respect and 

Rapport 

The instructor established an environment of respect and 

rapport. Interactions were warm, caring and there was 

evidence of a general atmosphere of acceptance with no 

displays of insensitivity. The teacher was thoughtful in her 

methods of communication considering, each student’s 

differences. For example, the teacher was observed 

working with a student to check on his Student Situation 

Report (SSR) form. At first, the student did not respond 

when spoken to. The teacher patiently waited for eye-

contact and then stated she would come back and talk to 

the student in a minute when he was more prepared. This 

thoughtful action by the teacher was respectful of the 

student and ended up creating a more solid relationship 

with him. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Establishing a 

Culture for 

Learning 

There was a genuine culture for learning established. The 

instructor began the lesson with the objective and was 

clear in her communication about what the students 

would be expected to learn and accomplish that day. She 

previewed the lesson, letting students know what 

questions they would have to answer so that they could 

be listening for this information while watching the video. 

There was a clear list of expectations written on the white 

board in front of the classroom explaining what to do after 

viewing the video.  Observers noted that several students 

referred to the expectations throughout the observation. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing 

Classroom 

Procedures 

There was little to no loss of instructional time during the 

lesson. Students were engaged and all questions were 

quickly answered. The teacher did not hesitate to request 

clerical assistance from the office manager when needed 

and this appeared to meet the individual needs of the 

students. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing 

Student 

Behavior 

The instructor made every attempt to monitor student 

behavior through the following methods:  

*Clear, verbal expectations at the beginning of the lesson;

*Frequent checks for understanding; and

*A deliberate check for internet accessibility which

allowed the 7 students to begin watching the video.

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

II. INSTRUCTIONAL OBSERVATION
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Instructional 

Observation 
Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Communicating 

with Students 

The teacher communicated clearly with students. She 

used a calm, respectful tone and displayed enthusiasm 

with at least two of the seven students when discussing 

career and college classes. The writing on the white board 

at the front of the classroom was easy to read and 

informative. The purpose of the lesson and a means for 

which students could monitor their progress was provided 

throughout the lesson. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Using 

Questioning and 

Discussion 

Techniques 

There was evidence of true discussion between the 

instructor and individual students. One such discussion 

revolved around a student’s excitement about attending 

the community college and her exposure to a classroom 

that was set up to look like a hospital. The teacher 

engaged in this discussion with the student and the 

student was focused on communicating her excitement 

about this opportunity. The teacher offered to have the 

student “practice” taking vital signs on her.  This 

interaction is an example of questioning by the teacher 

that resulted in true discussion. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Engaging 

Students in 

Learning 

Students were intellectually engaged throughout the 

lesson. They followed the items posted on the white board 

and knew exactly what to do when finished. 

Students worked independently, at their own pace, 

finishing each task at their own speed. Observers noted a 

range of activities such as viewing the video, filling out the 

worksheet, filling out the SSR form, conferencing with the 

teacher, and reading text books from the college class. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Using 

Assessment in 

Instruction 

Students were well aware of the expectation during the 

class period and the Educational Advising Coordinator 

(EAC) monitored student work and questions regarding 

the assignments with fidelity. Feedback for students was 

provided in a timely manner. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

III. ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Observations Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 
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Mission driven 

operations 

The students, staff, school leader, and parents are aware 

of, and fully dedicated to, the mission at the school. This 

is evidenced by focus group statements, observations of 

the campus, classroom, and general condition of the site.  

Staff operates with a sense of urgency, and supports one 

another when issues arise. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing 

Schoolwide 

Procedures 

School-wide procedures such as entering the school, 

classroom, and asking questions during class are evident.   

Students gather paperwork upon entering the classroom 

and prepare exit tickets while leaving. 

As students departed, the classroom teacher stood at the 

back of the classroom, wishing each student well and 

touching base with them one final time. She gathered 

their exit tickets and reminded them, individually, of 

important upcoming events. This example of managing 

school-wide procedures exemplifies the importance of 

meaningful and built-in communication. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Maintaining a 

Safe 

Environment 

School-wide procedures such as the posting of “Safe-

Voice” materials, Exit signs, and a clean uncluttered 

environment were observed. Additionally, students 

commented that they felt very safe at the school. One 

student remarked, “I attended another school in the past 

and was fearful of experiencing a school-wide threat from 

another unstable student. I don’t feel that way here and 

there is no drama either.” Another student stated, “I have 

encountered issues with bullying and not fitting in. Here I 

feel safe, welcome, and we have our own small 

community of which I am included.”  These statements 

exemplify the importance of a safe school environment.  

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

IV. FOCUS GROUP SUMMARY

Group No. of Participants Duration of Focus Group 

Governing Board2 N/A Completed April 2019 

 Parents/Families 4 30 minutes 

Students 10 30 minutes 

S  School Leadership 1 30 minutes 

St  Staff Completed with  

Meadowood Staff 

30     30 minutes 

Governing Board: 

2 Two members of the five-member board participated. Quorum was not met, and Open Meeting Law was not violated. 
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The governing board focus group was conducted in April 2019. It was redundant to convene 

a second group considering the board members have not changed in the last 5 months. For 

transparency purposes, we are inserting the notes from the April focus group here: 

 

• The Board indicated that they are very familiar with the current performance of the 

school and how they are progressing against their academic goals as well as the 

school’s stated mission. One Board member illustrated this in detail: ”We get reports 

on student performance regularly. These reports use a tiered system—red, green and 

yellow. This is very detailed, broken down by campus, with some commentary and 

explanation from the school leadership team. We also look at graduation rates.”  

• The board recognizes the difference between their role for oversight and the school 

leadership team’s role of management. Both board members stated they want to be 

responsive and accessible for the leadership to address the needs of the school but 

to not micromanage the execution of the program. One board member provided the 

example of the current Executive Director search, indicating that the current 

leadership team was struggling to fill this role. The board has been leveraged in this 

process to extend the school’s reach and help.  

*Note* As of August 2019, Nevada State High School (NSHS) has filled the role of 

Executive Director for NSHS and this new employee was present during the site 

evaluation process.  

• Board members spoke about receiving a great deal of information regarding Nevada 

State High School and met with the school leadership team before becoming official 

board members. Additionally, Board members stated that there is some annual 

training, but it is provided by school leadership  

 

Parents/Families 

• Parents at this site reported that their children like the independence, lack of social 

pressure, and being able to focus on school and feel safe. 

• One parent commented, “My son likes being with kids who are motivated and serious 

about being in school. He is so excited about learning every day.” 

• A parent said that the college schedule, including Truckee Meadows Community 

College and University of Nevada – Reno, helps her son organize his time and he 

loves being in college. 

• Parents commented that they feel welcome at the school and feel the staff is very 

responsive to their needs. Specifically, one commented, “My daughter has social 

phobias and anxieties; she didn’t want to talk with people, but you have to do it in 

life; here it is not optional, and she is warming up to it so I like it. She is becoming 

less resistant.” 

 

Students  

• Students communicated that NSHS has enabled them to act more like adults as well 

as work towards their personal goals. Students appreciate the opportunity to 

advocate for themselves, as well as the freedom to attend classes that they believe 

are worthwhile. A student commented about why he came to NSHS, saying “I came 

here because I heard there were kids that got perfect scores on the ACT.” 

• Another student commented that she felt this school would give her the support she 
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needs to attend college because her family members have not attended and do not 

know what should take place. 

• Students feel involved in taking control of the progress of their classes. The CAP form 

helps them document and keep track of the classes they are taking. 

• A student stated that, “If you mess up and fail a class, you will be charged for the 

class and receive a $500 fee. The school makes this abundantly clear because they 

tell you in the registration form and summer packet and they remind you in the 

handbook and again during the parent performance review.” 

• In general, students at this campus are frustrated with communication. For example, 

the Study Skills class time was changed abruptly from 10:00am–12:00pm to 

7:30am-9:30am. In some cases, this resulted in students having to scramble and 

change work schedules, transportation to the class, and, in one case, the necessity 

for a student to drop a previously registered college class for another. The majority of 

the students attending the focus group communicated feeling disrespected when 

last-minute changes occur, and expressed that these practices should be improved 

by NSHS. 

• Students feel they are isolated at this campus and receive multiple emails regarding 

events taking place in the Las Vegas area which are not applicable to them.  

Students suggested that NSHS develop email groups to alleviate this frustration. 

• Students enrolling in the Study Skills class for the second time view this as a 

punishment for not achieving at the higher level of math. One student commented, 

“It is not my fault that I tested in at a lower level math class and even though I was 

successful in taking and passing the math during my junior year, I am still required to 

re-take the Study Skills class. The content and videos are the same. A student 

suggested that perhaps one time a week would suffice. Another student said, 

“Because I am still in the lower level math class, I not only have to re-take Study 

Skills, I am not allowed to run for student government.” 

 

Leadership 

• The leader of this campus, who is new, expressed the biggest challenge being their 

work to ensure 100% of the students are attending class. He said, “We have a couple 

of kids that like to sleep in or have transportation issues and/or family commitments 

and then show up late. We talk about professional and college standards and why 

being punctual is important.” 

• In order to implement the mission fully, the administrator commented, “We 

document phone calls and conversations with students and record their progress on 

the SSR form. We empower them to develop a plan and then hold them accountable 

to the plan. We ask leading questions or directly tell the student what to do, but only 

in extreme cases. There are probably one or two students out of 55 that are not 

receptive and are not getting better.” 

• When asked about IEP students, the leader said, “First we develop a plan and meet 

with students and parents to discuss the plan. The student would have input on 

accommodations and then NSHS would decide if they are empowering or enabling 

the plan. Next, we put the plan in motion. There are three students on an IEP and all 

three are out of remedial courses and very good at empowering themselves, I’ve met 

with all three.” 
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• The leader communicates with staff face to face, text message, and emails, all of 

which are helpful to him in his new role. “We have team meetings to discuss projects 

and priorities and District Site Administrator (DSA) meetings occur through Skype 

once a week.” 

• The leader was asked about retaining quality people, and this was echoed as a 

priority for the Meadowood campus. He said, “I want to do this. We need to hire the 

right people, but we might find people. We had an EAC here for two weeks that we 

thought would be a good fit. That was not the case. Hiring recommendations come 

from the site; posts from the NSHS central office-but they rely on me for a good fit.” 

 

Staff 

• Staff members shared that Nevada State High School’s mission aligns with everyday 

functions at the school site. For example, one staff member stated, “The school pays 

for students to attend college and during our Study Skills our curriculum teaches 

students how to fill out the FAFSA, provides a textbook allowance, and helps students 

apply for college scholarships.” 

• Staff explained that they support each other by making sure students fill out their 

SSRs. This report asks students to write down grades, quizzes, and upcoming 

assignments with their due dates. Staff explained that they sit personally with 

students one on one to see how work, family, and academic success is going.   

• It was suggested that employee training could be improved by streamlining. It would 

be helpful to have written procedures so that employees can be enabled to go back 

later and solve problems and answer questions independently.  

• At times, staff feels pressure to complete all of the checklists provided to them and 

sometimes the deadlines change which serves to increase the pressure. 

• Employees reported feeling very optimistic overall with staff morale and teamwork at 

not only their site but also between sites.  

 

Results 

 

This report has been prepared for the Nevada State High School Meadowood campus.  Each 

school site contains an evaluation report with evidence and ratings for each individual 

school as listed on the first page of the report.  

  

The final sections within each report (V. Overall Strengths of Program, VI. Recommendations, 

and VII. Deficiencies) have been combined. This allows for charter network-wide comparisons 

of data across schools to identify patterns of strengths and weaknesses within both the 

network and the school. 

 

V. OVERALL STRENGTHS OF PROGRAM  

 

1. A robust, academic program is offered to students and families 

The Meadowood Nevada State High campus is to be commended for providing their 

students superior levels of academic support which leads to strong student academic 

success in high school and college settings. The courses offered at the Nevada State High 

School, Meadowood Campus has been designed and implemented to increase the chances 

of success in any college setting. This has been accomplished by a narrow curricular scope, 
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knowledge of barriers that college students may encounter and one on one coaching of 

students. In all focus groups including students, staff, parents, board members, and 

leadership, the emphasis of doing whatever it takes to create college success was 

messaged numerous times. In addition, the school offers college courses for college credit, 

free of charge, and this in turn gives Nevada students a road to success both in terms of 

cost, time and support to realize academic success. 

 

2. Mission Driven Operations 

The mission of the school is considered “distinguished” for several reasons. The operations 

of the school including, lesson plans, teaching methods, adult behaviors, system-wide forms, 

and monitoring of progress all align with the mission statement. The school provides an 

interwoven plan to communicate the intent of the school in terms of staff training, student 

summer courses, student/parent handbook, messaging on the website, work displayed on 

the classroom walls, and verbal affirmation from all adults at the campuses. Evidence for 

this rating is found in the individual campus operations rubric for each school (all received a 

“distinguished” in the category of Area 1- Mission driven operations). In addition, focus 

group participants vocalized the mission and intent of the school and it is clear that the 

stakeholders, board, parents, students, staff, and leaders are truly united in this mission.  

 

3. Instruction and Student Supports are offered in a Safe Learning Environment 

This campus provides a safe, clean learning environment. Shootings and violence in High 

Schools has been a topic in the news often, however, this campus provides the students 

with an alternative environment which leads to the feeling of being safe. This was a common 

theme during the student and parent focus groups. Students in the focus group said that 

they are truly thankful for the absence of this fear that exists for many high school students. 

Students also pointed out that they are not only safe from violence but also from feeling 

alienated or bullied on campus. One student mentioned that she has PTSD from witnessing 

a violent event at a local public high school in the Reno area and she values the culture, 

friendliness of staff, and acceptance of peers. She said she has a whole new outlook on life 

due to the campus and overall secure feeling while attending classes at the high school site. 

 

4. Student Satisfaction with the NSHS program is very high. 

The students at the NSHS Meadowood, showed their commitment to succeed in a college 

environment. The students appreciate the same commitment from their peers, teachers and 

school leaders and the freedom to learn in a safe and secure environment. During 

classroom observations, the SPCSA staff witnessed several one on one conversations which 

were held in a confidential and supportive way. Students were encouraged to advocate for 

themselves and empowered to create their own futures. Although students had suggestions 

as to how to improve, they made it very clear that this school is their best choice.  

 

 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommended items are provided so charters may increase their school-wide ratings as 

well as their overall success. SPCSA School Support Team members will follow up on each 

listed recommendation. 

 

1. Improve student/staff communication. 
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Students: 

In the student focus group, students suggested using email groups for school-wide 

electronic information. This would include information about NSHS as it pertains to social, 

academic, and personal opportunities. The overall message was that students find it 

cumbersome when they receive multiple emails that do not necessarily apply to their 

campus. One example provided during the focus group was students at this campus (in 

Reno) receive information about events taking place in Las Vegas.  

 

 

 

 

2. Review public documents 

Ensure that classroom posters, brochures, and handbooks are current with all relevant 

information and that they comply with state statutes and regulations. 

 

VII. DEFICIENCIES  

 

There were no deficiencies for any of the Nevada State High School Campuses during this 

evaluation. 
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SITE EVALUATION REPORT

Campus Name:  Nevada State High School Southwest Campus 

Grade Levels:  11th and 12th 

School Leader:  Danielle Jones 

Purpose of Site Evaluation: This evaluation is focused on academic performance and 

organizational effectiveness components of the school. It 

includes classroom observations, focus group results, and 

detailed data analysis of student achievement. 

Date of Re-Authorization: July 1, 2016 

Conducted Date: September 11, 2019 

Conducted By:  Mark Modrcin, Mike Dang and Karen Gordon 

SUMMARY OF SITE EVALUATION 

Mission:  To support students in a college environment with personal, academic and

social skills.

During our Site Evaluation, the team observed the mission of the school coming to life on 

the campus as evidenced in the following ways: 

• The classroom had displays of the school’s pillars (personal, academic, and social

skills) as well as student work explaining real-world connections to the pillars.

• The teacher reiterated the purpose for the day’s lesson at the beginning of the class,

explaining that she was there to help students to successfully transition to college

which directly parallels the school’s mission.  More specifically, students were

instructed to create portfolios which were described as follows by the instructor, “If

you have it in one place, it helps you apply for scholarships, and use it in the real

world when applying for jobs and to college.”

• During the beginning of the class, the teacher went through a list of announcements,

and these directly related to the mission (opportunities for social gatherings/social

points, college open house, and a financial planning workshop).

Site Evaluation team members observed instruction in a Transitions class1 with 18 students 

taking place at the Southwest Campus from 10:00 am to 12:00 pm. The State Public 

Charter School Authority (SPCSA) evaluators were able to observe the class during the 

beginning, middle, and end. 

1 Note: Due to the unique structure of Nevada State High School (NSHS), SPCSA staff observed one classroom adhere to

the Authority-approved site evaluation protocol. The ratings on the following pages, therefore, represent a smaller than 

normal sample size and instruction delivered by one teacher, the Educational Advising Coordinator (EAC). The SPCSA staff 

also observed similar classes and school sites at the Sunrise, Henderson, Downtown and Meadowwood campuses and a 

summary of combined observational patterns is included with each individual school report.
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I. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

Classroom 

Environment 
Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Creating an 

Environment of 

Respect and 

Rapport 

The interactions between teacher to student and 

student to student appeared warm and caring. There 

were no conflicts observed. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Establishing a 

Culture for 

Learning 

The teacher and students showed a genuine culture for 

learning. The classroom environment represented a 

commitment to the subject by the teacher and fostered 

high expectations among students. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing 

Classroom 

Procedures 

There was little loss of instructional time during the 

lesson. For the most part, classroom routines and 

procedures have been established and expectations 

appear to be clear for all students. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing Student 

Behavior 

The teacher was aware of student behavior. On two 

occasions, the teacher had to remind students to keep

appropriate voice levels in class. The first was a silent 

reminder and the second was a verbal announcement.  

Both of these reminders were successful. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

II. INSTRUCTIONAL OBSERVATION

Instructional 

Observation 
Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Communicating 

with Students 

The teacher’s oral written communication did not 

contain errors. Instructions did have to be repeated 

regarding the course validation form and processes on 

multiple occasions with at least a quarter of the class. 

Some students needed directions repeated two or three 

times. More effort and time could have been expended 

at the beginning of the lesson to show and fully explain 

the instructions on how to complete the activity using 

the available technology.  The instructor could have also 

brought the students back together in a whole group 

setting to clarify directions. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Using Questioning 

and Discussion 

Techniques 

Higher-level questions were not asked regarding 

classroom content during classroom activities. Not 

observed. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 
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Engaging Students 

in Learning 

Students were partially engaged during this class period. 

However, it appeared that there was an inconsistent 

understanding of how to complete the course validation 

component. At one table with a group of three, one 

student could not pull up their courses at the college, 

while another was texting a third student for directions 

on completing the video and Student Situation Report 

(SSR) instructions.  

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Using Assessment 

in Instruction 

The expectation for completing the SSR was unclear, as 

were the directions for course validation. Given the 

newness of several of the students, new school year, 

and new form, it would have been beneficial for the 

teacher to slow down during directions, show/model 

steps for students and undertake a quick check for 

understanding by walking the room before engaging in 

the task of validated classes.   

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

 

III. ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 

 

Observations Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Mission driven 

operations 

School-wide procedures for staff and students have 

been designed and implemented with the school’s 

mission in mind as evidenced by course design, social 

opportunities, and academic functions such as mock 

interviews and students being held personally 

accountable for their actions. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing 

Schoolwide 

Procedures 

It was not clear that there was an established school-

wide procedure for the course validation process.  

Several students seemed confused about where to go 

and how to screenshot the different class schedules for 

the instructor to validate and confirm. This process 

could be made more efficient with a bit more teacher 

modeling and by support from another adult or two.   

 

Some students displayed a bit of frustration when they 

had difficulty accessing their schedules and a handful of 

students had this issue with more than one campus. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Maintaining a Safe 

Environment 

The “Safe-Voice” poster was displayed, and the school 

site appeared uncluttered and clean. The environment, 

systems and student procedures reinforced student 

safety. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 
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IV. FOCUS GROUP SUMMARY 

Group No. of Participants Duration of Focus Group 

Governing Board2 N/A Completed April 2019 

        Parents/Families 4-2 from Sunrise 

2 from Southwest 

30 minutes 

Students 8 30 minutes 

S     School Leadership 1 30 minutes 

St    Staff (5) 30               30 minutes 
 

Governing Board: 

The governing board focus group was conducted in April 2019. It was redundant to convene 

a second group considering the board members have not changed in the last 5 months. For 

transparency purposes, we are inserting the notes from the April focus group here: 

 

• The Board indicated that they are very familiar with the current performance of the 

school and how they are progressing against their academic goals as well as the 

school’s stated mission. One Board member illustrated this in detail: ”We get reports 

on student performance regularly. These reports use a tiered system—red, green and 

yellow. This is very detailed, broken down by campus, with some commentary and 

explanation from the school leadership team. We also look at graduation rates.”  

• The board recognizes the difference between their role for oversight and the school 

leadership team’s role of management. Both board members stated they want to be 

responsive and accessible for the leadership to address the needs of the school but 

to not micromanage the execution of the program. One board member provided the 

example of the current Executive Director3 search, indicating that the current 

leadership team was struggling to fill this role. The board has been leveraged in this 

process to extend the school’s reach and help.  

• Board members spoke about receiving a great deal of information regarding Nevada 

State High School and met with the school leadership team before becoming official 

board members. Additionally, Board members stated that there is some annual 

training, but it is provided by school leadership  

 

Parents/Families 

The parent/family focus group was conducted with parents/families from the Sunrise and 

Southwest campuses. Highlights from this time are located below: 

• Parents shared that their students enjoy the independence that this school provides. 

One person commented, “This atmosphere and being out of a traditional classroom 

is new to them. My child’s previous school was a college prep as well, but this one 

has more of a feel of college and helps transition to college successfully. 

• When asked how Nevada State High School helps make families feel welcome, a 

parent said, “This is a new campus for us, and the school leader has been 

                                                      
2 Two members of the five-member board participated. Quorum was not met, and Open Meeting Law was not violated. 
3 As of August 2019, NSHS has filled the role of Executive Director for NSHS and this new employee was present during 

the site evaluation process.  
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overwhelmingly positive and answered all of our questions. On the first day, my 

daughter’s Spanish class was canceled. The school leader calmed my daughter right 

down and enrolled her in other courses-it all worked out but could have been a bigger 

problem.”  

• Families reiterated that their students feel a strong connection to their NSHS 

campus.  Families were asked about what the school has done to help their child 

connect to his/her NSHS campus. A parent remarked, “I know my child goes to the 

campus to stay on track. NSHS staff is here to help with college applications beyond 

their two years here. They really care at the Southwest campus.” 

• Multiple parents and family members expressed that the registration process 

presented some unique challenges that can adversely impact students if not handled 

well. One parent noted that, “The registration process was challenging at times and 

confusing and it was also a little bit frustrating. Because the registration was so late, 

there was a lot that had to be done in a short amount of time. This resulted in a 

slightly late start in the transitional course that starts at the end of the summer. 

Lucky for us the administrator handled it on behalf of my student and it did work out 

in the end.” 

• Family members offered the following suggestions that can help the school improve 

and be even more customer-friendly. First, NSHS can maintain a up-to-date website 

that has current information to foster parental support of their students.  Additionally, 

NSHS should continue to offer social points and even enhance this requirement.  

Finally, the initial interface between parents and the school could be more thorough 

as there is a lot of information that can lead to mistakes and/or miscommunication. 

 

Students  

• Students are thankful for this new campus. They appreciate saving time in driving to 

other campuses to attend Nevada State High School classes. 

• Students said that they appreciate the fact that they get to earn college credit while 

obtaining their high school diploma. One student said, “I actually feel sorry for some 

of my friends because they are wasting time at their traditional high school.” 

• Multiple students noted that they appreciate the extracurricular events that help 

promote a real high-school experience. When asked about events at the high school, 

and the high school experience, a student said, “We get social points for going on 

hiking trips and attending senior sunrise. You can decide to take all on-line college 

classes, but the school doesn’t want us to be socially awkward.” 

• Students had several recommendations for improvement during this focus group and 

prefaced the recommendations by saying, “The staff here, is always nice to you, they 

say please and thank you and are willing to pitch in and do as much as possible to 

help you.” 

• Participating students noted that more opportunities to shape the school with their 

voice and ideas would be welcomed. 

- Most students agreed that communication is a problem at this campus, stating that 

mass emails are sent out among the student body at all campuses, some of which do 

not apply to some student groups.  

- When asked about safety during the student focus group, students commented that 

they felt very safe at the school. They unanimously said that they feel very safe and 

come to school unafraid of a violent act or of being harassed. 
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Leadership 

• The school leader described her experience at NSHS Southwest as a new and 

positive experience for both herself and students.  Specifically, she described it in 

this way: “I had over ten years as a teacher and a Dean when I arrived here over the 

summer. This school strives for the real college experience, which is something I’ve 

never seen or experienced myself. There are high expectations and we all know it is 

attainable and feel that students, even though they are high school aged, can, with 

additional supports to guide them, succeed in college.” 

• School leadership acknowledged that some high school students still require 

accommodations or additional supports despite the unique setting of NSHS.  When 

asked about the Individual Education Program (IEP) students, the administrator 

remarked, “We accommodate everybody. Certain accommodations are in place and 

all students receive some type of support. IEP accommodations are important when 

students are unable, or do not want to self-advocate, for themselves. We only have 

one new student with an IEP, two returning, and no English Language Learners (ELL) 

students.  

• When talking about sharing information with staff, the administrator noted that this 

was an important aspect of her role, saying, “Every site has a different leadership 

style. We try to be as transparent as possible, update staff on which students we 

have had conversations with and we use email and text to keep everyone informed.” 

 

Staff 

The Southwest focus group was conducted at the school site with 3 participants.  The 

following are highlights: 

 

• The staff at this campus had an excellent understanding of the school’s mission.  

One staff member said, “I help students prepare for exams, make sure each student 

is college ready, and assist students in applying for college.” 

• Staff felt supported with coaching and professional development. A staff member 

recalled, “The entire summer we met one time per week and learned about different 

subjects that school does so I feel very good about the training here.” Additionally, 

that same staff member added, “We get so much help here and we go over lessons 

to learn and find out what’s expected of us and also have the chance to collaborate 

and touch base with others.  We are given access to audio books and can get 

additional training this way.” 

• Southwest campus staff reiterated that lesson planning and feedback are done in a 

consistent manner across all campuses. When asked about what staff is expected to 

create in terms of lesson planning and feedback there were several responses. One 

person said, “The topics, videos, and quizzes are here and we can personalize the 

lesson to connect it to the topic.” A second staff member added, “We may be 

assigned topics, like research and note cards, portfolios; that’s where we can be 

creative.” 

 

Results 

 

This report has been prepared for the Nevada State High School – Southwest campus, 
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although each school site will receive an individual evaluation report with evidence and 

ratings. 

  

The final sections within each report (V. Overall Strengths of Program, VI. Recommendations, 

and VII. Deficiencies) have been combined when appropriate. This allows for charter network-

wide comparisons of data across schools to identify patterns of strengths and weaknesses 

within both the network and the school.  Specific findings for individual campuses are 

captured within those reports, respectively.  Stated another way, should a specific school site 

have a strength, recommendation, or deficiency related only to that site, this will be noted 

within that specific report. 

 

 

V. OVERALL STRENGTHS OF PROGRAM  

 

1. A robust, academic program is offered to students and families. 

 

The Nevada State High Schools are to be commended for providing their students superior 

levels of academic support which leads to strong student academic success in high school 

and college settings. The courses offered at the Nevada State High School campuses have 

been designed and implemented to increase the chances of success in any college setting. 

This has been accomplished by a narrow curricular scope, knowledge of barriers that college 

students may encounter and one on one coaching of students. In all focus groups including 

students, staff, parents, board members, and leadership, the emphasis of doing whatever it 

takes to create college success was messaged numerous times. In fact, the Nevada State 

High School process of onboarding, communicating the culture and expectations, measuring 

success and monitoring students is systematically followed. In addition, the schools offer 

college courses for college credit, free of charge, and this in turn gives Nevada students a 

road to success both in terms of cost, time and support to realize academic success. 

 

2. Instruction and Student Supports are offered in Safe Learning Environment. 

 

All campuses provide a safe, clean learning environment. Shootings and violence in high 

schools is on the rise; however, these campuses provide the students with an alternative 

environment which leads to the feeling of being safe. This was a common theme during the 

student and parent focus groups. Students in one focus group said that they are truly 

thankful for the absence of this fear that exists for many high school students. A group of 

students pointed out that they are not only safe from violence but also from feeling 

alienated or bullied on campus. One student mentioned that she has PTSD from witnessing 

a violent event at a local public high school and she values the culture, friendliness of staff, 

and acceptance of peers. She said she has a whole new outlook on life due to the campus 

and overall secure feeling while attending classes at the high school site. 

 

3. Student Satisfaction with the NSHS Program is Very High. 

 

The students at the NSHS Southwest campus showed their commitment to succeed in a 

college environment. The students appreciate the same commitment from their peers, 

teachers and school leaders and the freedom to learn in a safe and secure environment. 
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During classroom observations, the SPCSA staff witnessed several one on one 

conversations which were held in a confidential and supportive way. Students were 

encouraged to advocate for themselves and empowered to create their own futures. 

Although students had suggestions as to how to improve, they made it very clear that this 

school is their best choice.  

 

 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommended items are provided so charters may increase their school-wide ratings as 

well as their overall success. SPCSA School Support Team members will follow up on each 

listed recommendation. 

 

1. Improve student communication. 

 

Students: 

In the student focus group, multiple students suggested using email groups for school-wide 

electronic information. This would include information about NSHS as it pertains to social, 

academic, and personal opportunities. The overall message was that students find it 

cumbersome when they receive multiple emails that do not relate to their situation. Several 

students felt that the Help Ticket was not productive. There were times the request was 

never addressed. Other times, the response was not timely. 

 

Our team would like to suggest the possibility of creating email groups relevant to location, 

grade level and if they are first or second year students.  

 

2. Improve Messaging regarding lower level math classes. 

 

A few parents and several students verbalized their frustration about feeling “punished” 

because a student is not yet proficient in college level math and must take lower level 

courses. This was viewed as a punishment. Students are required to take the Study Skills 

class again, and students were upset that they were prohibited from holding a Student 

Council officer position due to their enrollment in the remedial math class. One young lady 

remarked that this was disappointing because she would like to contribute in a leadership 

role, and this limits her voice and ability to shape her learning environment. SPCSA staff 

suggests that the network work to provide consistent messaging around the study skills 

course and consider revising the course if students are enrolling for a second time. 

 

3. Improve Checks for Understanding and Scaffolded Instruction/Student Support 

 

Instruction at the Southwest campus could be improved if direction to students included 

checks for understanding incorporated and “wait-time” to provide students the opportunity 

to ask questions. In more than one instance, there were multiple students off-task and/or 

confused by what was to be accomplished during the lesson. It is suggested that teachers 

visually scan the classroom to ensure that students are working productively.  

 

In addition, if a student has a question, the teacher should consider that other students may 

also be unclear about the same thing. For example, if multiple students have trouble 
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completing their college course registration during individual check-ins, they should stop the 

class and clear up the confusion right away for the entire class. Leveraging whole-group 

instruction may be appropriate to ensure that all students have completed the day’s lesson 

prior to class ending. 

 

4. Consider offering more student behavioral and counseling supports 

 

During both the parent and student focus groups, it was noted that there are minimal 

supports at NSHS that provide counseling or psychological services. Both stakeholder 

groups expressed a desire for the school to have on-site staff available to students or 

provide NSHS students with information about how to access these services on their college 

campus. SPCSA staff suggests working with partner colleges and universities more closely to 

identify these services and/or hire part-time staff to address these issues. 

         

VII. DEFICIENCIES  

 

There were no deficiencies for any of the Nevada State High School Campuses during this 

evaluation. 
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PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT AND SCHOOL PERFORMANCE 

 

 

Name of School: Nevada State High School Southwest Campus 

 

 

School Year 2018-2019 Nevada School Performance Framework Rating(s) (NSPF) 

 

 

 

 Southwest Campus NOT RATED for the 2018-2019 school year 
 

 

 

ELA Proficiency (CRT New NV Standards) Math Proficiency (CRT New NV Standards) 

             N/A              N/A              N/A               N/A 

Elementary Middle Elementary Middle 

 

High School Data  

Graduation Rate: 

 

Average ACT Composite: 

_____ 
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SITE EVALUATION REPORT

Campus Name:   Nevada State High School: Sunrise Campus 

Grade Levels:   11th and 12th  

School Leader:   Dr. Deborah Whitmoyer 

Purpose of Site Evaluation: This evaluation is focused on academic performance and 

organizational effectiveness components of the school. It 

includes classroom observations, focus group results, and 

detailed data analysis of student achievement. 

Date of Re-Authorization: July 1, 2016 

Conducted Date:   September 9, 2019 

Conducted By:    Mark Modrcin, Mike Dang and Karen Gordon 

SUMMARY OF SITE EVALUATION 

Mission: To support students in a college environment with personal, academic, and social skills. 

During our Site Evaluation, the team observed the above mission enacted on the campus as 

evidenced in lesson plans, classroom activities, and during parent, student, administrative, 

and staff focus groups. 

• The mission statement was reflected in the objectives for the observed lesson. The

class was asked to watch an on-line video which consisted of content created to help

students to succeed at the college level. Students completed a quiz at the end of the

video to ensure comprehension of the content.

• At the conclusion of the lesson, students were encouraged to discuss how the lesson

helped them to succeed in college in terms of either personal, academic, or social

aspects. As students discussed these concepts, the teacher asked them to share

their ideas with the group. The instructor restated student response so as to

emphasize the mission of the school and tie the lesson together.

• The class began with announcements from the teacher, all of which aligned to the

mission of NSHS. These included social, academic, and personal opportunities for

students such as practice interviews, hiking field trips, and ACT preparation.

Site Evaluation team members observed instruction in a Study Skills class1 offered at the 

Sunrise Campus from 10:00 am. - 11:30 am. Staff observed students actively participating 

in the Study Skills class. Evaluators were able to observe the class during the beginning, 

middle, and end. Observers noted that the instructor for this campus is part-time and was 

absent. The school leader, who is new to that position, led this class given the primary 

instructor’s absence.  

1 Note: Due to the unique structure of Nevada State High School, SPCSA staff observed one classroom adhere to the

Authority-approved site evaluation protocol. Therefore, the ratings on the following pages represent a smaller than normal 

sample size and instruction delivered by one teacher (Educational Advising Coordinator). SPCSA staff also observed similar 

classes and school sites at the Henderson, Downtown, Meadowwood and Southwest campuses and a summary of 

combined observational patterns is included with each individual school report.
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I. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

Classroom 

Environment 
Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Creating an 

Environment of 

Respect and 

Rapport 

The instructor established an environment of respect. 

Interactions were free from conflict but on a few 

occasions, the instructor was unaware that some 

students were having difficulty with completing the list 

of expectations for the day, due to either technology 

issues or questions about the initial directions. This 

appeared to cause questions or confusion among at 

least four students.  Multiple students followed-up with 

questions or were unable to move forward with 

completing the lesson until the instructor was able to 

provide support. It is important to note that this 

observation took place early in the school year and the 

instructor as well as the students are still establishing 

relationships as would be expected.  

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Establishing a 

Culture for 

Learning 

A genuine culture for learning was established as the 

instructor created a sense of urgency to complete 

lesson expectations. However, the atmosphere did not 

maximize learning time for all students as there were at 

least some students that were off-task and not engaged 

with the lesson. The instructor could have employed 

techniques to enhance student engagement.  

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing 

Classroom 

Procedures 

Classroom procedures and routines are in progress as 

this is the beginning of the school year and several 

students as well as the instructor are new to this 

environment. The loss of instructional time during the 

lesson, which appeared to be caused by student 

questions that required the instructor, match the 

description of a basic classroom as practices by both 

the instructor and students functioned unevenly. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 
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Managing Student 

Behavior 

The classroom instructor provided expectations at the 

beginning of the lesson and responded to students in a 

respectful and thoughtful manner.  

 

There was no evidence of student misbehavior. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

 

 

II. INSTRUCTIONAL OBSERVATION 

 

 

Instructional 

Observation 
Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Communicating 

with Students 

The classroom instructor communicated to students 

both individually and in a whole group setting. Lesson 

expectations were verbally read with clear, 

understandable language; however, observers noted 

that the pace of the communication was very fast and 

only partially successful, and as a result, some students 

seemed unclear about certain expectations. This 

resulted in a number of students appearing off – task 

until the teacher was able to come around individually to 

assist. In each instance, however, the instructor was 

both clear and complete in answering questions, 

concerns, and providing support to each student. Once 

students had the opportunity to meet one – on – one 

with the instructor, they became more relaxed and 

focused on lesson objective. 

 

Distinguished 

Proficient  

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Using Questioning 

and Discussion 

Techniques 

There was little evidence of true discussion in a whole 

group setting; however, the instructor asked high level, 

thought provoking questions of each individual student 

as she conferenced with them regarding their college 

classes.  

 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

 

Engaging Students 

in Learning 

Some students were intellectually engaged throughout 

most of the lesson, although a subset of students 

appeared disengaged and/or confused by what was to 

be accomplished. At times, students asked each other 

questions about what to do or how to complete a task.  

 

Many students worked independently, at their own pace, 

finishing each task at their own speed. Observers noted 

that the instructor was focused on making sure she 

conferenced with each student during the instructional 

time.  

 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 
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Using Assessment 

in Instruction 

Expectations during the class period were verbally read 

out loud at the beginning of the class period. A quiz, 

which accompanied the video, was included as a check 

for understanding. The instructor assessed each 

student’s college class schedule as she met with every 

student before the class was dismissed. 

 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

 

 

 

III. ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 

 

 

Observations Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Mission driven 

operations 

The mission of NSHS is woven throughout operations 

including curriculum design, communication to families, 

and training/evaluation of staff. A comprehensive road 

map for targeting the three pillars (from the mission 

statement - academic, social, and personal) are 

repeatedly present. Specific examples of mission-driven 

operations include: websites, student handbooks, 

lesson plans, core curriculum, classroom activities, staff 

professional development, family and student 

communications, verbal interactions within the 

classroom, expectation of a Student Portfolio/checklist, 

Student Situation Reports (SSR), Student Scorecards, 

Classroom Observation forms, and Core Value student 

nomination forms. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing 

Schoolwide 

Procedures 

School-wide routines and procedures, such as entering 

the school and classroom, appear seamless.  Generally, 

students know what the common expectations within 

the classroom. The school-wide procedure for teaching 

the class and confirming college classes, however, was 

challenging given the timeframe within the school year.  

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Maintaining a Safe 

Environment 

All school-wide procedures, such as entering and exiting 

the school, materials, and a clean uncluttered 

environment were observed. Systems and procedures 

function with student safety in mind. 

 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 
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IV. FOCUS GROUP SUMMARY 

 

Group No. of Participants Duration of Focus Group 

Governing Board2 N/A Completed April 2019 

        Parents/Families 2 30 minutes 

Students 4 30 minutes 

S     School Leadership 1 30 minutes 

St    Staff (completed with 

Meadowood staff) 

30               30 minutes 

 

Governing Board: 

The governing board focus group was conducted in April 2019. It was redundant to convene 

a second group considering the board members have not changed in the last 5 months. For 

transparency purposes, we are inserting the notes from the April focus group here: 

 

• The Board indicated that they are very familiar with the current performance of the 

school and how they are progressing against their academic goals as well as the 

school’s stated mission. One Board member illustrated this in detail: ”We get reports 

on student performance regularly. These reports use a tiered system—red, green and 

yellow. This is very detailed, broken down by campus, with some commentary and 

explanation from the school leadership team. We also look at graduation rates.”  

• The board recognizes the difference between their role for oversight and the school 

leadership team’s role of management. Both board members stated they want to be 

responsive and accessible for the leadership to address the needs of the school but 

to not micromanage the execution of the program. One board member provided the 

example of the current Executive Director3 search, indicating that the current 

leadership team was struggling to fill this role. The board has been leveraged in this 

process to extend the school’s reach and help.  

• Board members spoke about receiving a great deal of information regarding Nevada 

State High School and met with the school leadership team before becoming official 

board members. Additionally, Board members stated that there is some annual 

training, but it is provided by school leadership  

 

Parents/Families 

• Parents shared that they are thankful to have this newer campus up and running. In 

the past, their students were required to travel long distances to attend class at other 

NSHS campuses, and this campus provides the same, high-quality program at a 

much more convenient location. 

• One parent said she had three of her children attend and graduate from NSHS and 

she is in full support of her high schooler’s getting a jump start on college.  

                                                      
2 Two members of the five-member board participated. Quorum was not met, and Open Meeting Law was not violated. 
3 As of August 2019, NSHS has filled the role of Executive Director for NSHS and this new employee was present during 

the site evaluation process.  
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• Family members commented that, “Two of my children graduated and went to the 

College of Southern Nevada and my third child found this to be a better program than 

the traditional high schools in Clark County.” 

• Another parent said, “I know that my children are here to stay on track and if they 

have a question they can come to the adults and get help.”  

• When asked about how parents can support their students at this school, one parent 

stated, “I still try to encourage, but stay a bit more hands-off. I try to be less proactive 

and let my child do check-ins regularly with staff.” 

• A parent suggested, “Because of our financial bracket, I’d really appreciate the 

school’s help with paying for books.” 

 

Students  

• Students communicated that they appreciate the opportunity to attend high school 

and college at the same time. One student mentioned that her only regret was not 

coming sooner because she could have earned twice the number of college credits 

and possibly an Associate Degree. 

• When asked about how parents monitor their academic success, students explained 

that NSHS encourages teaches self- advocacy. Furthermore, students stated that the 

high school has provided them with instruction on how effectively to plan for future 

classes and at the same time, monitor their current success. 

• Multiple students indicated that they feel very safe at the Sunrise campus. One 

student remarked, “I feel safe to talk to the staff here about any issues I may be 

having. I’ve noticed that the staff gets back to you very quickly. I wanted to apply to 

college and the school got back to my family very quickly and told us what we can 

do.” 

• Students also said that NSHS staff provides students with on-campus resources that 

can be used for additional assistance. For example, there is a writing center at 

college campuses, an online website which can be used to have someone else look 

over written assignments and tutoring at the colleges as well. 

• Students commented that they appreciate the flexibility of attending college classes 

and feel they are not wasting their time having to “sit through” unengaging or 

unneeded classes. 

 

Leadership 

• Although no specific challenges were noted, the leader spends a great deal of her 

time verifying that all Sunrise students have successfully registered for the correct 

classes and that all of the supplies and tools needed for a strong start.  

• The site leader feels supported in learning about NSHS and travels to other sites to 

observe other employees to improve her craft and strengthen the instruction 

provided to students at this campus.  

• School leaders use data to inform instruction by filling out a report which monitors 

how students are doing in their college classes. 

• NSHS staff is goal-oriented and uses these to improve the outcomes at their specific 

site. The DSA at this site articulated her goals, stating: “I hope to have no drop-outs 
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this year. I hope to grow student enrollment at this campus to 130 by the beginning 

of next year.”  

 

Staff 

• Staff members shared that Nevada State High School’s mission aligns with everyday 

functions at the school site. For example, one staff member stated, “The school pays 

for students to attend college, and during Study Skills our curriculum teaches 

students how to fill out the FAFSA, provides a textbook allowance, and helps students 

apply for college scholarships.” 

• Staff explained that they support students in becoming college and career ready in a 

number of ways, including the completion of Student Situation Reports. This report 

asks students to write down grades, quizzes, and upcoming assignments with their 

due dates. Staff explained that they meet personally with each student to see how 

work, family, and academic success is going.  

• It was suggested that employee training could be streamlined so as to make it more 

meaningful. Staff noted that it would be helpful to have written procedures so that 

employees can be empowered to go back later and solve problems/answer questions 

independently without assistance from upper management/leadership.  

• At times, staff feels pressure to complete all of the checklists provided to them.  

Furthermore, staff commented that it is not uncommon for deadlines to change 

which can have a detrimental effect on the quality of work staff is tasked to complete 

on a routine basis. 

• Employees reported feeling very optimistic overall with staff morale and teamwork at 

not only their site but between sites.  

• During the staff focus group, a staff member commented, “I know that I can make a 

difference by helping students succeed in the college setting.” 

 

Results 

 

This report has been prepared for the Nevada State High School – Sunrise campus, Each 

school site will receive an individual evaluation report with evidence and ratings. 

  

The final sections within each report (V. Overall Strengths of Program, VI. Recommendations, 

and VII. Deficiencies) have been combined when appropriate. This allows for charter network-

wide comparisons of data across schools to identify patterns of strengths and weaknesses 

within both the network and the school.  Specific findings for individual campuses are 

captured within those reports, respectively.  Stated another way, should a specific school site 

have a strength, recommendation, or deficiency related only to that site, this will be noted 

within that specific report. 

 

 

V. OVERALL STRENGTHS OF PROGRAM  

 

1. Mission Driven Operations 

 

The mission of the school is considered “distinguished” for several reasons. The operations 
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of the school including, lesson plans, teaching methods, adult behaviors, system-wide forms, 

and monitoring of progress all align with the mission statement. The school provides an 

interwoven plan to communicate the intent of the school in terms of staff training, student 

summer courses, student/parent handbook, messaging on the website, work displayed on 

the classroom walls, and verbal affirmation from all adults at the campuses. Evidence for 

this rating is found in the individual campus operations rubric for each school (all received a 

“distinguished” in the category of Area 1- Mission driven operations). In addition, focus 

group participants vocalized the mission and intent of the school and it is clear that the 

stakeholders, board, parents, students, staff, and leaders are truly united in this mission.  

 

2. Instruction and Student Supports are offered in Safe Learning Environment 

 

All campuses, including the Sunrise campus, provide a safe, clean learning environment. 

Shootings and violence in high schools is on the rise; however, these campuses provide the 

students with an alternative environment which leads to the feeling of being safe. This was a 

common theme during the student and parent focus groups. Students in one focus group 

said that they are truly thankful for the absence of this fear that exists for many high school 

students. A group of students pointed out that they are not only safe from violence but also 

from feeling alienated or bullied on campus. One student mentioned that she has PTSD from 

witnessing a violent event at a local public high school and she values the culture, 

friendliness of staff, and acceptance of peers. She said she has a whole new outlook on life 

due to the campus and overall secure feeling while attending classes at the high school site.  

Both parents and students are also thankful that there is a safe NSHS campus located in 

the northeast side of Las Vegas, eliminating lengthy commutes for many NSHS families. 

 

3. Student Satisfaction with the NSHS Program is Very High 

 

The students at the NSHS campuses showed their commitment to succeed in a college 

environment. The students appreciate the same commitment from their peers, teachers and 

school leaders and the freedom to learn in a safe and secure environment. During 

classroom observations, the SPCSA staff witnessed several one on one conversations which 

were held in a confidential and supportive way. Students were encouraged to advocate for 

themselves and empowered to create their own futures. Although students had suggestions 

as to how to improve, they made it very clear that this school is their best choice. One 

student said, “I actually regret not coming here in my Junior year of high school because I 

would have been able to earn an Associate Degree. I encourage all of my friends to come 

here and I love the freedom the school provides.” Another student commented, “I like the 

fact that I am not wasting my time in a regular high school, taking classes I don’t need and 

being totally bored.”  

 

 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommended items are provided so charters may increase their school-wide ratings as 

well as their overall success. SPCSA School Support Team members will follow up on each 

listed recommendation. 

 

1. Improve student/staff communication. 
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Students: 

In the student focus group, multiple students suggested using email groups for school-wide 

electronic information. This would include information about NSHS as it pertains to social, 

academic, and personal opportunities. The overall message was that students find it 

cumbersome when they receive multiple emails that do not relate to their situation. Several 

students felt that the Help Ticket was not productive. There were times the request was 

never addressed. Other times, the response was not timely. 

 

Recommendation 

Our team would like to suggest the possibility of creating email groups relevant to location, 

grade level and status as a first or second year student. 

 

Staff: 

Staff was very complimentary in all respects of the school; however, it was suggested that 

the school place an emphasis on improved communication.  Staff indicated that more clarity 

is needed around system-wide deadlines. These can sometimes change at the last-minute 

which creates confusion and can cause anxiety and frustration for staff forcing them to 

choose between teaching or meeting the changed deadline. The SPCSA staff noticed this 

scenario taking place in class. Additionally, NSHS staff reported that written policies for 

basic school-wide procedures would be helpful so as to avoid dependence on other, more 

seasoned employees. References that are written down would be more useful than relying 

on telephone calls or in person responses to on-going questions, according to employees.  
 

2. Continue to Develop and Refine a Plan to retain staff and leadership from year to year. 

 

Knowing that the NSHS are experiencing growth at this time, it is understandable that there 

are many new positions within the network of schools. If not managed appropriately, staff 

turnover can cause tremendous strain on a school system. 

 

Recommendation 

SPCSA staff suggests that NSHS senior leadership and Board continue to rely on 

researched-based methods for retaining quality staff and implement these methods by 

forming a plan. 

 

3. Improve Messaging regarding lower level math classes. 

 

A few parents and several students verbalized their frustration about feeling “punished” 

because a student is not yet proficient in college level math and must take lower level 

courses. This was viewed as a punishment as students reported that they were required to 

take the Study Skills class a second time should they fail to progress above the remedial 

math status. Students expressed that this felt unfair because the level of the math class 

which was tested upon enrolling in the school was out of their control. In addition, the 

content of the Study Skills class is identical to the curriculum from the first time they took 

the class. One student commented, “If the school could require us to attend Study Skills a 

bit less often and change the curriculum to support this group of students, it would no longer 

appear as a punishment.”  
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Recommendation 

SPCSA staff suggests that the network work to provide consistent messaging around the 

study skills course and consider revising the course if students are enrolling for a second 

time. 

 

4. Improve Checks for Understanding and Scaffolded Instruction/Student Support 

 

Instruction at the Sunrise campus could be improved if direction to students was delivered 

using a slower rate of speed and checks for understanding incorporated “wait-time” to 

provide students the opportunity to ask questions. In more than one instance, there were 

multiple students off-task and/or confused by what was to be accomplished during the 

lesson.  

 

In addition, if a student has a question, the teacher should consider that other students may 

also be unclear about the same thing. For example, if more than one student has trouble 

accessing internet/on-line classes, they should stop the class and clear up the confusion 

right away for the entire class.  

 

Recommendation 

It is suggested that teachers visually scan the classroom to ensure that students are 

working productively. Leveraging whole-group instruction may be appropriate to ensure that 

all students have completed the day’s lesson prior to class ending. 

 

 

VII. DEFICIENCIES  

 

There were no deficiencies for any of the Nevada State High School Campuses during this 

evaluation. 
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PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT AND SCHOOL PERFORMANCE 

 

 

Name of School: Nevada State High School-Sunrise Campus 

 

 

 

School Year 2018-2019 Nevada School Performance Framework Rating(s) (NSPF) 

 

 

 
 

Sunrise Campus NOT RATED for the 2018-2019 school year 

 

 

ELA Proficiency (CRT New NV Standards) Math Proficiency (CRT New NV Standards) 

             N/A              N/A              N/A               N/A 

Elementary Middle Elementary Middle 

 

High School Data  

Graduation Rate: 

 

Average ACT Composite: 

17.5 
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To:  Matthew Fox, Board President, Nevada State High School 

 Dr. Wendi Hawk, Chief Academic Officer, Nevada State High School 

From:  Mark Modrcin, Director of Authorizing, State Public Charter School Authority 

CC:  Jason Guinasso, Chair, State Public Charter School Authority 

 Rebecca Feiden, Executive Director, State Public Charter School Authority 

Date:  May 24, 2019 

Re:  Site Evaluation Report for Nevada State High School – Summerlin 

 

SITE EVALUATION REPORT 
Nevada State High School – Summerlin 

 

Site Evaluations are a critical accountability component to the oversight of schools by the Nevada 

State Public Charter School Authority (SPCSA) and are fundamental to charter schools’ autonomy. As 

approved by the Legislature [NRS-388A.150] the Authority is to “provide oversight to the charter 

schools that it sponsors to ensure that those charter schools maintain high educational and 

operational standards, preserve autonomy and safeguard the interests of pupils and the 

community.”  

 

Site Evaluations allow the SPCSA to assess schools’ student achievement, progress to goals, and 

fulfillment of their mission, vision, and educational program outlined in their charter. Improving the 

learning of pupils, and, by extension, the public education system; increased opportunities for 

learning and access to quality education; and a more thorough and efficient system of accountability 

for student achievement in Nevada are all foundational elements of the SPCSA’s mission, the 

legislative intent of charter schools and are central elements of the Authority’s on-going evaluation of 

charter schools. 

 

The SPCSA conducts multiple visits and evaluations throughout schools’ charter terms. The 

cumulative evidence through multi-year oversight measures become part of the record that help 

inform recommendations put forth by SPCSA staff, specifically renewal recommendations.to the 

Authority Board. The Board of the Nevada State Public Charter School Authority makes all final 

charter renewal decisions. Site Evaluations are just one criteria considered for renewal; student 

achievement, financial prudence, and fulfilment of the program outlined in the approved charter are 

also evaluated by the Authority when making renewal decisions. 

 

Attached is the Site Evaluation Report for Nevada State High School - Summerlin, which was 

conducted by Mark Modrcin and Mike Dang on April 4, 2019. The optional school response is also 

included. The school is currently in its 3rd year of its 3rd charter term, which expires on June 30, 

2022. 

 

Please contact the Team Lead for this Site Evaluation, Mark Modrcin, with any questions.  
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SITE EVALUATION REPORT: NEVADA STATE HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Campus Name: Summerlin Campus   Date of Authorization: July 2003 

Grade Levels: K – 12     Evaluation Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 

School Leader: Dr. Wendi Hawk   Conducted By: Mark Modrcin & Mike Dang 

Purpose of Site Evaluation: Year 3, third charter term 

 

SUMMARY OF SITE EVALUATION 

The mission of Nevada State High School is to support students in a college environment with 

personal, academic, and social skills. 

 

During our Site Evaluation, the team observed this mission being lived out on campus through the 

following: 

- Consistent reminders for students regarding the importance of the three pillars described 

within the mission statement: personal, academic and social skills.  The observed spoke to 

this throughout the lesson and detailed why each is important to a college student. 

- Staff members recognize and spoke to their specific role to ensure that NSHS students can 

be successful to and through college.  Staff members that are more student-facing 

recognized that they play an important role as the ‘entry point’ for a student’s college 

trajectory.  Back-office personnel recognize that their role is critical to operations and help 

ensure a conducive working environment is possible.  

- NSHS provides students with individualized supports and supplementary courses, such as 

the observed Study Skills classroom, that imitates a college-like environment.   

 

Site Evaluation team members observed instruction in the lone class, Study Skills, offered at the 

Summerlin campus that day.  Staff observed 18 students actively participating in the Study Skills 

class.  An additional 10 students were present in the classroom space to receive additional help.  

The SPCSA evaluation team observed the Study Skill class for a combined total of 124 minutes.  

Evaluators were able to observe the class during the middle and end of period. 

 

Observers noted that students also appeared actively engaged and familiar with expectations while 

on campus.  No behavior issues were observed. 

 

Note:  

Due to the unique structure of Nevada State High School, SPCSA staff only observed one classroom 

to adhere to the Authority-approved site evaluation protocol.  The ratings on the following pages, 

therefore, represent a smaller than normal sample size and instruction delivered by one teacher 

(Educational Advising Coordinator).  SPCSA staff looks forward to evaluating the remaining NSHS 

sites in the 2019 – 2020 school year to develop a more representative school-wide rating. 
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I. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT 

 
Classroom Environment Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Creating an Environment of 

Respect and Rapport 

The Educational Advising Coordinator (EAC) 

maintains positive communication when instructing 

and supporting students both in whole group and 

individual settings.  In one instance, the EAC 

worked with a student who is behind in their work, 

politely reminding the student that there are ways 

to prevent this situation from recurring.  

Additionally, students are on-task and respectful of 

one another, whether working on the Study Skills 

lesson or in the back of the room receiving support. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Establishing a Culture of 

Learning 

The EAC exhibited a strong desire to instruct and 

support students as evidenced by her individual 

check-ins with all students throughout the class 

period to assess progress and identify deficiencies.  

Additionally, the classroom featured the personal 

and social goals for students, which mirror the 

student scorecard.  This indicates the school is 

aligned to its mission and emphasizing its 

importance on a regular basis. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing Classroom 

Procedures 

Observers did not observe any loss of instructional 

time.  Only minor instances of disruptions or off-

task behavior were noted by the team, such as side 

conversations unrelated to the lesson among 

students.  The EAC actively moved around the room 

to address and any of these situations from 

escalating. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing Student Behavior 

Observers did not note any misbehavior that 

warranted reprimands or redirection by the EAC.  

On two occasions, the EAC did remind the students 

of their time constraints within the lesson and an 

impending due date, but these were not in 

response to misbehavior.  The teacher did move 

around the room frequently so as to effectively 

monitor student behavior. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

 

II. INSTRUCTIONAL OBSERVATION 

 
Instructional Observation Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Communicating with 

Students 

The EAC delivered directions, content and support 

throughout the lesson clearly and accurately.  The 

teacher’s tone in her communication was positive 

and she worked to connect individually with all 

students as evidenced by her movement around 

the room and tailored questions to specific 

students based on their knowledge and 

performance within that lesson. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Using Questioning and 

Discussion Techniques 

During the observation, the teacher employed a 

mixture of low-level and high-level questions to 

challenge and support students.  Most high-level 

questions were asked in a one-on-one setting.  For 

example, the EAC starts a line of questioning about 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 
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health habits in college with basic recall questions 

and builds to analyzing and application questions 

on the same topic.   

Engaging Students in 

Learning 

Students were actively engaged throughout the 

lesson.  For example, students appeared on-task 

throughout and were working collaboratively to 

complete the assignment, asking questions when 

necessary, and were heard conversing about the 

lesson.  The instruction and materials provided to 

students appeared appropriate and aligned with 

one another.  The pace of the lesson allowed most 

students to complete for their work. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Using Assessment in 

Instruction 

SPCSA staff did not have sufficient evidence to rate 

this indicator. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

 

III. OPERATIONS 

 
Instructional Observation Evidence Observed School-wide Rating 

Mission-driven Operations 

Operations for both staff and students are executed 

seamlessly and with a sense of urgency that ties to 

the school’s mission.  The Educational Advising 

Coordinator (EAC) starts class promptly, leading 

with the day’s objective which ties to the mission of 

the school.  Meanwhile, approximately 10 students 

are in the back of the same room working with a 

tutor to support their progress in college courses.  

This is clear evidence that students and staff are 

focused on utilizing class time efficiently with a 

priority on the lesson and supporting students 

seeking extra help. 

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Managing Schoolwide 

Procedures 

Schoolwide routines and procedures are evident as 

all students, including those that are here only for 

additional support, know where to sit and how to 

conduct themselves during their time on campus.   

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

Maintaining a Safe 

Environment 

Staff has clearly worked to establish a safe and 

secure working environment, as evidenced by the 

posted emergency exits and plans for evacuation.  

There were no security or procedural issues 

observed.   

Distinguished 

Proficient 

Basic 

Unsatisfactory 

Not Observed 

 

IV. FOCUS GROUP SUMMARY 

 

Group Number of Participants Duration 

Governing Board Members 2 45 minutes 

School Leadership Team 5 60 minutes 

Parents / Families 3 45 minutes 

Students1 9 45 minutes 

School Staff (w/teachers) 6 45 minutes 

                                                      
1 The student focus group included some students from the NSHS – Henderson and NSHS – Downtown campuses. 
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Site Evaluation team members conducted five Focus Groups, one each with the following groups: 

Governing Board, school leadership team, parents/families, students, and school Staff.  Participants 

were asked a series of questions, including common questions across all Focus Groups, with a range 

of 5 to 15 questions, depending on the group.  The staff focus group included a mix of instructional 

and non-instructional staff. 

 

In general, the following themes developed from each of the following Focus Groups: 

 

Governing Board 

- The Board indicated that they are very familiar with the current performance of the school 

and how they are progressing against their academic goals as well as the school’s stated 

mission.  One Board member illustrated this in detail:” We get reports on student 

performance regularly.  These reports use a tiered system—red, green and yellow.  This is 

very detailed, broken down by campus, with some commentary and explanation from the 

school leadership team.  We also look at graduation rates.” 

- The Board recognizes the difference between their role for oversight and the school 

leadership team’s role of management.  Both Board members stated that they desire to be 

as responsive and accessible for the leadership to address the needs of the school but to not 

micromanage the execution of the program.  One Board member provided the example of the 

current Executive Director search, indicating that the current leadership team was struggling 

to fill this role.  The Board has been leveraged in this process to extend the school’s reach 

and offer assistance. 

- Board members spoke about receiving a great deal of information regarding Nevada State 

High School and met with the school leadership team before becoming official Board 

members.  Additionally, Board members stated that there is some annual training, but it is 

provided by school leadership. 

 

School Leadership Team 

- The leadership team believes that the school is faithfully executing on its mission statement 

to successfully transitions students to and through college.  One leadership team member 

said, ”We use the three pillars of success—academic, personal and social—throughout the 

semester during class, and tie it to every assignment.”  Other leadership team members 

agreed that one of the biggest strengths of the school is to offer college courses to high 

school students. 

- The leadership team has implemented a rigorous hiring process to help them find the right 

educators.  One staff member spoke to this in detail: “We do a lot of advertising through 

Indeed, Teacher2Teacher, EdWeek, and NASA (Nevada Association of School 

Administrators) to get the word out.  Under our new process, we weed out a lot of people 

because we do a culture fit contract and interview for each position to which they are 

applying.  This gives [the school leadership team] an idea if this person is the right fit for the 

school.  The candidate also observes classrooms and the day-to-day operations to get a 

glimpse of the day.” 

- Weekly staff meetings, trainings, the master calendar and email are all leveraged by the 

school in order to promote strong communication.  The leadership team stressed the 

multiple forms of communication help because they must support multiple campuses, each 

with a separate staff. 

- School leadership prioritizes consistency in the coaching and evaluation of teachers.  One 

member of the team noted, “We give teachers time to rotate so they can look at other 

teachers and observe them.  Site administrators do evaluations, but those of us from other 
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sites are brought in as well.  If there are inconsistencies, we recognize that we need to re-

norm as a team which could involve additional training.” 

 

 

Parents / Families 

- All parents agreed that NSHS provides their students a comfortable, yet challenging, 

environment for their children to be successful as they transition to college.  One parent 

described the school this way, “NSHS is a perfect setting.  [My student] has never fit in at the 

regular high school.  He seemed to get lost as it was so large.  This particular setup allows 

[him] to be more in control of his education and meet his goals.” 

- Parents expressed strong support of the communication provided by the school regarding 

individual student progress.  Specifically, one parent commented that the regular meetings 

with the school counselor really help them understand the upcoming semester.  S/he said, “I 

have to meet with the counselor along with my student, but I am told what classes they are 

enrolled in, and everything is explained to both me and my student.  This is helpful, and I feel 

fully aware.”  All parents added that they always feel welcome at the school. 

- There was consensus among the parents that NSHS is preparing their students for success 

beyond high school graduation for multiple reasons.  One parent summed it up this way, “The 

on-campus experience has been very positive for my student.  He can go up and ask 

questions and has grown comfortable doing this over time.  For him to be able to do this is 

remarkable.  While there is a wide variety of students in these courses, no one knows he is 

actually in high school.” 

 

Students 

- Students overwhelmingly endorsed the school’s ability to prepare them for college.  Multiple 

individuals stated that NSHS teaches them responsibility, how to be independent, and 

prepares them to be successful upon graduation and after college.  One comment from a 

student was particularly telling: “A lot of people are shocked I have a resume [at my age], but 

I know that a job interview is more than just the actual interview.” 

- There was some shared frustration among students about the availability of current 

textbooks and classroom resources outside of the university.  While students recognized that 

they are always available on campus, individual NSHS campuses may not offer the same 

textbooks to borrow from campus sites, and editions may not be the correct one.  This can be 

an added cost to students which can get cost-prohibitive. 

- Multiple students in the focus group commented how safe they feel on campus, especially 

given some of the current events across the country.  One student stated, “Some schools can 

be crazy and dangerous.  I don’t feel like a target in this school, I’m not intimidated when I 

come here, and I don’t worry about fitting-in.  These differences make this place special.” 

- Students echoed the sentiments shared during the parent/family focus group about college 

preparedness.  Students indicated that they feel very prepared due to the number of college 

courses they have completed, their familiarity with the expectations of college professors, 

and the basic differences between high school and college. 

- The majority of students in the focus group shared comments and frustration regarding the 

school’s policies on CAP forms, the consequences of not following courses, and the fines for 

dropped courses or those that are not passed.  Students commented that CAP forms are 

important, but that it requires near perfection to avoid school or college fines.  When asked 

how fines work if you do not pass a course, multiple students chimed in unison: “If we fail, we 

have to pay for it unless it can be demonstrated that [we] tried every avenue to correct the 

problem.” 

 

School Staff 
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- Like respondents in other focus groups, school staff members gave high praise to NSHS for 

closely adhering to their stated mission and helping prepare its students for college and 

beyond.  Multiple staff members said that the greatest strengths of NSHS are the core values 

and the attention and support students receive when they are on-campus due to the smaller 

class sizes. 

- Staff expressed optimism that the new, restructured staffing structure that incorporates the 

EOS model will continue to foster improvement for all staff.  One participant in the focus 

group stated: “The transition to the new system has been a challenge, but communication 

has begun to improve.  We need to continue to work on this so that our improvement trickles 

down to benefit students.” 

- School staff reiterated the importance of communication, particularly with the District Site 

Administrators (DSAs), which helps provide feedback to employees while also keeping 

everyone apprised of priorities for the entire NSHS system. 

 

 

V. OVERALL STRENGTHS OF PROGRAM 

 

1. The school boasts a positive culture that reflects the mission and vision of the school 

All stakeholders – parents, staff, students, leadership – expressed their satisfaction with the 

school’s culture, and attributed this to the school consistently working towards fulfilling its 

mission on a daily basis.  Members of both the leadership team and staff commented that 

this is one of the biggest strengths of the school.  Parents validated this sentiment 

 

2. Robust human capital and performance systems reinforce high expectations and provide unique 

opportunities for staff development 

Multiple members of the leadership team spoke to the unique professional development 

system used by NSHS as a way to effectively drive improvement in a very tailored manner.  

Specifically, staff is required to submit their professional development twice a year off of a 

menu of options which includes annual conferences to published articles/literature.  When 

coupled with the robust and extensive employee performance incentive system, it is clear 

that the school has benefitted from systems and training that focus on motivating and 

developing staff.  All staff indicated that they are very content with the professional 

development opportunities made available to them, and that the new EOS system has 

helped them become a more cohesive unit. 

 

3. NSHS offers strong instruction that focuses on instilling habits of success 

The environment imitates a college atmosphere, where students are responsible for seeking 

out help, and ties to the school’s mission.  During the classroom observation, both the 

students in the back of the room and those that were receiving instruction in the Study Skills 

class understand classroom expectations as evidenced by their execution of procedures 

during class and work independently.  The EAC was actively engaged in the learning of the 

students and tied the lesson to the three pillars of the school at the beginning, middle and 

end of the lesson.  These skills, and frequent reminders of the importance of academic, 

social and personal success, are critical to the development of successful individuals. 

 

4. Students are provided with a safe learning environment 

During the student focus group, multiple students voiced that they feel safe and comfortable 

while at the NSHS – Summerlin campus.  Parents also shared that they are satisfied with 

their students’ experience given the small setting.  Given school safety headlines both in 

Nevada as well as nationally, SPCSA staff believes this is important and speaks to the efforts 

of staff to provide a welcoming environment where students are comfortable, but also feel 
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safe.  This type of conducive atmosphere allows students to focus on the task removes the 

possibility of some safety distractions. 

 

 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS & ACTION ITEMS 

 

1. Formal Board governance training should be provided by an external third-party and occur on at 

least an annual basis 

It was confirmed during the Board Focus Group, and the evaluation debrief at the end of the 

day, that the full NSHS Board undergoes a brief, 20-minute governance training annually.  

This training is provided by a member of the NSHS team.  SPCSA staff does not believe that 

there are any governance issues present at NSHS, but best practices suggest that Board 

training should be delivered by a third-party that can speak to a variety of topics such as the 

fiduciary responsibilities of Board members, school leader evaluations, etc.  A stronger, 

annual training in addition to a formal orientation for Board members can only benefit the 

school as the composition of the NSHS Board changes.  Effective training can also provide 

the school a safety net during times of unexpected transition. 

 

Action Item 

In collaboration with SPCSA staff, identify possible service providers of governance training in 

advance of the 2019 – 2020 school year.  An external training will help current and future 

Board members understand their roles and responsibilities as the legal holders of the 

charter contract.  NSHS Board members may also consider speaking with Board members of 

other, unaffiliated public charter schools to determine what may be the best path forward. 

 

2. Serve more at-risk students in future years, especially as the NSHS footprint expands to new 

campuses 

As verified by email communication following the site evaluation, the student population at 

NSHS – Summerlin lags behind in two demographic categories when compared to the 

averages for the state of Nevada, Clark County School District and/or the SPCSA portfolio.  

Specifically, 2% of NSHS – Summerlin students have an IEP, 3% are English language 

learners.  There are a few additional students that have a 504 plan or that are on an ELL 

‘watch list’. 

 

Recommendation 

In collaboration with SPCSA staff, develop a plan prior to July 1, 2019 to increase the 

diversity of NSHS-Summerlin prior to the 2020 – 21 school year.  This plan may include 

pursuing an aggressive school marketing and recruitment plan in multiple languages across 

the Las Vegas metropolitan area to different student demographics, moving or expanding to 

areas that are underserved, and/or implementing a weighted lottery at the Summerlin 

campus for admissions in the 2020 – 21 school year.  The SPCSA recognizes the value of 

having diverse schools that are representative of the community in which they are located. 

 

3. Continue to reflect and look at the NSHS staffing model, including the possibility of consolidating 

all campuses to one charter 

SPCSA staff heard from multiple staff members a sincere appreciation for the new NSHS 

staffing model, and how communication appears to be improving as the school leverages 

multiple platforms and avenues to keep staff apprised of upcoming events and deadlines.  At 

the same time, NSHS – Summerlin staff expressed some concern that the school may not 

continue to reflect so as to make future adjustments, especially as the school continues to 

add seats in the coming academic years. 
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Recommendation 

In collaboration with staff and the Governing Board, NSHS leadership should continue to 

evaluate the staffing model and governance model so as to be responsive to needs and 

improvements on at least an annual basis, if not more frequently.  SPCSA staff is confident 

this work is already underway.  As the NSHS footprint grows across the state, the SPCSA 

evaluation believes that this work will serve the whole NSHS system well in both the short 

and long-term.   

 

4. Modify the Student and Parent Handbook and the NSHS Student Scorecard to ensure compliance 

with regulations and to reinforce a college-like atmosphere 

As NSHS personnel is aware, SPCSA staff has expressed some concerns regarding language 

currently included within the NSHS Student/Parent Handbook as well as the NSHS Student 

Scorecard.  Specifically, these issues center around student enrollment and the ability for a 

charter school to levy fines for failure to abide by an academic program. 

 

Action Item 

By August 1, 2019, modify the NSHS Student/Parent Handbook, Student Scorecard, NSHS 

website and all enrollment materials to ensure compliance with regulations and statutes.  

SPCSA staff directs the school to make the following changes effective the 2019 – 2020 

school year: 

o Remove all language and references to student fines issued by NSHS for a student’s 

inability to follow a Course Approval Form (CAP) or earn a passing grade.  Use of the 

term fine must be replaced with language that comports with NRS 389.310, and 

must provide specific examples as to when a pupil could be asked to pay for all or 

part of their tuition for a dual credit course.  SPCSA staff believes it is permissible for 

NSHS to pass along tuition costs to a student enrolled in a dual-credit course after 

completing and signing a CAP form.  In this circumstance, tuition costs passed along 

to the student may not be excessive or above the actual cost of the individual course.  

Lastly, NSHS may not pass along tuition course costs to students that remain 

enrolled at NSHS that fail a course or earn a passing grade. 

o Add clarifying language to the NSHS Student Scorecard stating that all students 

classified as an 11th or 12th grader are eligible to attend NSHS no matter their 

incoming GPA.  The current Student Scorecard assigns a point value for incoming 

high school GPA but can be interpreted to be a barrier to entry for students.  SPCSA 

staff suggests adding a footnote to the scorecard to provide a detailed explanation 

about how incoming GPA is used by the school, but NSHS leadership may propose an 

alternative solution to this concern. 

 

The SPCSA authorizing team commits to working proactively with the NSHS leadership team 

to address both of these concerns prior to the August 1, 2019 deadline.  Additionally, SPCSA 

staff plans to evaluate all other NSHS campuses during the 2019 – 2020 school year and 

looks forward to working with NSHS leadership to ensure that this is done in a seamless 

manner that adheres to the Authority-approved site evaluation process. 

 

 Note 

SPCSA School Support Team members will follow-up on each of these recommendations 

during their next site visit, unless otherwise noted. 

 

### 
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https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-389.html#NRS389Sec310


1 CHARTER SCHOOL ANNUAL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW REPORT PRE-RELEASE 

2 BETA VERSION

3 School Years Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
4 From  2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

5 To  2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

6

7 School Name Enter school name

8

9 Independent Auditor Name of auditor

10 Name of auditing firm

11 Phone number

12 Street, Suite

13 City, State, Zip

14

15 First Contract, First Year Fall 2004 First contract, first year of operations (before first renewal sought).

16 of operations Spring 2005

17 Current Contract First Year Fall 2013 First year of operation with the current charter contract (including renewals).

18 of operations Spring 2014

19 Key

20 Enter required data in yellow cells: This data is for operations focused measuring. Accrual basis

21 Enter required data in bluecells: For capital, bond, facility measuring, such as modified accrual numbers.

22

23 Meets Standards MS Falls Far Below Standards FFBS

24 Does Not Meets Standards DNMS

25

26 SCHOOL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE DATA (***Accrual Basis numbers in yellow cells)

27

28 ENROLLMENT

29    Actual Enrollment 279 312 341 434 489 705

30    Projected Enrollment 256 400 400 405 480 861

31

32 NOTICES
33 Debt Default No No No No No No

34 Facility Lease Default No No No No No No

35 Other Legal/Financial Notices
36

37 SELECT ASSETS

38 Cash, Unrestricted $259,941 $165,002 $(5,845) $719,072 $1,123,058 $1,263,122

39 Cash, Restricted - - - - -

40 Cash equivalents, Restricted - - - - - -

41 Cash equivalents, unrestricted - - - - - -

42 Total Cash & Equivalents $259,941 $165,002 $(5,845) $719,072 $1,123,058 $1,263,122

43

44     Total Cash & Eq' (Unrestr'd) $259,941 $165,002 $(5,845) $719,072 $1,123,058 $1,263,122

45

46 Proceeds from Bonds $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ -

47

48 Accounts Receivable 34,884 63,475 219,904 14,974 348,115 979,216

49 Other Current Assets 84,638 41,874 176,362 190,393 109,839 151,121

50 Total Current Assets $379,464 $270,351 $390,420 $924,439 $1,581,012 $2,393,459

51 Current Assets (Operating) $379,464 $270,351 $390,420 $924,439 $1,581,012 $2,393,459

52

53 Non Current Assets, Facilities - - - 7,500

54 Non Current Assets, Other, Net 25,174 18,747 262,097 350,712 597,674

55 Total Assets $379,464 $295,525 $409,167 $1,186,536 $1,931,725 $2,998,633

56     Total Assets, Operating $379,464 $295,525 $409,167 $1,186,536 $1,931,725 $2,991,133

57

58 Deferred Outflows $ - $ - $ - $ -

59

Nevada State High School

Las Vegas, NV  89117

 

Nevada State High School

Jaime Velez CPA

Ellsworth & Stout

(702) 871-2727

7881 W Charleston
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1 CHARTER SCHOOL ANNUAL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW REPORT PRE-RELEASE 

2 BETA VERSION

3 School Years Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
4 From  2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

5 To  2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

6

Nevada State High School

60 SELECT LIABILITIES
61

62 Current Liabilities

63 Accounts Payable $34,645 $22,098 $22,855 $59,226 $94,161 $57,576

64 Capital leases, current - - (5,649)

65 Notes/bonds/Debt, current - - - - - 99,829

66 Other Current Liabilities 5 5 5 5 5 5

67    Current Liabilities $34,650 $22,103 $22,861 $59,231 $94,166 $151,761

68

69 Noncurrent Liabilities

70 Outstanding Loans No No No No No No

71 Long-term Liabilities - - 948,383 1,236,723 1,351,031 1,565,557

72 Bond Debt & Capital Lease Bal' - - - - - 34,279

73 Other NonCurrent Liabilities 19,175 20,775 9,588 21,675 227,556 95,324

74 Net PERS Pension Liability - - - - - -

75 Total Liabilities $53,825 $42,878 $980,831 $1,317,629 $1,672,753 $1,846,921

76 Total Liabilities (Operating) 53,825 42,878 980,831 1,317,629 1,672,753 1,812,642

77

78 Deferred Inflows $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ -

79

80 SELECT REVENUES

81 Revenues-State $1,822,935 $2,045,904 $2,192,365 $3,292,797 $3,627,979 $5,074,357

82 Revenues-Federal 13,830 38,838 19,546 29,368 186,496 427,938

83 Revenues-Local - - - - - 168,535

84 Donations/Fundraising - - - - - -

85 Revenues - Other - - - - - -

86 Total Revenue $1,836,765 $2,084,741 $2,211,911 $3,322,165 $3,814,475 $5,670,830

87

88 SELECT EXPENSES

89 Educational Programs $1,320,385 $1,402,065 $1,571,733 $2,055,662 $2,372,603 $3,427,589

90 EMO/CMO, ESP - - - - - -

91 Support Services (Gen & Admin) 232,488 327,513 280,294 534,997 508,488 584,591

92 Support Services, Other 28,303 421,728 311,033 284,507 487,546 518,987

93 Other Expenses - - - - - 333,550

94 Total Expenses, Operating $1,581,177 $2,151,306 $2,163,060 $2,875,166 $3,368,637 $4,864,717

95 - - - - - -

96 Detail already included in the above Total Expenses

97 Interest Expense - - - - - -

98 Interest Expense (Capital/Bldg) - - - - - -

99    Total Interest Expense $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ -
100

101 Capital Lease Expense + Principal reduction - - - - - -

102 Operating Lease Expense 133,842 210,405 210,632 246,713 259,971 414,799

103 Depreciation Expense - - - - - 16,717

104 Amortization Expense - - - - - -

105

106 Total Expenses, Operating $1,581,177 $2,151,306 $2,163,060 $2,875,166 $3,368,637 $4,864,717

107    Net Surplus (Loss) $255,588 $(66,565) $48,851 $446,999 $445,839 $806,113

108

109 Pension Contribution Expense - - - - - -

110

111 Other financing sources - - - - - -

112 Change in fund balance $255,588 $(66,565) $48,851 $446,999 $445,839 $806,113

113
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1 CHARTER SCHOOL ANNUAL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW REPORT PRE-RELEASE 

2 BETA VERSION

3 School Years Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
4 From  2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

5 To  2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

6

Nevada State High School

114 Capital Expenditures $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ -

115
Capital Expenditures Paid with 

Bond Proceeds
$ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $ -

116

117 Notes:

118

119 I certify that to the best of my knowledge the information entered above is correct.

120 Submitter's em address

121 Name of submitter  

122 Title  

123 Date prepared & Phone #

124 Emailing this document to the SPCSA from an authorized school board chairperson or vice-chairperson will count as a signature.

125

126 FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE MEASURES, METRICS, RATINGS

127

128 NEAR TERM MEASURE 1

129 1 Current Ratio

130 r 51   Total Current Assets (Operating) $379,464 $270,351 $390,420 $924,439 $1,581,012 $2,393,459

131 r 67   Total Current Liabilities (Operating) 34,650 22,103 22,861 59,231 94,166 151,761

132      Current Ratio 10.95 x 12.23 x 17.08 x 15.61 x 16.8 x 15.8 x

133      Ratings MS MS MS MS MS MS

134

135 Near Term Measure 2

136 2 Unrestricted Days Cash On Hand

137 r 44 Unrestricted Cash $259,941 $165,002 $(5,845) $719,072 $1,123,058 $1,263,122

138 r 94   Total Expenses, Operating 1,581,177 2,151,306 2,163,060 2,875,166 3,368,637 4,864,717

139 r 103   Total Depreciation - - - - - 16,717

140 r 104   Total Amortization - - - - - -

141 Total Expenses, Net $1,581,177 $2,151,306 $2,163,060 $2,875,166 $3,368,637 $4,848,000

142      Average Daily Expenses $4,332 $5,894 $5,926 $7,877 $9,229 $13,282

143       UDCOH 60  Days 28  Days (1) 91  Days 122  Days 95  Days

144      Ratings MS DNMS FFBS MS MS -

145

146 Near Term Measure 3

147 3 Enrollment Forecast Accuracy

148 r 29    Actual Enrollment 279 312 341 434 489 705

149 r 30    Projected Enrollment 256 400 400 405 480 861

150      Forecast Accuracy 109% 78% 85% 107% 102% 82%

151      Ratings MS FFBS DNMS - DNMS DNMS

152

153 Near Term Measure 4

154 4 Notices

155 r 33 Debt Default (n/a if no debt) No No n/a n/a n/a n/a

156 r 34 Facility Lease Default No No n/a n/a n/a n/a

157 r 35 Other Legal/Financial Notices
158

159 SUSTAINABILTY MEASURE 1

160 5 Total Margin 

161 r 107    Current Year Net Surplus $255,588 $(66,565) $48,851 $446,999 $445,839 $806,113

162 r 86    Current Year Total Revenue 1,836,765 2,084,741 2,211,911 3,322,165 3,814,475 5,670,830

163       Current Year Margin 13.9% (3.2)% 2.2% 13.5% 11.7% 14.2%

164

165 3 Year 3 Year 3 Year 3 Year

166 Surplus $237,875 $429,285 $941,689 $1,698,951

167 Revenue $6,133,417 $7,618,817 $9,348,552 $12,807,471

168      Aggregated 3 Year Margin 3.9% 5.6% 10.1% 13.3%

169      Ratings - - - - - -

170

 

jmoore@earlycollegenv.com

James G Moore

Finance & Operations Director

(702) 953-13011/2/2020

Includes all NSHS campuses, Sunrise & Meadowood.
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1 CHARTER SCHOOL ANNUAL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW REPORT PRE-RELEASE 

2 BETA VERSION

3 School Years Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
4 From  2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

5 To  2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

6

Nevada State High School

171 Sustainabilty Measure 2

172 6 Debt to Asset Ratio

173 r 76 Total Debt (Liabilities)(Operating) 53,825 42,878 980,831 1,317,629 1,672,753 1,812,642

174 r 56 Total Assets (Operating) $379,464 $295,525 $409,167 $1,186,536 $1,931,725 $2,991,133

175    Debt to Asset Ratio 14% 15% 240% 111% 87% 61%

176    Ratings MS MS FFBS FFBS MS MS

177

178 Debt to Asset Ratio (w/facilties, bonds.  W/o Net Pension Liability...)

179 r 75 Total Debt (Total Liabilities) 53,825 42,878 980,831 1,317,629 1,672,753 1,846,921

180 r 55 Total Assets $379,464 $295,525 $409,167 $1,186,536 $1,931,725 $2,998,633

181    Debt to Asset Ratio 14% 15% 240% 111% 87% 62%

182    Ratings MS MS FFBS FFBS MS MS

183

184 Sustainabilty Measure 3

185 7 Cash Flow

186 r 42    Total Cash Balance $259,941 $165,002 $(5,845) $719,072 $1,123,058 $1,263,122

187    Multi Year Cash Flow $(265,787) $554,070 $1,128,903 $544,050

188    One Year Cash Flow $(94,940) $(170,847) $724,917 $403,986 $140,064

189    Ratings - - DNMS MS MS MS

190

191 Sustainabilty Measure 4

192 8 Debt and/or Lease Service Coverage Ratio

193 r 107 Net Income (aka Net Surplus) $255,588 $(66,565) $48,851 $446,999 $445,839 $806,113

194 r 103 Depreciation - - - - - 16,717

195 r 99 Interest Expense - - - - - -

196 r 101 Capital Lease Expense - - - - - -

197 r 102 Operating Lease Expense 133,842 210,405 210,632 246,713 259,971 414,799

198 r 104 Amortization - - - - - -

199 NI b4 DIA $389,430 $143,840 $259,483 $693,712 $705,810 $1,237,629

200

201 r 61 Annual Principal $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $99,829

202 r 99 Interest Expense - - - - - -

203 r 101 Capital Lease Expense - - - - - -

204 r 102 Operating Lease Expense 133,842 210,405 210,632 246,713 259,971 414,799

205 Debt (& Lease) Service $133,842 $210,405 $210,632 $246,713 $259,971 $514,628

206

207 DSCR or LSCR *** 2.91 0.68 1.23 2.81 2.71 2.40

208    Ratings MS DNMS MS MS MS MS
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NEVADA STATE HIGH SCHOOL 

Public Board Meeting  

Thursday, October 17, 2019, 6:30 p.m. 

Nevada State High School  

2651 N. Green Valley Pkwy, #106 

Henderson, NV 89014 

 

MINUTES OF MEETING (FLAGSHIP) 

DRAFT 

 

 
Members 

Present: Matthew Fox, Chair 

 Michael Pelham, Vice Chair 

 Nohemi Garcia, Clerk 

 Dianna Burns 

 Saul Wesley  

 Cathy Sterbentz  

 Barbara Graham   

Kelly Moxley  

 Luis Maceira (teleconference) 

 

Members  

Absent: 

 

Others  

Present: John Hawk, Chief Operation Officer for NSHS  

 Wendi Hawk, Chief Academic Officer for NSHS 

 James Moore, Director of Finance and Operations  

 Candy Farthing, Academics and Accountability Director 

 John Ramirez, Executive Director 

 Matt Iles, Marketing and Engagement Director 

 Danielle Jones, Director of Site Administration at Southwest  

 Deb Whitmoyer, Director of Site Administration at Sunrise  

 Nya Berry, Director of Site Administration at Summerlin 

 Andrea McDonald, Director of Site Administration at Henderson 

 William Meister, Director of Site Administration at Meadowood (teleconference) 

 Marian Vo, Business Manager 

 Erika Capulo, Operations Manager 

Jaime Velez & Brian Hardy, Ellsworth & Stout, LLC  

 

      1)    Call to Order/Roll Call/Pledge of Allegiance/Approval of a Flexible Agenda 

 

Chair Fox called meeting to order at 6:31 p.m., with a quorum of nine members present.  

 

At this time, agenda item 6 was opened.  
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      2)    Public Comments 

  

  No public comments.  

 

 

3) Approve the reappointment of two community members to the board for a final two-year 

term (ref. PLCY_03.001) (Matthew Fox, Chair) (For Possible Action) 

  a. Professor Barbara Graham; and 

  b. Mr. Saul Wesley 

 

  John Hawk leads discussion and would like to reappoint the two members.   

 

Michael Phelem moved to approve agenda item 3.  Kelly Moxley seconded the motion.  

Motion carried unanimously.  9-0-0. 

 

 

4) EXECUTIVE UPDATE: An update from members of the executive leadership team on the 

progress and performance of the school (John Hawk, COO)  

  a. Employee progress on executing performance incentives 

  b. Student progress on the desired result using student scorecards FY1920 

  c. Update on new locations for in Northwest Las Vegas and Henderson 

  d. Network Accreditation Visit October 21 – October 24, 2019 

 e. Development opportunity for board training on open meeting law, ethics, and  board 

best practices hosted at Nevada State High School Central Support Offices  and via Zoom 

Conferencing on October 24, 2019 (8:45am to 12:15pm)    

 

a.  John Hawk – Indicates school uses performance incentives to improve/maintain 

 progress and quality of work.  Staff may choose what they want their performance 

 incentives throughout the year, currently have 38 performance incentives, 8 have  been 

 completed.  Change to the leadership team – entrepreneurial operating system (EOS), and 

 those performance incentives that are done by the executive leadership team are being 

 done based on their rocks (all or nothing system, either completed rocks or not) Hoping 

 to, and  push that down into other executive leadership  in the coming years, working 

 out very well. 

 

b.   Ms. Candy Farthing, Academics and Accountability Director – this school year, we had 

23% more students in our network and decreased our "red" students by 11%. Red triggers 

are remedial course placement, a failed class from the previous semester, and a  failed 

homework assignment and portfolio.  Of the 65% that are red, 59% of them are in remedial 

math, and that is why they are flagged "red." 

  

 Question from Kelly Moxley - What would you say is the typical goal that we are looking 

 there for red scores in the first part of the year?  Answer – Ultimate goal is to get kids out 

 of "red." One of the biggest things is looking at the students in remedial math, and we 

 know that is 59% that are being flagged red, what are we going to do get them out of that 

 math class?  

 

 Wendy Hawk -  Mentions that it is a snapshot, we get who we get.  Don't care what you 

 come in with, we care what you leave with.  Overall goal is 90% "green." Have never hit 

 higher than 60%. 
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 Kelly Moxley – is that data available for 2nd-year students?  Answer – Yes, of the 65% 

 students, 20% are students that are 2nd-years that failed class.  Indicates being proactive 

 so they don't fail and to get them out of the "red" category.  

 

 c.   Dr. John Hawk – update on new locations, Northwest and Henderson.  New site in NW  

  going through conditional use permit.  JH has a preapplication meeting.  The Henderson  

  site, team is in negotiations and should soon be signing a lease for the old campus that  

  used to be at Basic and Water Street, Suite 120 (across from 7/11).  Looking to get in  

  February or March, depending on permit (60-120 days).  

 

d.  Wendy Hawk mentions started accreditation request back in 2016.  We are one of the 

 schools that is going through what is called a system accreditation.  We did most of the 

 work last year.  Arriving Monday and will be here Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.  

 Charter schools have to inform the community that we are not accredited.  I have been on 

 an accrediting agency review team coming up ten times.  What it comes down is operate 

 as normal and just have to get some kids in to interview and some parents in to interview, 

 but we want them to see what we do in our authentic mode.   

 

 Question for Chair Matthew Fox - do we have enough board members that have 

 volunteered to attend the accreditation?  Answer – Yes, Member Burns (phone 

 interview), Member Maceira (phone or in-person?), and Member Moxley (at 9:00 via 

 phone).  

  

 Wendy Hawk – The real purpose – continuous improvement.  Couple points of focus – 

 (1) use of data analysis, pre and post, culminated into scorecard (have been collecting 

 comparative data since 2009) and (2) EOS component to be able to utilize the sites to 

 have consistency and quality.  Don't lower standards based on community.  EOS system, 

 less than two years in, so doesn't show longevity.  WH indicates accreditation fees are 

 extensive.  After completed, new schools will fall under umbrella and continually grow, 

 but will have to do the accreditation process continually.  KM asks what "continually" 

 means.  WH mentions Cognia just bought out Advanced Ed, but believes it is every six 

 years.  

 

 e.  JH – training for open meeting law, governance.  It will be held right here on October  

  24, 2019, the day before Nevada Day.  May use Zoom to connect remotely.  It is a three- 

  hour training.  If you cannot make the training, you will be able to access it from home at  

  a later time, but the goal is for everyone to watch it, checking off the assurance that  

  you've watched and gone through training.  

 

 

5.  CONSENT AGENDA: Information concerning the following consent agenda items has 

been forwarded to Governing Body members for study prior to meeting.  Unless a 

Governing Body Member has a question concerning a particular item and asks that it be 

withdrawn from the consent list, items are approved at one time.; 

 (Matthew Fox, Chair) (For Possible Action) 

 a. Approval of the meeting minutes from 8/15/2019 

b. Approval and ratification of purchase orders PLCY_03.003 Article I Sec. 1.03 

c. Approval of the school's letter of compliance with R131-16 and USDOE Definition of a 

Charter School 
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  JH indicates letter of compliance, likes to include in board packet so they're aware of 

 what's going on.    

 

Saul Wesley moved to approve agenda item 5.  Kelly Moxley seconded the motion.  Motion 

carried unanimously.  9-0-0. 

 

6) Approval of the NAC 387.775 Annual Audit to the board to comply with NAC 387.775(5) 

(James Moore, Director of Finance and Operations and representatives from Ellsworth & 

Stout, LLC) (For Possible Action) 

 

Moved as Item 1.  

 

Introduced new Finance and Operations Director, Mr. James Moore, he will introduce presenters 

independent audit this year.    

 

Jaime Velez, CPA and partner with the firm Ellsworth & Stout in Las Vegas.  Attending meeting 

with another CPA to highlights of audit.  Independent auditor report – states the scope of the audit 

and the responsibilities of the school management.  Jaime indicates testing procedures and check 

that all parties have done what they can to provide unmodified (clean) opinion.  Congratulates 

school for clean opinion and maintaining that level of integrity.  

 

Highlights: 

 

Management discussion and analysis - gives a summary of the results and gives management the 

opportunity to tell the story behind the numbers.   

 

The school's net position was $1,000,046.00 at the end of the school year (289% increase from 

previous year), composed of cash ($1.3 million), receivables ($500,000.00), and capital assets 

($200,000).  Total revenue of school ($5.6 million), including $4.9 million of DSA-type of 

expenditures.   

 

Side by side comparison of current and previous year net positions.  Significant increase from last 

year, $248,000.00 to $1,000,046.00.  Increase in revenues ($3.8 million in 2018 to $5.7 million) 

due to increase in student enrollment.  Expenditures ($3.4 million in 2018 to $4.8 million, an 

increase of 43%), increase due to operating costs at the new locations.   

 

Matthew Fox asks question – have a favorable variance of 1.164, then an unfavorable variance in 

expenditures of 9.75, how does that lead to an unfavorable variance of .89404?  Answer: In this 

case, you have higher actual than you have budgeted expenditures, but that is a direct result of 

you actually have more money to spend; and, therefore, if you are looking at the budget, you had 

lower expenses compared to what you actually spent.   

Kelly Moxley interjects - bottom line shows an unfavorable variance of $189,000, and the 

question is why would you have revenues that exceeded by a larger amount than expenses that 

exceeded, why is the net of that showing unfavorable?  Answer: Velez made note of error on the 

draft. We will look into that.   

 

Financial statement disclosures – required to be considered "clean".  Pg. 29, summary of financial 

statement results, helps state to assess the performance framework for the school (required table).  

Report following table – internal control and indicates if there are compliance issues (with laws, 

regulations, contracts, and grant agreements).  Requirement of auditor – known deficiencies or 

opportunities for improvement for the school, required to report this to management and the 
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board.  A few were found – (1) Use of a signature stamp – recommended to not use in order to 

avoid misuse.  School has already implemented this policy.  (2) Improvement to monthly 

reconciliations of accounts payable and accounts receivable – recommended subsidiary ledgers to 

the general ledger and the grant activities as part of monthly quotes.  This has already been 

implemented or about to be implemented.  Continued improvement and strengthening of internal 

controls.   

 

Member with question – asks if the audit complies with NAC 387.775 C1.  Answer – Yes, the 

audit itself is consistent and compliant with the regulations.  

 

Kelly Moxley – question on finding number two, confirming there was no material misstatement 

where misrepresented AP amount at end of year.  Answer – No, there was not.  Brian further 

addresses the question – it was more of an inconsistency between the detailed reports and the 

general ledger, inconsistencies in between the system reports.   

 

John Hawk - Thanks and congrats to the audit team.  We're still a small system, and as you grow, 

you have to put controls into place.  Question of Jaime – would it be that the board is 

recommending these two items as your recommendations and making approval of these 

recommendations?  Answer – Yes.   

 

Diana Burns moved to approve agenda item 6.  Michael Phelem seconded the motion.  

Motion carried unanimously.  9-0-0. 

 

7) Adoption or rejection of the recommendations from the independent audit report under 

NAC 387.775 to comply with NAC 387.775(9) (James Moore, Director of Finance and 

Operations and representatives from Ellsworth & Stout, LLC).  (For Possible Action) 

 

 Confirming – 2019-001 and 002?  Yes.  

 

Kelly Moxley moved to approve agenda item 7.  Michael Phelem seconded the motion.  

Motion carried unanimously.  9-0-0. 

 

8) Approval of an amended NSHS Budget for FY1920 (Ref NAC 387.725/NAC 387.720) 

(James Moore, Director of Finance and Operations) (For Possible Action) 

 

James Moore - a major difference between budget in April and what you see now, and it's 

because we lost 169 student count, and that was a loss of about $580,000 in projected revenue, 

and we corresponded to that with about $545,000 in reduced expenses, so we are keeping a 

decent percentage overall.  All campuses, with the exception of Meadowwood, managed to 

maintain their 3% profit margin and the 2 FTE count.  Meadowwood was not able to do the 2 

FTE count.  Overall, we will have a surplus this year of about $375,000, that is about half of what 

we had last year, but I think it is a reasonable amount with what is going on.  Three important 

things to point out – (1) we are at an increase in students over last year by 23%, (2) State funding 

increased by $300 per student, and (3) we are absorbing a whole lot of extra staff this year.  

 

Kelly Moxley moved to approve agenda item 8.  Michael Phelem seconded the motion.  

Motion carried unanimously.  9-0-0. 
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9) Board Member Comments:   

 

No comments.   

 

 

10) Public Comments:  

 

John Hawk – Mentions new budget format in January will be in more robust format.  

Introduced new staff: 

 James Moore, Director of Finance and Operations  

 Candy Farthing, Academics and Accountability Director 

 John Ramirez – Executive Director 

 Danielle Jones – Director of Site Administration at Southwest Campus 

 Deb Whitmoyer – Director of Site Administration at Sunrise  

 Nya Berry – Director of Site Administration at Summerlin 

 Andrea McDonald – Director of Site Administration at Henderson 

 William Meister – Director of Site Administration at Meadowood (teleconference) 

 

11) Adjournment 

 

Meeting ends at 7:25 p.m. 
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Count PO Number Status Vendor Total
001 19200001 Closed Millennium Operations LLC 1,666.00$   
002 19200002 Closed Steven E. Traisman 13,250.00$ 
003 19200003 Closed Genesis Technologies, Inc. 1,135.00$   
004 19200004 Closed James L Hager 10,000.00$ 
005 19200004-1 Issued James L Hager 10,000.00$ 
006 19200005 Closed Park Management Corp 550.98$      
007 19200006 Issued Integrita Systems, LLC 5,000.00$   
008 19200007 Issued MASN, LLC 98,357.75$ 
009 19200008 Issued Ultimate Building Services, INC 7,900.00$   
010 19200009 Issued AM Fire & Electronic Services, Inc. 2,380.00$   
011 19200010 Issued Jeffrey Lee Landscaping 1,080.00$   
012 19200011 Issued Republic Services 1,800.00$   
013 19200012 Issued Mountain View Pest Control 600.00$      
014 19200013 Issued Cox Communications Inc 1,728.00$   
015 19200014 Issued Staples Business Advantage 3,000.00$   
016 19200015 Closed NV Energy 9,600.00$   
017 19200015-1 Issued NV Energy 6,088.48$   
018 19200016 Issued Integrita Systems, LLC 2,000.00$   
019 19200017 Issued Steven E. Traisman 69,909.07$ 
020 19200018 Issued Ultimate Building Services, INC 7,700.00$   
021 19200019 Issued Assured Document Destruction, INC 480.00$      
022 19200020 Issued Wells Fargo 600.00$      
023 19200021 Issued Wells Fargo 600.00$      
024 19200022 Issued NV Energy 8,400.00$   
025 19200023 Issued Integrita Systems, LLC 1,500.00$   
026 19200024 Issued Latin Chamber of Commerce 22,000.00$ 
027 19200025 Issued Integrita Systems, LLC 1,000.00$   
028 19200026 Issued Bancore International 33,683.10$ 
029 19200027 Issued Cox Communications Inc 1,584.00$   
030 19200028 Closed Ultimate Building Services, INC 1,700.00$   
031 19200028-1 Issued Ultimate Building Services, INC 1,400.00$   
032 19200030 Issued NV Energy 1,200.00$   
033 19200031 Closed NV Energy 2,400.00$   
034 19200031-1 Issued NV Energy 1,000.00$   
035 19200032 Issued Henderson Chamber of Commerce 450.00$      
036 19200033 Issued Charter School Association of Nevada 2,000.00$   
037 19200034 Issued Harris School Solutions 800.00$      
038 19200035 Issued TSA Consulting Group, Inc 600.00$      
039 19200036 Issued Maryse Wells 600.00$      
040 19200038 Issued Phillip Zhang CPA, LTD 16,200.00$ 
041 19200039 Closed Stimulus Technologies 46,091.86$ 
042 19200039-1 Closed Stimulus Technologies 46,621.86$ 
043 19200039-2 Issued Stimulus Technologies 25,854.00$ 
044 19200040 Closed Wells Fargo 48,553.00$ 
045 19200040-1 Closed Wells Fargo 48,777.00$ 
046 19200040-2 Issued Wells Fargo 28,613.02$ 
047 19200041 Issued The Reno+Sparks Chamber of Commerce 400.00$      
048 19200042 Issued Latin Chamber of Commerce 350.00$      
049 19200043 Issued Denise Rice 1,500.00$   
050 19200044 Issued Wells Fargo 12,400.00$ 
051 19200045 Issued City of Henderson Building & Fire Safety Department 300.00$      

Nevada State High School FLAGSHIP
FY1920 Purchase order approvals
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052 19200046 Issued City of Henderson Utility Services 2,400.00$   
053 19200047 Issued A-1 National Fire CO. 125.00$      
054 19200048 Issued RW Mechanical Inc. 700.00$      
055 19200049 Issued RW Mechanical Inc. 700.00$      
056 19200050 Issued Delbert Stan Sagers 48,000.00$ 
057 19200051 Issued Verizon Wireless 4,740.00$   
058 19200052 Closed Remind101, Inc 2,800.00$   
059 19200052-1 Closed Remind101, Inc 3,080.00$   
060 19200053 Issued Cox Communications Inc 3,382.00$   
061 19200054 Issued 2625 GV, LLC 54,054.00$ 
062 19200055 Closed Kelly Moxley 400.00$      
063 19200055-1 Issued Kelly Moxley 400.00$      
064 19200056 Closed Nohemi V. Garcia 400.00$      
065 19200056-1 Issued Nohemi V. Garcia 400.00$      
066 19200057 Closed Barbara Graham 400.00$      
067 19200057-1 Issued Barbara Graham 400.00$      
068 19200058 Closed Luis Maceira 400.00$      
069 19200058-1 Issued Luis Maceira 400.00$      
070 19200059 Closed Burns, Dianna 400.00$      
071 19200059-1 Issued Burns, Dianna 400.00$      
072 19200060 Closed Saul Wesley 400.00$      
073 19200060-1 Issued Saul Wesley 400.00$      
074 19200061 Closed Matthew Fox 400.00$      
075 19200061-1 Issued Matthew Fox 400.00$      
076 19200062 Closed Michael Ross Pelham 400.00$      
077 19200062-1 Issued Michael Ross Pelham 400.00$      
078 19200063 Closed Ellsworth & Stout, LLC 14,500.00$ 
079 19200064 Issued Canon Solutions America 2,400.00$   
080 19200065 Issued Canon Solutions America 1,900.00$   
081 19200066 Closed Canon Solutions America 300.00$      
082 19200066-1 Closed Canon Solutions America 300.00$      
083 19200067 Issued Canon Solutions America 300.00$      
084 19200068 Issued Staples Business Advantage 2,700.00$   
085 19200069 Closed Staples Business Advantage 750.00$      
086 19200070 Issued Amazon.com 1,500.00$   
087 19200071 Issued Amazon.com 750.00$      
088 19200072 Issued Amazon.com 2,000.00$   
089 19200073 Issued Amazon.com 3,000.00$   
090 19200074 Closed Amazon.com 1,000.00$   
091 19200074-1 Issued Amazon.com 1,000.00$   
092 19200075 Closed Wells Fargo 3,100.00$   
093 19200076 Issued Nevada Education Consultants LLC 20,610.00$ 
094 19200077 Issued Natalie M Hunsaker 4,560.00$   
095 19200078 Closed Javon Isaac 400.00$      
096 19200079 Issued Emerald Gardens II LLC 15,000.00$ 
097 19200080 Closed Arlene F Flatt 750.00$      
098 19200081 Closed Wells Fargo 490.00$      
099 19200082 Closed Allan Elliott Copeland 2,500.00$   
100 19200083 Closed Allan Elliott Copeland 1,175.00$   
101 19200084 Issued GWE Town Square, LLC 5,324.75$   
102 19200085 Issued Twice M, LLC 15,000.00$ 
103 19200086 Closed Ponderosa Resort LC 3,919.50$   
104 19200087 Issued Wells Fargo 975.00$      
105 19200088 Issued Station Holdco, LLC 3,000.00$   
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106 19200089 Closed Charter Impact, Inc. 15,000.00$ 
107 19200089-1 Issued Charter Impact, Inc. 8,900.00$   
108 19200090 Closed Integrita Systems, LLC 1,030.37$   
109 19200091 Issued First Insurance Funding 42,649.86$ 
110 19200092 Issued Canon Solutions America 4,324.68$   
111 19200094 Closed Robert Half Nevada Staff, Inc 19,720.00$ 
112 19200094-1 Closed Robert Half Nevada Staff, Inc 26,300.00$ 
113 19200095 Issued Board of Regents 18,000.00$ 
114 19200096 Issued Ultimate Building Services, INC 5,400.00$   
115 19200097 Issued Cathy Sterbentz 400.00$      
116 19200098 Closed Allan Elliott Copeland 1,200.00$   
117 19200099 Issued Southwest Gas Corporation 612.00$      
118 19200100 Issued David Todd Bates 650.00$      
119 19200101 Closed Allan Elliott Copeland 540.00$      
120 19200102 Closed Glowzone 3,450.00$   
121 19200103 Issued Board of Regents Nevada System of Higher Education 150.00$      
122 19200104 Closed TrackVia 10,500.00$ 
123 19200105 Issued Floors N More LLC 16,360.00$ 
124 19200106 Closed Machabee Office Environments 557.40$      
125 19200107 Closed EMBSS Building Services LLC 775.00$      
126 19200108 Closed Twice M, LLC 2,388.00$   
127 19200109 Closed Machabee Office Environments 8,858.09$   
128 19200109-1 Closed Machabee Office Environments 9,560.18$   
129 19200110 Closed Wells Fargo 1,200.00$   
130 19200111 Closed Unique Signs Inc. 495.00$      
131 19200112 Closed Zoom Video Communications, Inc. 2,299.00$   
132 19200113 Closed Integrita Systems, LLC 4,215.00$   
133 19200114 Closed 3D Selfie Studios LLC 480.00$      
134 19200115 Closed Tori Ramirez 3,640.00$   
135 19200115-1 Issued Tori Ramirez 1,790.00$   
136 19200116 Closed Desert Oasis Services Inc 695.00$      
137 19200117 Issued Board of Regents Nevada System of Higher Education 300.00$      
138 19200118 Closed Wells Fargo 1,457.18$   
139 19200119 Closed The Orleans Hotel and Casino 500.00$      
140 19200120 Issued Rebecca Jones 600.00$      
141 19200121 Closed Wells Fargo 222.50$      
142 19200122 Closed Uline, Inc. 1,457.18$   
143 19200123 Closed ACT, Inc 21,390.00$ 
144 19200124 Closed Tutors Across America LLC 2,500.00$   
145 19200125 Closed Tutors Across America LLC 10,000.00$ 
146 19200126 Issued Twice M, LLC 5,500.00$   
147 19200127 Closed Suasive Educational LLC 1,000.00$   
148 19200128 Closed Converse Consultants 2,350.00$   
149 19200129 Closed Tenaya Village, LLC 21,840.00$ 
150 19200130 Issued Jessica Roncal 8,000.00$   
151 19200131 Issued Lifetouch NSS 5,171.20$   
152 19200132 Closed ACT, Inc 876.00$      
153 19200133 Closed Natalie M Hunsaker 5,040.00$   
154 19200133-1 Issued Natalie M Hunsaker 5,040.00$   
155 19200134 Issued Canon Solutions America 2,124.00$   
156 19200135 Issued Robert J. Loerwald 64,716.00$ 
157 19200136 Issued Danyale Berry 1,350.00$   
158 19200137 Issued Accent Promotions & Media LLC 7,000.00$   
159 19200138 Issued Edna Wanene 7,500.00$   
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160 19200139 Closed Genesis Technologies, Inc. 2,500.00$   
161 19200140 Closed Latin Chamber of Commerce 365.00$      
162 19200141 Closed EZ Sports Corporation 650.00$      
163 19200142 Issued Jil M. Gertz 300.00$      
164 19200143 Issued Rapid Color Inc 5,600.00$   
165 19200144 Closed Robert J. Loerwald 6,000.00$   
166 19200145 Closed Nevada Association of School Administrators 480.00$      
167 19200146 Issued Converse Consultants 4,700.00$   
168 19200147 Issued Desert Oasis Services Inc 400.00$      
169 19200148 Issued Drinkwater Law Offices 3,500.00$   
170 19200149 Closed SchoolMint Inc 11,417.68$ 
171 19200150 Closed ACT, Inc 1,500.00$   
172 19200151 Issued Machabee Office Environments 27,595.90$ 
173 19200152 Issued Machabee Office Environments 27,438.91$ 
174 19200153 Closed Suasive Educational LLC 2,000.00$   
175 19200154 Closed Suasive Educational LLC 1,000.00$   
176 19200155 Closed Rapid Color Inc 7,994.83$   
177 19200156 Issued Nelson, Jordan 500.00$      
178 19200157 Issued Eastside Cannery 2,710.36$   
179 19200158 Closed Integrita Systems, LLC 7,258.00$   
180 19200159 Issued Board of Regents Nevada System of Higher Education 300.00$      
181 19200160 Closed Eastside Cannery 4,000.00$   
182 19200161 Closed Robert Half Nevada Staff, Inc 1,051.52$   
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NEVADA STATE HIGH SCHOOL 
Contract Between Administrator and Governing Body of Nevada State High School 

State of Nevada, County of Clark 

IN WITNESS WEREOF, the parties have subscribed their names in execution of this contract on the date subscribed by the employee. 
 
 
 
 
 

Signature of the Employee for Nevada State High School  Date  Signature of the Chair for Nevada State High School Board  Date 
Page 1 of 1 

 

Candyce Farthing, Academics and Accountability Director of Nevada State High School is the name of the employee and the terms and conditions of 
this contract follow the Negotiated Agreement contained herein.  This is a Twelve-month per year position with optional benefits and a monthly base 
compensation of $100000/year or $50/hour.  This base compensation excludes retirement benefits, performance pay, or reimbursements.  This contract 
is for 9/1/2019 to 6/30/2020.  This amount is used to comply with the Public Employees’ Retirement System salary reduction filing, and the Employee’s 
declaration of contributions and shall begin with the pay cycle that starts 9/1/2019 and is paid on 9/25/2019 all future cycles will run from the 1st to the 
15th paid on the 25th and the 16th to the end of the month paid on the following 10th of the month. The annual salary is conditioned upon student 
enrollment count on 10/1/2019 and respective approved budget at the meeting of the Governing Body on 10/17/2019. In the case of an adjustment to 
the proposed budget presented by the school during the April 2019 meeting, an amended contract will be in effect starting 10/1/2019. 

The Employee 

WITNESSETH:  That the Employee and Members do hereby covenant, agree, and contract regarding employment for professional service with the 
Nevada State High School in accordance with the Laws of Nevada and the rules and regulations prescribed by the State Board of Education and State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction.  This Agreement may be abrogated only as provided by the Nevada Revised Statutes, or by mutual consent, or as 
provided by the Negotiated Agreement portion of this contract.  This contract is subject only to terms and conditions contained herein.  The following 
terms, conditions, and documents referred to herein are made a part of this contract.  This contract is the full and complete agreement of these parties. 
 

CONTRACT 

Article I: Terms and Conditions 
1. The Employee cannot be legally employed in the 
public schools of Nevada unless the employee holds a 
valid Nevada License of appropriate classification or 
endorsement.  The responsibility of proper licensing, at 
all times is the Employee’s. 
2. The Employee salary is subject to deductions as 
required by the United States or State of Nevada, and 
where applicable for group insurance and other 
deductions. 
3. The School agrees to pay the employee the sum stated 
above in equal twice-monthly installments. 
4. The Employee agrees to fully perform professional 
services in accordance with the terms and conditions of 
the Nevada State High School Charter Contract, the 
School’s strategic framework, and this Negotiated 
Agreement of Nevada State High School.   
5. The Employee shall not be entitled to receive full 
payment for his services unless the employee shall have 
performed this agreement in its entirety.  Payment shall 
be made only for services rendered. 
6. Any error(s) made in the compensation of the 
employee which occurs during the life of the contract 
may be adjusted at the Employer’s complete discretion. 
7. This is an at-will post probationary licensed employee 
position and this Employee may be suspended, demoted, 
dismissed, or not reemployed at any time. 
8. The Employee reaffirms the oath to support the 
Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of 
the State of Nevada. 
9. The terms and conditions of the Nevada Revised 
Statue, Nevada Administrative Code, and the Nevada 
State High School regulations, policies, procedures, 
processes, practices, and strategic framework as adopted 
and as amended from time to time during the term of this 
contract, are a part of this Agreement and are 
incorporated by reference as though fully set forth. 
 

AGREEMENT 

Article I. Definitions 
1. The term "Members," as used in this Agreement, shall 
mean the Governing Body and the entity Nevada State 
High School. 
2. The term "Employee" refers specifically to the 
individual written on the front of this Contract. 
3. The term “Charter” is the Contract between the State 
Public Charter School Authority and the Members. 
4. The term "School," as used in this Agreement, shall 
mean the Nevada State High School. 

5. The term "School Year" shall be defined by NRS 
388.080 stating the first day of July and shall end on the 
last day of June. 
6. The term "Agreement" refers to the name of this 
section of the Contract between the Employee and the 
Members of the school. 
7. The term "School Day" shall be defined as a day in 
which the Employee is required to be present on the job. 
8. The term “Contract” refers to the terms and conditions 
set forth by which the Employee and the Members agree. 

Article II. Personnel Information 
1. The Employee may renegotiate the status of this 
Agreement annually by June 15th, but not later than July 
10th; otherwise a holdover of the current agreement may 
be in effect and administration and staff my review 
budgets to renegotiate on or around October 1st of each 
year to adjust for higher or lower numbers of students.  
Annually, there is a standing holdover provision of pay 
from the previous fiscal year until July 15th.  Any 
negotiated pay increases or reductions will begin starting 
on the July 16th pay cycle.    
2. The School may maintain a personnel file on the 
Employee. 

Article III. Work Schedule 
1. The Employee covered by this Agreement shall be 
required to work at the work location a minimum work 
day of eight (8) hours excluding breaks and lunches. 
2. The Employee covered by this Agreement shall find 
it necessary to work additional time at or away from 
School to maintain successful operations.  Hourly 
employees MUST be given permission to log any hours 
above and beyond their monthly schedule of hours 
determined by the site administration.  For hourly 
employees, the school administration will determine a 
monthly work schedule that may increase or decrease the 
number of hours worked.      
3. The Employee covered by this Agreement shall be on 
an annual at-will Contract as specified by the contract as 
approved by the Members. 
4. The Employee is granted Holiday’s off including: 
Independence Day, Labor Day, Nevada Day, Veteran’s 
Day, Thanksgiving (2 days), Christmas (2 days), New 
Year’s Day, Martin Luther King Day, Presidents’ Day, 
and Memorial Day. 

Article IV. Professional Compensation 
1. The Employee salary is a base compensation and is 
divided evenly over 24 pay periods for salaried 
employees and respective for the number of hours 
worked for hourly employees which may be prorated to 
reflect actual work completed and/or overtime. 

Article V. Benefits 

1. The Employee shall receive two (2) PTO days per 
month of employment for use at the approval of their 
supervisor and not to interfere with the School.   
2. The Employee shall be reimbursed up to the 
maximum number of PTO days accumulated over 30 
days at the rate of $150/day made on the June 25th 
paycheck.   
3. Under any circumstance of separation, termination or 
non-renewal of contract, the employee will NOT receive 
reimbursement for any balance of accrual of time.   
4. The Employee shall be offered optional benefits 
through the School’s chosen health care provider under 
the school’s base plan.  If chosen, then the employee will 
see the following payroll deductions each paycheck 
including: Healthcare: $20/pay, Dental/Vision: $5/pay, 
and LTD/STD/Life Insurance: $2.50/pay. 
5. The Employee may choose to upgrade their plan and 
the Employee is responsible overage from the base plan 
amount.  This follows if the Employee elects to have 
coverage through a spousal/similar plan as long as this 
option is cost neutral and billing is direct to NSHS. 
6. The School is a choice agency and offers the option of 
employer paid or employee/employer paid contributions 
through the Public Employees Retirement System and as 
a benefit the school classifies hourly employees as part-
time. 

Article VI. Course and Scope of Duties 
1. The School may progressively deal with incidents of 
non-serious nature by notifying, explaining, and 
assisting the Employee. 
2. The School may terminate the Employee for incidents 
of serious nature including, but not limited to: 
unprofessionalism, felony, immorality, dishonesty, etc. 

Article VII. General Savings Clause 
1. If any provision of this Agreement or any application 
thereof the Employee is found contrary to law, then such 
provision or application shall be invalid and shall remain 
in effect only to the extent permitted by law; however, 
all other provisions or applications shall continue in full 
force and effect. 

Article VIII. Contract of Employment 
1. This Agreement when ratified by both parties shall be 
incorporated by reference and become a part of the 
Employee’s Contract of employment. 

Article IX. Terms of Agreement  
1. This Agreement, when ratified by both parties, shall 
become effective and run through the dates of the stated 
Contract. 
2. After ratification, this Agreement revokes and 
supersedes all prior agreements, including so-called side 
agreements. 
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NEVADA STATE HIGH SCHOOL 

Contract Between Administrator and Governing Body of Nevada State High School 

State of Nevada, County of Clark 

IN WITNESS WEREOF, the parties have subscribed their names in execution of this contract on the date subscribed by the employee. 

 

 

 

 
Signature of the Employee for Nevada State High School  Date  Signature of the Chair for Nevada State High School Board  Date 

Page 1 of 1 

 

Quincy Thomas, Human Resource Manager of Nevada State High School is the name of the employee and the terms and conditions of this contract 

follow the Negotiated Agreement contained herein.  This is a Twelve-month per year position with optional benefits and a monthly base compensation 

of $50000/year or $25/hour.  This base compensation excludes retirement benefits, performance pay, or reimbursements.  This contract is for 

11/16/2019 to 6/30/2020.  This amount is used to comply with the Public Employees’ Retirement System salary reduction filing, and the Employee’s 

declaration of contributions and shall begin with the pay cycle that starts 11/16/2019 and is paid on 12/10/2019 all future cycles will run from the 1st 

to the 15th paid on the 25th and the 16th to the end of the month paid on the following 10th of the month. The annual salary is conditioned upon student 

enrollment count on 10/1/2019 and respective approved budget at the meeting of the Governing Body on 10/17/2019. In the case of an adjustment to 

the proposed budget presented by the school during the April 2019 meeting, an amended contract will be in effect starting 10/1/2019. 

The Employee 

WITNESSETH:  That the Employee and Members do hereby covenant, agree, and contract regarding employment for professional service with the 

Nevada State High School in accordance with the Laws of Nevada and the rules and regulations prescribed by the State Board of Education and State 

Superintendent of Public Instruction.  This Agreement may be abrogated only as provided by the Nevada Revised Statutes, or by mutual consent, or as 

provided by the Negotiated Agreement portion of this contract.  This contract is subject only to terms and conditions contained herein.  The following 

terms, conditions, and documents referred to herein are made a part of this contract.  This contract is the full and complete agreement of these parties. 

 
CONTRACT 

Article I: Terms and Conditions 

1. The Employee cannot be legally employed in the 

public schools of Nevada unless the employee holds a 

valid Nevada License of appropriate classification or 

endorsement.  The responsibility of proper licensing, at 

all times is the Employee’s. 

2. The Employee salary is subject to deductions as 

required by the United States or State of Nevada, and 

where applicable for group insurance and other 

deductions. 

3. The School agrees to pay the employee the sum stated 

above in equal twice-monthly installments. 

4. The Employee agrees to fully perform professional 

services in accordance with the terms and conditions of 

the Nevada State High School Charter Contract, the 

School’s strategic framework, and this Negotiated 

Agreement of Nevada State High School.   

5. The Employee shall not be entitled to receive full 

payment for his services unless the employee shall have 

performed this agreement in its entirety.  Payment shall 

be made only for services rendered. 

6. Any error(s) made in the compensation of the 

employee which occurs during the life of the contract 

may be adjusted at the Employer’s complete discretion. 

7. This is an at-will post probationary licensed employee 

position and this Employee may be suspended, demoted, 

dismissed, or not reemployed at any time. 

8. The Employee reaffirms the oath to support the 

Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of 

the State of Nevada. 

9. The terms and conditions of the Nevada Revised 

Statue, Nevada Administrative Code, and the Nevada 

State High School regulations, policies, procedures, 

processes, practices, and strategic framework as adopted 

and as amended from time to time during the term of this 

contract, are a part of this Agreement and are 

incorporated by reference as though fully set forth. 

 

AGREEMENT 

Article I. Definitions 

1. The term "Members," as used in this Agreement, shall 

mean the Governing Body and the entity Nevada State 

High School. 

2. The term "Employee" refers specifically to the 

individual written on the front of this Contract. 

3. The term “Charter” is the Contract between the State 

Public Charter School Authority and the Members. 

4. The term "School," as used in this Agreement, shall 

mean the Nevada State High School. 

5. The term "School Year" shall be defined by NRS 

388.080 stating the first day of July and shall end on the 

last day of June. 

6. The term "Agreement" refers to the name of this 

section of the Contract between the Employee and the 

Members of the school. 

7. The term "School Day" shall be defined as a day in 

which the Employee is required to be present on the job. 

8. The term “Contract” refers to the terms and conditions 

set forth by which the Employee and the Members agree. 

Article II. Personnel Information 

1. The Employee may renegotiate the status of this 

Agreement annually by June 15th, but not later than July 

10th; otherwise a holdover of the current agreement may 

be in effect and administration and staff my review 

budgets to renegotiate on or around October 1st of each 

year to adjust for higher or lower numbers of students.  

Annually, there is a standing holdover provision of pay 

from the previous fiscal year until July 15th.  Any 

negotiated pay increases or reductions will begin starting 

on the July 16th pay cycle.    

2. The School may maintain a personnel file on the 

Employee. 

Article III. Work Schedule 

1. The Employee covered by this Agreement shall be 

required to work at the work location a minimum work 

day of eight (8) hours excluding breaks and lunches. 

2. The Employee covered by this Agreement shall find 

it necessary to work additional time at or away from 

School to maintain successful operations.  Hourly 

employees MUST be given permission to log any hours 

above and beyond their monthly schedule of hours 

determined by the site administration.  For hourly 

employees, the school administration will determine a 

monthly work schedule that may increase or decrease the 

number of hours worked.      

3. The Employee covered by this Agreement shall be on 

an annual at-will Contract as specified by the contract as 

approved by the Members. 

4. The Employee is granted Holiday’s off including: 

Independence Day, Labor Day, Nevada Day, Veteran’s 

Day, Thanksgiving (2 days), Christmas (2 days), New 

Year’s Day, Martin Luther King Day, Presidents’ Day, 

and Memorial Day. 

Article IV. Professional Compensation 

1. The Employee salary is a base compensation and is 

divided evenly over 24 pay periods for salaried 

employees and respective for the number of hours 

worked for hourly employees which may be prorated to 

reflect actual work completed and/or overtime. 

Article V. Benefits 

1. The Employee shall receive one and a half (1.5) PTO 

days per month of employment for use at the approval of 

their supervisor and not to interfere with the School.   

2. The Employee shall be reimbursed up to the 

maximum number of PTO days accumulated over 20 

days at the rate of $100/day made on the June 25th 

paycheck.   

3. Under any circumstance of separation, termination or 

non-renewal of contract, the employee will NOT receive 

reimbursement for any balance of accrual of time.   

4. The Employee shall be offered optional benefits 

through the School’s chosen health care provider under 

the school’s base plan.  If chosen, then the employee will 

see the following payroll deductions each paycheck 

including: Healthcare: $20/pay, Dental/Vision: $5/pay, 

and LTD/STD/Life Insurance: $2.50/pay. 

5. The Employee may choose to upgrade their plan and 

the Employee is responsible overage from the base plan 

amount.  This follows if the Employee elects to have 

coverage through a spousal/similar plan as long as this 

option is cost neutral and billing is direct to NSHS. 

6. The School is a choice agency and offers the option of 

employer paid or employee/employer paid contributions 

through the Public Employees Retirement System and as 

a benefit the school classifies hourly employees as part-

time. 

Article VI. Course and Scope of Duties 

1. The School may progressively deal with incidents of 

non-serious nature by notifying, explaining, and 

assisting the Employee. 

2. The School may terminate the Employee for incidents 

of serious nature including, but not limited to: 

unprofessionalism, felony, immorality, dishonesty, etc. 

Article VII. General Savings Clause 

1. If any provision of this Agreement or any application 

thereof the Employee is found contrary to law, then such 

provision or application shall be invalid and shall remain 

in effect only to the extent permitted by law; however, 

all other provisions or applications shall continue in full 

force and effect. 

Article VIII. Contract of Employment 

1. This Agreement when ratified by both parties shall be 

incorporated by reference and become a part of the 

Employee’s Contract of employment. 

Article IX. Terms of Agreement  

1. This Agreement, when ratified by both parties, shall 

become effective and run through the dates of the stated 

Contract. 

2. After ratification, this Agreement revokes and 

supersedes all prior agreements, including so-called side 

agreements. 
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Nevada State High School (CSO)
FY20 Budget Summary

Revised 12/31/19 PRELIMINARY
FY18-19 FY19-20

Projected Actuals Budget
Attendance 644 735                         91                           
Revenue

Distributed School Account 801,740$                1,587,600$            785,860$                
State Revenue -                               -                               -$                             
Federal Revenue 25,950                    46,421                    20,471$                  
Other Local Revenue 488,021                  508,590                  20,569                    

Total Revenue 1,315,711$            2,142,611$            826,900$               

Expenses
Salaries 619,547$                969,843$                350,296$                
Employee Benefits 154,105                  293,350                  139,245                  
Prof. and Tech. Services 173,305                  303,271                  129,966                  
Property Services 82,617                    129,918                  47,301                    
Other Purchased Services 153,449                  183,916                  30,467                    
Supplies 59,591                    68,696                    9,105                      
Property -                               -                               -                               
Debt Service and Misc. 14,095                    21,079                    6,984                      
General -                               -                               -                               

Total Expenses 1,256,709$            1,970,073$            713,364$               

Total Surplus(Deficit) 59,002$                  172,538$               1,540,264$            

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures FY18-19 FY19-20

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.87% 0.87%
Total Margin 4.5% 8.1%

Fav/(Unf)
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Nevada State High School (CSO)
FY20 Board Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 12/31/19

Actual Budget Fav/(Unf) Forecast Budget Fav/(Unf)
Revenue

Distributed School Account 576,276$         793,768$         (217,493)$        1,152,551$      1,587,600$      (435,049)$        
State Revenue -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Federal Revenue 1,272                13,476              (12,204)            2,544                26,951              (24,407)            
Other Local Revenue 194,054           254,295           (60,241)            388,108           508,590           (120,482)          

Total Revenue 771,602$         1,061,539$      (289,937)$        1,543,203$      2,123,141$      (579,938)$        

Expenses
Salaries 404,756$         446,717$         41,961$           809,512$         969,843$         160,331$         
Employee Benefits 118,491           138,001           19,510              236,982           293,350           56,368              
Prof. and Tech. Services 156,225           151,636           (4,589)              312,450           303,271           (9,179)              
Property Services 48,101              64,959              16,858              96,202              129,918           33,716              
Other Purchased Services 90,476              91,958              1,482                180,952           183,916           2,964                
Supplies 63,699              34,348              (29,351)            127,398           68,696              (58,702)            
Property -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Debt Service and Misc. 14,632              10,539              (4,093)              29,264              21,079              (8,185)              
General -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Total Expenses 896,380$         938,158$         41,778$           1,792,760$      1,970,073$      177,313$         

Total Surplus(Deficit) (124,778)$        123,381$         (248,159)$        (249,557)$        153,068$         (402,625)$        

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.87% 0.87%
Total Margin -16.2% 7.2%

Year-to-Date Annual/Full Year
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Nevada State High School (Henderson)
FY20 Budget Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 12/31/19

FY18-19 FY19-20
Projected Actuals Budget

Attendance 329 341                         12                           
Revenue

Distributed School Account 1,408,623$            1,718,640$            (310,017)$              
State Revenue 3,739                      10,948                    (7,209)                     
Federal Revenue -                               -                               -                               
Other Local Revenue -                               -                               -                               

Total Revenue 1,412,362$            1,729,588$            (317,226)$              

Expenses
Salaries 243,532$                400,614$                157,082$                
Employee Benefits 53,280                    104,186                  50,907                    
Prof. and Tech. Services 16,968                    67,518                    50,550                    
Property Services 152,061                  134,240                  (17,821)                   
Other Purchased Services 681,994                  695,888                  13,894                    
Supplies 161,398                  200,585                  39,187                    
Property 679                         -                               (679)                        
Debt Service and Misc. 2,146                      2,673                      527                         
General -                               -                               -                               

Total Expenses 1,312,058$            1,605,705$            293,647$               

Total Surplus(Deficit) 100,304$               123,883$               (23,578)$                

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures FY18-19 FY19-20

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 1.08% 1.00%
Total Margin 7.1% 7.2%

Fav/(Unf)
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Nevada State High School (Henderson)
FY20 Board Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 12/31/19

Actual Budget Fav/(Unf) Forecast Budget Fav/(Unf)
Revenue

Distributed School Account 849,297$         859,286$         (9,989)$            1,698,594$      1,718,640$      (20,046)$          
State Revenue 27,059              5,186                21,873              54,118              10,948              43,170              
Federal Revenue -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Other Local Revenue -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Total Revenue 876,356$         1,740,828$      11,884$           1,752,712$      1,729,588$      23,124$           

Expenses
Salaries 194,652$         197,046$         2,394$              389,304$         400,614$         11,310$           
Employee Benefits 52,196              50,921              (1,275)              104,392           104,186           (206)                  
Prof. and Tech. Services 3,941                33,759              29,818              7,882                67,518              59,636              
Property Services 60,196              67,120              6,924                120,392           134,240           13,848              
Other Purchased Services 318,369           347,944           29,575              636,738           695,888           59,150              
Supplies 127,554           100,293           (27,261)            255,108           200,585           (54,523)            
Property -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Debt Service and Misc. 1,752                1,337                (416)                  3,504                2,673                (831)                  
General -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Total Expenses 758,660$         798,419$         39,759$           1,517,320$      1,605,705$      88,385$           

Total Surplus(Deficit) 117,696$         942,409$         51,643$           235,392$         123,883$         111,509$         

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 1.08% 1.00%
Total Margin 13.4% 7.2%

Year-to-Date Annual/Full Year
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Nevada State High School (Summerlin)
FY20 Budget Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 11/30/19

FY18-19 FY19-20
Projected Actuals Budget

Attendance 210 218                         8                             
Revenue

Distributed School Account 915,800$                1,098,720$            (182,920)$              
State Revenue 3,343                      4,134                      (791)                        
Federal Revenue -                               -                               -                               
Other Local Revenue -                               -                               -                               

Total Revenue 919,143$               1,102,854$            (183,711)$              

Expenses
Salaries 200,082$                298,402$                98,320$                  
Employee Benefits 49,551                    80,351                    30,800                    
Prof. and Tech. Services 17,049                    48,244                    31,195                    
Property Services 86,341                    100,352                  14,011                    
Other Purchased Services 375,532                  443,608                  68,076                    
Supplies 96,440                    94,434                    (2,007)                     
Property 200                         -                               (200)                        
Debt Service and Misc. 1,292                      1,758                      466                         
General -                               -                               -                               

Total Expenses 826,487$               1,067,148$            240,661$               

Total Surplus(Deficit) 92,656$                  35,706$                  56,950$                  

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures FY18-19 FY19-20

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.79% 0.80%
Total Margin 10.1% 3.2%

Fav/(Unf)
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Nevada State High School (Summerlin)
FY20 Board Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 11/30/19

Actual Budget Fav/(Unf) Forecast Budget Fav/(Unf)
Revenue

Distributed School Account 539,736$         549,338$         (9,602)$            1,079,472$      1,098,720$      (19,248)$          
State Revenue 22,051              1,875                20,176              44,102              4,134                39,968              
Federal Revenue -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Other Local Revenue -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Total Revenue 561,787$         551,213$         10,574$           1,123,574$      1,102,854$      20,720$           

Expenses
Salaries 89,603$           132,371$         42,768$           179,206$         298,402$         119,196$         
Employee Benefits 25,631              36,993              11,362              51,262              80,351              29,089              
Prof. and Tech. Services 38,846              24,122              (14,724)            77,692              48,244              (29,448)            
Property Services 55,717              50,176              (5,541)              111,434           100,352           (11,082)            
Other Purchased Services 182,364           221,804           39,440              364,728           443,608           78,880              
Supplies 89,480              47,217              (42,263)            178,960           94,434              (84,526)            
Property -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Debt Service and Misc. 1,726                879                   (847)                  3,452                1,758                (1,694)              
General -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Total Expenses 483,367$         513,562$         30,195$           966,734$         1,067,148$      100,414$         

Total Surplus(Deficit) 78,420$           37,651$           40,769$           156,840$         35,706$           121,135$         

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.79% 0.80%
Total Margin 14.0% 3.2%

Year-to-Date Annual/Full Year
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Nevada State High School (Downtown)
FY20 Budget Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 12/31/19

FY18-19 FY19-20
Projected Actuals Budget

Attendance 69 77                           8                             
Revenue

Distributed School Account 330,296$                388,080$                (57,784)$                
State Revenue 81,980                    50,654                    31,326                    
Federal Revenue -                               -                               -                               
Other Local Revenue -                               -                               -                               

Total Revenue 412,276$               438,734$               (26,458)$                

Expenses
Salaries 127,575$                144,347$                16,772$                  
Employee Benefits 25,450                    45,517                    20,067                    
Prof. and Tech. Services 2,460                      11,966                    9,506                      
Property Services 35,509                    26,420                    (9,089)                     
Other Purchased Services 113,869                  172,039                  58,170                    
Supplies 45,439                    16,023                    (29,415)                   
Property -                               -                               -                               
Debt Service and Misc. 593                         503                         (90)                          
General -                               -                               -                               

Total Expenses 350,894$               416,815$               65,921$                  

Total Surplus(Deficit) 61,382$                  21,919$                  39,463$                  

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures FY18-19 FY19-20

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.90% 0.65%
Total Margin 14.9% 5.0%

Fav/(Unf)
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Nevada State High School (Downtown)
FY20 Board Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 12/31/19

Actual Budget Fav/(Unf) Forecast Budget Fav/(Unf)
Revenue

Distributed School Account 188,691$         194,040$         (5,349)$            377,382$         388,080$         (10,698)$          
State Revenue 25,970              25,231              739                   51,940              50,654              1,286                
Federal Revenue -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Other Local Revenue -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Total Revenue 214,661$         219,271$         (4,610)$            429,322$         438,734$         (9,412)$            

Expenses
Salaries 71,994$           73,855$           1,861$              143,988$         144,347$         359$                 
Employee Benefits 18,421              23,533              5,112                36,842              45,517              8,675                
Prof. and Tech. Services 16,785              5,983                (10,802)            33,570              11,966              (21,604)            
Property Services 12,930              13,210              280                   25,860              26,420              560                   
Other Purchased Services 56,815              86,019              29,204              113,630           172,039           58,409              
Supplies 20,929              8,012                (12,917)            41,858              16,023              (25,835)            
Property -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Debt Service and Misc. 933                   252                   (682)                  1,866                503                   (1,363)              
General -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Total Expenses 198,807$         210,863$         12,056$           397,614$         416,815$         19,201$           

Total Surplus(Deficit) 15,854$           8,408$             7,446$             31,708$           21,919$           9,789$             

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.90% 0.65%
Total Margin 7.4% 5.0%

Year-to-Date Annual/Full Year
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Nevada State High School (Southwest)
FY20 Budget Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 12/31/19

FY18-19 FY19-20
Projected Actuals Budget

Attendance 36 99                           63                           
Revenue

Distributed School Account 121,556$                498,960$                (377,404)$              
State Revenue 57,464                    47,197                    10,267                    
Federal Revenue -                               -                               -                               
Other Local Revenue -                               -                               -                               

Total Revenue 179,019$               546,157$               (367,138)$              

Expenses
Salaries 47,273$                  188,019$                140,746$                
Employee Benefits 7,572                      58,016                    50,445                    
Prof. and Tech. Services 17,476                    12,442                    (5,034)                     
Property Services 33,933                    39,947                    6,014                      
Other Purchased Services 57,713                    202,979                  145,266                  
Supplies 51,219                    24,753                    (26,466)                   
Property 2,554                      -                               (2,554)                     
Debt Service and Misc. 2,695                      613                         (2,082)                     
General -                               -                               -                               

Total Expenses 220,434$               526,769$               306,336$               

Total Surplus(Deficit) (41,415)$                19,388$                  (60,802)$                

Beginning Fund Balance -                               (41,415)                   

Ending Fund Balance (41,415)$                (22,027)$                

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures FY18-19 FY19-20

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.38% 0.86%
Total Margin -23.1% 3.5%

Fav/(Unf)
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Nevada State High School (Southwest)
FY20 Board Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 12/31/19

Actual Budget Fav/(Unf) Forecast Budget Fav/(Unf)
Revenue

Distributed School Account 222,513$         249,480$         (26,967)$          445,026$         498,960$         (53,934)$          
State Revenue 23,030             23,502             (472)                  46,060             47,197             (1,137)              
Federal Revenue -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         
Other Local Revenue -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         

Total Revenue 245,543$         272,982$         (27,439)$          491,086$         546,157$         (55,071)$          

Expenses
Salaries 41,718$           93,200$           51,482$           83,436$           188,019$         104,583$         
Employee Benefits 10,935             28,567             17,632             21,870             58,016             36,146             
Prof. and Tech. Services 981                   6,221                5,240                1,962                12,442             10,480             
Property Services 19,465             19,974             509                   38,930             39,947             1,017                
Other Purchased Services 80,621             101,489           20,868             161,242           202,979           41,737             
Supplies 29,549             12,377             (17,172)            59,098             24,753             (34,345)            
Property -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         
Debt Service and Misc. 1,088                307                   (782)                  2,176                613                   (1,563)              
General -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         -                         

Total Expenses 184,357$         262,135$         77,778$           368,714$         526,769$         158,055$         

Total Surplus(Deficit) 61,186$           10,847$           50,339$           122,372$         19,388$           102,984$         

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.38% 0.86%
Total Margin 24.9% 3.5%

Year-to-Date Annual/Full Year
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Nevada State High School (Sunrise)
FY20 Budget Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 12/31/19

FY18-19 FY19-20
Projected Actuals Budget

Attendance 35 81                           46                           
Revenue

Distributed School Account 433,531$                583,200$                149,669$                
State Revenue 97,659                    97,659                    -$                             
Federal Revenue -                               -                               -$                             
Other Local Revenue -                               -                               -                               

Total Revenue 531,190$               680,859$               149,669$               

Expenses
Salaries 47,856$                  142,053$                (94,197)$                
Employee Benefits 7,385                      36,648                    (29,263)$                
Prof. and Tech. Services 89,134                    217,608                  (128,474)$              
Property Services 22,997                    31,920                    (8,923)$                   
Other Purchased Services 153,998                  176,517                  (22,519)$                
Supplies 69,899                    22,735                    47,165$                  
Property 7,339                      -                               7,339$                    
Debt Service and Misc. 250                         30,523                    (30,273)$                
General -                               -                               -                               

Total Expenses 398,858$               658,003$               (259,146)$              

Total Surplus(Deficit) 132,332$               22,856$                  (109,477)$              

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures FY18-19 FY19-20

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.88% 0.68%
Total Margin 24.9% 3.4%

Fav/(Unf)
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Nevada State High School (Sunrise)
FY20 Board Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 12/31/19

Actual Budget Fav/(Unf) Forecast Budget Fav/(Unf)
Revenue

Distributed School Account 301,103$         291,600$         9,503$             602,206$         583,200$         19,006$           
State Revenue 156,918           48,734             108,184           313,836           97,659             216,177           
Federal Revenue -                        -                        -                        -                    -                        -                        
Other Local Revenue -                        -                        -                        -                    -                        -                        

Total Revenue 458,021$         340,334$         117,687$         916,042$         680,859$         235,183$         

Expenses
Salaries 62,032$           67,562$           5,530$             124,064$         142,053$         17,989$           
Employee Benefits 15,960             18,240             2,280                31,920             36,648             4,728                
Prof. and Tech. Services 31,697             108,804           77,107             63,394             217,608           154,214           
Property Services 15,036             15,960             924                   30,072             31,920             1,848                
Other Purchased Services 70,626             88,259             17,633             141,252           176,517           35,265             
Supplies 29,667             11,367             (18,300)            59,334             22,735             (36,599)            
Property -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Debt Service and Misc. 42,587             15,262             (27,326)            85,174             30,523             (54,651)            
General -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Total Expenses 267,605$         325,453$         57,848$           535,210$         658,003$         122,793$         

Total Surplus(Deficit) 190,416$         14,881$           175,535$         380,832$         22,856$           357,976$         

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.68% 0.68%
Total Margin 41.6% 3.4%

Year-to-Date Annual/Full Year
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Nevada State High School (Meadowwood)
FY20 Budget Summary

Revised 12/31/19 PRELIMINARY
FY18-19 FY19-20

Projected Actuals Budget
Attendance 27 55                           28                           
Revenue

Distributed School Account 365,543$                418,000$                52,457$                  
State Revenue 125,538                  125,538                  0                              
Federal Revenue -                               -                               -                               
Other Local Revenue -                               -                               -                               

Total Revenue 491,081$               543,538$               52,457$                  

Expenses
Salaries 73,892$                  71,874$                  2,018$                    
Employee Benefits 6,670                      27,452                    (20,782)$                
Prof. and Tech. Services 121,399                  199,510                  (78,111)$                
Property Services 48,181                    32,885                    15,296$                  
Other Purchased Services 149,362                  129,496                  19,865$                  
Supplies 68,230                    10,395                    57,834$                  
Property 7,121                      -                               7,121$                    
Debt Service and Misc. 7,704                      30,275                    (22,571)$                
General -                               -                               -                               

Total Expenses 482,558$               501,888$               (19,329)$                

Total Surplus(Deficit) 8,523$                    41,650$                  33,127$                  

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures FY18-19 FY19-20

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.38% 0.72%
Total Margin 1.7% 7.7%

Fav/(Unf)
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Nevada State High School (Meadowwood)
FY20 Board Summary PRELIMINARY
Revised 12/31/19

Actual Budget Fav/(Unf) Forecast Budget Fav/(Unf)
Revenue

Distributed School Account 192,840$         209,000$         (16,160)$          385,680$         418,000$         (32,320)$          
State Revenue 35,869              62,673              (26,804)            71,738              125,538           (53,800)            
Federal Revenue -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Other Local Revenue -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Total Revenue 228,709$         500,382$         (42,964)$          457,418$         543,538$         (86,120)$          

Expenses
Salaries 33,370$           34,267$           897$                 66,740$           71,874$           5,134$              
Employee Benefits 8,767                13,238              4,471                17,534              27,452              9,918                
Prof. and Tech. Services 38,496              99,755              61,259              76,992              199,510           122,518           
Property Services 17,287              16,443              (845)                  34,574              32,885              (1,689)              
Other Purchased Services 43,005              64,748              21,743              86,010              129,496           43,486              
Supplies 22,242              5,198                (17,044)            44,484              10,395              (34,089)            
Property -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Debt Service and Misc. 24,976              15,138              (9,839)              49,952              30,275              (19,677)            
General -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Total Expenses 188,143$         248,786$         60,643$           376,286$         501,888$         125,602$         

Total Surplus(Deficit) 40,566$           251,596$         17,679$           81,132$           41,650$           39,482$           

PRELIMINARY
Financial Performance Measures

Enrollment Forecast Accuracy 0.72% 0.72%
Total Margin 17.7% 7.7%

Year-to-Date Annual/Full Year
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Nevada State High School Governing Body

Name of Board 

Member

Office? (yes/no) 

If yes, which 

office?

Nevada county 

of residence or 

non-Nevada 

state of 

residence

Month/Year 

began serving 

on the board

Month/Year 

end serving on 

the board

Numbers of terms 

served on the 

board, including 

current term

NRS 386.549 

membership category, 

if applicable. Categories 

are: educator (2 

positions required); 

parent; 2 positions with 

knowledge/experience 

in  accounting, financial 

services, law or human 

resources. 

Kelly Moxley NO Washoe 1/19/2019 1/18/2021 1 Business

Nohemi Garcia Clerk Clark 4/19/2019 4/18/2021 1 Teacher

Barbara Graham NO Clark 10/17/2017 10/16/2021 2 College

Luis Maceira NO Clark 1/19/2017 1/18/2021 2 Business

Diana Burns NO Clark 4/19/2019 4/18/2021 1 Parent

Cathy Sterbentz NO Clark 8/19/2019 8/18/2021 1 Teacher

Saul Wesley NO Clark 10/17/2017 10/16/2021 2 Business

Matthew Fox Chair Clark 8/18/2018 8/17/2020 1 Law

Michael Phelem Vice-chair Carson 1/18/2018 1/17/2022 2 Business
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Page 1 of 7 

Friday, January 10, 2020 
 

Statutory and Regulatory Responsibilities of Charter School Governing 

Bodies (Boards) Requiring Board Action* in an Open Meeting 

 
The charter school sponsor will look for items (for action or not, as applicable) in the agenda and 

minutes of board meetings providing evidence of fulfillment of the following responsibilities.   

 

The board may be asked by the sponsor to identify the meeting at which the responsibility was 

addressed by an agenda item and minutes.  If the board cannot identify the meeting, the board 

will need to address the responsibility at an upcoming meeting and inform the sponsor of the 

date of that meeting. 

 

Also note that if statute or regulation requires the school or board to provide notification (for 

example, NRS 386.549 requires a board to inform the school’s sponsor of changes of 

membership), it is not sufficient to provide that notification through the board’s agenda or 

minutes; separate, specific notification independent of the agenda and minutes must be provided. 

 

“Suggested agenda…wording” below is wording that would be deemed acceptable by Authority 

staff in staff’s review of governing bodies’ agendas. 

 

Non-Annual Responsibilities 
 

NAC 387.770(3), Inventory 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:  Designation of the person responsible for the 

maintenance of property, equipment and inventory records to comply with NAC 

387.770(3) 

 

This must be done initially, and whenever the board designates a different person. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

Dr. John Hawk, Chief Operations Officer 

Approved during public meeting on 8/15/2013. Updated fall 2017 located here:  
Q:\Organizations\Government\Clark County Assessor\FY1718\Inventory of Personal Property 

 

NRS 388A.420 (1) formerly, NRS 386.573(1), Person to draw orders for payment of the charter 

school’s money 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:  Designation of the person to draw all orders for 

the payment of money belonging to the charter school to comply with NRS 388A.420 

formerly, NRS 386.573(1) 

 

This must be done initially and whenever the board designates a different person. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

Dr. John Hawk, Chief Operations Officer (ref. REG__03.001) 
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Approved during public meeting on 4/20/2017 

 

* Or a non-action agenda/minutes item, as applicable  

NRS 388A.420 (2) formerly, NRS 386.573(2), Approval of payment of money and signing of 

cumulative voucher sheets 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:  Prescription of the procedures by which orders 

for the payment of money belonging to the charter school must be approved and 

cumulative voucher sheets signed to comply with NRS 388A.423 formerly NRS 

386.575(2) 

 

This must be done initially and whenever the board changes its prescription.  

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

See school policy PLCY_03.003 and PCRD_03.002 

Approved during public meeting on 4/20/2017 

  

NRS 388A.487  formerly NRS 386.583, Rules for academic retention   

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:   Adoption of rules for the academic retention of 

pupils to comply with NRS 388A.487  formerly NRS 386.583 

 

This must be done initially, and whenever the rules for retention change. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

See school rules cited in Nevada State High School handbook for 2019 - 2020 

Approved during public meeting on 8/15/2019 

 

NRS 388A.495  formerly NRS 386.585, Rules of behavior and punishments 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:   Adoption of written rules of pupil behavior and 

appropriate punishments for violation of the rules to comply with NRS 388A.495  

formerly NRS 386.585 

 

This must be done initially, and whenever the rules or punishments change. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

See school rules cited in Nevada State High School handbook for 2019 - 2020 

Approved during public meeting on 8/15/2018 
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Annual Responsibilities 

 
NAC 386.410, Evaluate contractors 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:  Review of the performance of each entity with 

whom the board has entered into a contract to comply with NAC 386.410 

 

This should be done at least annually for each entity. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

The Governing Body annually reviews the performance of the Chief Academic Officer, 

the Chief Operations Officer, and any other contractor, including, without limitation, the 

performance of an educational management organization.  The designee serving the 

Governing Body as the Chief Operations Officer will be responsible for reviewing the 

professional service contracts engaged on behalf of the school.  The last review of 

contracts by the Governing Body occurred on April 19, 2018 and the next review is 

scheduled for April 18, 2019.   

Approved during public meeting on 4/25/2019 waiting approval on April 16, 2020 

 

 

NAC 387.720, Tentative budget 

 

Suggested agenda item wording:  Public hearing on tentative budget to comply with NAC 

387.720(3-6) 

 

This must be done annually during the second or third week in May. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

The Governing Body held a public hearing and adopted a tentative budget on May 9, 

2019 for fiscal year 2019 – 2020.  The next scheduled hearing for tentative budget 

adoption is scheduled for the second week of May 2020 (5/14/20). 

Approved during public meeting on 5/9/2019 and waiting for approval of 5/14/20.  

 

NAC 387.725, Final budget 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:  Adoption of final budget to comply with NAC 

387.725(1) 

 

This must be done annually not later than June 8. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

The Governing Body held a public hearing and adopted a tentative budget on May 9, 

2019 for fiscal year 2019 – 2020.  The next scheduled hearing for tentative budget 

adoption is scheduled for the second week of May 2020 (5/14/20). 

Approved during public meeting on 5/9/2019 and waiting for approval of 5/14/20.  
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NRS 388A.348 formerly, NRS 386.605, Annual report of accountability 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:  Review and approve the accountability 

information concerning the charter school that is required pursuant to NRS 385.347 to 

comply with NRS 388A.348 formerly, NRS 386.605. 

 

This must be done annually, before August 31.  

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

The Governing Body reviewed and considered the accountability information for school 

year 2018 – 2019 during public meeting from an update on August 15, 2019. 

Approved during public meeting on 8/15/2019 based on NDE reporting.   

 

NAC 387.775(5), Annual audit 

 

Suggested agenda item wording:  Presentation of the NAC 387.775 Annual Audit to the 

board to comply with NAC 387.775(5)   

 

This must be done annually.  The Audit must be submitted to the board not later than 4 

months after June 30 (by October 31).   

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

The Governing Body will review and consider the annual audit for school year 2019 – 

2020 during public meeting on October 15, 2020.  A soft copy of the annual audit will be 

given to Governing Body members on or before Th.: 10/15/2020 via email. 

Approved during public meeting on 10/17/2019. 

 

 

NAC 387.775(9), Annual audit 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:  Adoption or rejection of the recommendations 

of the report of the NAC 387.775 Annual Audit to comply with NAC 387.775(9) 

 

This is an annual responsibility to occur within 3 months after receipt by the board of the 

Annual Audit.  The Audit must be submitted to the board not later than 4 months after 

June 30 (by October 31).   

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

The Governing Body will review and consider the annual audit for school year 2019 – 

2020 during public meeting on October 15, 2020.  A soft copy of the annual audit will be 

given to Governing Body members on or before Th: 10/15/2020 via email to each of the 

members.  Nevada State High School administration is recommending that the board 

continue to support recommendations offered by the school’s previous annual audits to 

look for ways to strengthen internal controls of revenue and expenditures including, but 
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not limited to: separating duties, encumbering anticipated expenses using purchase 

orders, and accounting for revenue with more frequent deposits. 

Approved during public meeting on 10/17/2019. 

 

NRS 385.357(6), Plan to improve achievement of pupils 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:  Receive, review and approve the NRS 385.357 

plan to improve achievement of pupils to comply with NRS 385.357 

 

This is an annual responsibility to occur around the November 1 due date for submission 

of the plan to the board. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

The Governing Body reviewed and considered the school improvement plan for school 

year 2019 – 2020 during public meeting on August 15, 2019. 

Approved during public meeting on 8/15/2019 

 

NRS 388A.345 formerly, NRS 386.600, Annual report of budget 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:   Review and approve the NRS 388A.345 

formerly, NRS 386.600/NRS 387.303 annual report of budget, including the NRS 

388A.345 (1)(a) formerly, NRS 386.600 (1)(a) written description of the progress of the 

charter school in achieving the mission and goals of the school set forth in its application, 

to comply with NRS 388A.345 formerly, NRS 386.600 

 

This must be done annually, before November 15. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

The Governing Body will review and consider the recommendations for the annual report 

of budget and written description of the progress of the charter school achieving the 

mission and goals for school year 2019 – 2020 during public meeting on Aug. 20, 2020.   

Approved during public meeting on 8/16/2018 

 

Odd-Numbered Year Responsibilities 

 
No longer a Requirement, formerly NRS 386.552, Implementing new statutes 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:   Determination of which statutes and bills from 

the recent legislative session directly affect pupils, parents, teachers, administrators or 

other educational personnel of the charter school and require a plan for implementation to 

comply with No longer a Requirement, formerly NRS 386.552(1) 

 

This must be done in years in which the legislature meets, not later than 60 days after the 

Superintendent of Public Instr. disseminates his/her summary of new education laws. 
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Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

The Governing Body reviewed and considered the determination of which statutes and 

bills from the 2019 session affected the school during public meeting on August 15, 

2019.  The school anticipates its next review of the 2021 legislative session to occur on 

August 19, 2021. 

Approved during public meeting on 8/15/2019 

 

 

One Time Responsibility after the Third Year of the School’s Operation 

 
NRS 388A.351 (2) formerly, NRS 386.610(2), Written report describing the progress of the 

school in achieving its educational goals and objectives 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:   Review and approve the NRS 386.610(2) 

written report of the progress of the school in achieving its educational goals and 

objectives to comply with NRS 388A.351 (2) formerly, NRS 386.610(2). 

 

This must be done once, within a reasonable amount of time after the conclusion of the 

third year of operation of the school. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

The Governing Body reviewed and considered the written report of the school’s progress 

in achieving its educational goals and objectives during public meeting on Oct. 18, 2007. 

Approved during public meeting on 10/18/2007 

 

 

Responsibilities of a School Contracting with an Educational Management 

Organization as Defined by NRS 386.562 

 
NAC 386.405(4), Approval of the appointment of all key personnel (NRS 386.590(6) school 

administrator(s) or NRS 386.573 person to draw orders for payment of the school’s money) who 

are directly employed and provided to the school by an Educational Management Org. (EMO) 

 
Suggested agenda action item wording:  Approval of the appointment of key personnel 

employed and provided by an Educational Management Organization to comply with 

NAC 386.405(4) 

 
This must be done initially and whenever there is a change of applicable key personnel. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

Nevada State High School recently adopted a board resolution to act as a homegrown 

CMO under a cost allocation policy with each of its schools.  

Approved during public meeting on 10/18/2018 
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NAC 386.405(5), EMO’s performance 

 

Suggested agenda action item wording:  Review of the performance of the school’s 

Educational Management Organization to comply with NAC 386.405(5); approval of the 

review by the board 

 

This must be done annually, not later than 60 days after the end of the school year. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

Nevada State High School recently adopted a board resolution to act as a homegrown 

CMO under a cost allocation policy with each of its schools. The evaluation of key 

employees working on the leadership team will be done by the board on 4/16/2020 and 

other employees by 6/15/2020.  

This is the first year as homegrown CMO document has not been necessary 

 

NAC 386.405(6), EMO’s financial report 

 

Suggested agenda wording:  Receipt by the board of the EMO’s financial report to 

comply with NAC 386.405(6). 

 

This must be done annually not later than 15 business days after June 30. 

 

Nevada State High School Governing Body Response:   

The Governing Body will review and consider the annual audit for school year 2019 – 

2020 during public meeting on October 15, 2020.  A soft copy of the annual audit will be 

given to Governing Body members on or before Th: 10/15/2020 via email to each of the 

members.  Nevada State High School administration is recommending that the board 

continue to support recommendations offered by the school’s previous annual audits to 

look for ways to strengthen internal controls of revenue and expenditures including, but 

not limited to: separating duties, encumbering anticipated expenses using purchase 

orders, and accounting for revenue with more frequent deposits. This financial audit 

includes the activity of the central office acting as the CMO and is being considered as a 

consolidated audit for all legal separate entities under the umbrella of the Nevada State 

High School network moving forward. 

Approved during public meeting on 10/16/2019. 
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PUBLIC OFFICERS AND PUBLIC EMPLOYEES: 
WHEN YOU THINK YOU MAY HAVE A CONFLICT OF INTEREST TO DISCLOSE AT A PUBLIC MEETING, ASK YOURSELF THE 

FOLLOWING IMPORTANT QUESTIONS TO DETERMINE WHETHER TO DISCLOSE THE CONFLICT OR BOTH DISCLOSE AND ABSTAIN 

FROM PARTICIPATING IN THE MATTER.  See NRS 281A.420 

DISCLAIMER:  THIS DOCUMENT IS INTENDED AS A GENERAL GUIDE AND IS NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS 
PROVIDING LEGAL ADVICE.  IN ADDITION, IT DOES NOT FULLY ADDRESS THE DISCLOSURE AND 

ABSTENTION REQUIREMENTS OF THE ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT LAW AND OFFERS YOU NO PROTECTION 
FROM LIABILITY EVEN IF YOU FOLLOW ITS PROVISIONS. 

If you are a public officer or employee presented with a potential conflict of interest, please consult with the 
attorney for the body on which you serve, seek other legal advice, or contact the Commission on Ethics. 

DOES THE MATTER BEFORE ME HAVE TO DO WITH: 

 

1. MY ACCEPTANCE OF A GIFT OR A LOAN? 

 
2. MY PECUNIARY (any economic) INTEREST? OR 
 
3. THE INTERESTS OF A PERSON TO WHOM I HAVE A COMMITMENT IN A 

PRIVATE CAPACITY? That's defined as a person who is: 
 
 A. A MEMBER OF MY HOUSEHOLD (someone who lives with me),  

B. A PERSON RELATED TO ME within the third degree of blood or marriage 
(namely: a spouse, child, grandchild, great grandchild, great grandparent, grandparent, 
parent, brother, sister, niece, nephew, aunt, or uncle),  

 C. MY EMPLOYER; or the employer of a member of my household,  
D. A PERSON WITH WHOM I HAVE A SUBSTANTIAL AND CONTINUING 

BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP, OR 
E. A PERSON SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR to one of the people described in 

this paragraph 3, items A, B, C, or D above. 
 

If my answer to any of the above is YES, then, when the matter is being considered, 

 

I must disclose, on the record, sufficient information to fully inform or put the public on 

notice of the potential effect of my acting on the matter, or of the effect of my disclosing and 

then abstaining from acting on the matter, due to my conflict of interest. My disclosure must 

describe the nature and extent of the relationship. 

AND 

I must abstain only in a clear case where the independence of judgment of a 

reasonable person in my situation would be materially affected by the conflict just disclosed.  I 

should undertake the abstention analysis on the record immediately after a disclosure. 

WHAT YOU MIGHT SAY: "Mr./Madam Chair, NRS 281A.420 requires me to disclose a conflict of 

interest.  The matter before this body affects my acceptance of a gift or loan / my pecuniary interest / my 

commitment in a private capacity to the interests of Daisy Duchess, my foster mother. (Next, you must take 

time to describe the potential conflict between your interest and the matter before the body or board on which you 

serve.) Ms. Duchess' doughnut business will be financially enhanced if we approve building the new police 

station next door to her shop, and she will likely face financial ruin if we don't.  Ms. Duchess is everything to 

me even if she isn't my biological mother. She raised me in her home from age 3 until I turned 19.  Our 

relationship is substantially similar to a blood relation, probably closer, and therefore, I conclude that the 

independence of judgment of a reasonable person in my situation would / would not be materially 

affected by this relationship, and because this is / is not a clear case of a disqualifying conflict of interest, I 

am going to be voting / abstaining from voting in this matter." (If you decide to abstain, you must refrain from 

advocating for or against the matter in any way.) 

 

REMEMBER, YOU MAY DISCLOSE EVEN AN APPEARANCE OF IMPROPRIETY, THOUGH YOU ARE 
NOT REQUIRED TO DO SO. THIS TYPE OF DISCLOSURE ASSISTS IN YOUR DUTY TO  

AVOID CONFLICTS OF INTEREST AND TO ENHANCE AND MAINTAIN THE PUBLIC TRUST.  SEE NRS 281A.020. 
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NEVADA ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF ETHICAL 
STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC OFFICERS 

 
Pursuant to NRS 281A.500(3), each public officer* shall file an Acknowledgement of Statutory Ethical Standards as prescribed by this form. 
 

NAME: TITLE OF PUBLIC OFFICE: 

PUBLIC ENTITY: 

DATE APPOINTED (if applicable):                              DATE ELECTED (if applicable): 

TERM OF OFFICE (if applicable): 

ADDRESS: CITY, STATE, ZIP: 

TELEPHONE E-MAIL: 

 

I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE: 
 

I  have  received,  read  and  understand the statutory  ethical  standards  for  public  officers  and  public 
employees provided in NRS Chapter 281A (NRS 281A.500(3)(a)); and 

 
I have a responsibility to inform myself of any amendments to the statutory ethical standards as soon as 
reasonably practicable after each session of the Legislature (NRS 281A.500(3)(b)). 

 
I understand that my refusal to execute and file this acknowledgement constitutes a willful violation of Chapter 
281A of NRS and non-feasance in office pursuant to NRS 283.440, which may subject me to civil penalties. Further, 
if I am subject to removal from office pursuant to NRS 283.440, the Commission may file a complaint in the 
appropriate court for my removal for nonfeasance in office (NRS 281A.500(10)). 

 
 

Date:    
 

Signature:    

 
WHO IS REQUIRED TO FILE: WHEN (Due Date): 
Appointed public officer. Within 30 days of taking office, for each term of office. 

Elected public officer who is elected at general election. Jan. 15th of the year following the general election, for each term 
of office. 

Elected public officer who is elected at an election other than the 
general election. Within 30 days of taking office, for each term of office. 

Appointed public officer who serves at the pleasure of the appointing 
authority and does not have a definite term of office. 

Within 30 days of taking office and then Jan. 15th every even- 
numbered year while holding that office. 

* Public Officers are those persons serving in a position designated by NRS 281A.160 or 281A.182.  
 
Statutory Ethical Standards set forth in NRS Chapter 281A are available on the Commission’s website or may be requested from 
the Nevada Commission on Ethics.   

 
File completed form with (mail, fax or email accepted): 
 Nevada Commission on Ethics 

704 W. Nye Lane, Suite 204 
Carson City, NV 89703 
(Phone) 775-687-5469  (Fax) 775-687-1279 
Email:  ncoe@ethics.nv.gov 
Website:  www.ethics.nv.gov 

 
 

Revised 01/19 /2017.VC 

 
 
 
 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF ETHICAL STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC OFFICERS 
Page 1 of 1 

INITIAL  
HERE 

INITIAL  
HERE 
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Governance and Staffing 
Conflict of Interest 

 

This school policy is intended to give clarification from the school’s Governing Body on those 

things that include, but are not limited to the school governance and staffing.  The Governing 

Body uses school policy to clarify regulatory items or provide position the intended functions of 

the school.  More detailed descriptions of items regarding governance and staffing may be found 

in Nevada State High School procedures, process, or school practices and plans.   

 

Article I. Purposed and background 
Section 1.01 General information 

(a) The purpose of the conflict of interest policy is to protect this public 

Organization’s (Nevada State High School) interest when contemplating 

entering into a transaction or arrangement that might result in a possible 

excess benefit transaction.  This policy is intended to supplement but not 

replace any applicable state and federal laws governing conflict of interest 

applicable to governmental, public, nonprofit or charitable organizations. 

 

(b) This policy was written with guidance from the Nevada Commission on 

Ethics Manual for public officers and public employees and other such 

related documents from the Commission for more operational definition of 

terms and relevance to Nevada Law including, but not limited to the 

following: consanguinity/affinity chart and conflict of interest guidance for 

voting.  The Commission indicates that conflicts of interest can interfere 

with basic principles of fairness - everyone having the same burdens and 

benefits in our society. A public official may have many opportunities to 

take unfair advantage of his or her position or to gain a benefit at the 

expense of others. When public officers and employees ignore their conflicts 

of interest, the public trust becomes undermined. The public can lose faith in 

the integrity of government and the decision-making processes. 
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Article II. Definitions 
Section 2.01 Interested persons 

(a) Any director, principal officer, or member of a committee with governing 

board delegated powers, which has a direct or indirect financial interest, as 

defined below, is an interested person. 
 

Section 2.02 Financial interest 

(a) A person has a financial interest if the person has, directly or indirectly, 

through business, investment, or family. 

(i) Compensation includes direct and indirect remuneration as gifts or 

favors that are not insubstantial. 
 

Article III. Procedures 
Section 3.01 Duty to Disclose 

(a) In connection with any actual or possible conflict of interest, an interested 

person must disclose the existence of the financial interest and be given the 

opportunity to disclose all material facts to the directors and members of 

committees with governing board delegated powers considering the 

proposed transactions or arrangement.  Members may elect to reference the 

Nevada Commission on Ethics guidance document for voting when there is 

an appearance of a conflict of interest. 
 

Section 3.02 Addressing Conflict of Interests 

(a) An interested person shall disclose a potential conflict of interest at 

governing board or committee meeting, but after the presentation, it is the 

ultimate decision of the interested person to abstain, stay, or leave from any 

and all discussion and vote on the transaction or arrangement involving the 

possible conflict of interest. 
 

Section 3.03 Violations of the Conflicts of Interest Policy 

(a) If the governing board or committee has reasonable cause to believe a 

member has failed to disclose actual or possible conflicts of interest, it shall 
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inform the member of the basis for such belief and afford the member an 

opportunity to explain the alleged failure to disclose. 
 

(b) If, after hearing the member’s response and after making further 

investigation as warranted by the circumstances, the governing board or 

committee determines the member has failed to disclose an actual or 

possible conflict of interest, it shall take appropriate disciplinary and 

corrective action using one or all of the following: consulting with the 

Organization’s legal counsel, informing the Organizations authorizing 

sponsor, or the Nevada Commission on Ethics. 
 

Article IV. Evaluations 
An inherent conflict of interest and/or appearance of impropriety arises when a supervisor or 

other school employee evaluates another employee with whom he or she is involved in an 

intimate or romantic relationship.  Such a relationship between evaluator and the person to be 

evaluated taints the evaluation process, adversely affects employee morale and productivity, and 

compromises the school’s interest in promoting qualified employees on a fair and objective 

basis.  Although all school employees have the right to engage in a consensual intimate or 

romantic relationship with another employee, the evaluation process should not be compromised 

as a result of such private activity. 

 

For purposes of this policy, an “intimate or romantic relationship” includes dating, sexual contact 

of any type, or any other similar private activity that may compromise an employee’s ability to 

evaluate his or her partner effectively and impartially.  A marital relationship is presumed to be 

an “intimate or romantic relationship.” 

Section 4.01 Employee duty 

(a) It is the duty of both employees involved in an intimate or romantic 

relationship to avoid the evaluation by one such employee of the other.  The 

employee who is chosen to evaluate his or her partner shall consult with the 

governing body to select a suitable and qualified replacement.  The person to 

be evaluated shall notify the school to select a suitable and qualified 

replacement in the absence of action taken by his or her partner.  When a 

replacement evaluator is selected pursuant to this policy, the school shall 

respect the privacy of the employees involved in the intimate or romantic 
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relationship and shall not create any record of, or place in either employee’s 

personnel file, the reason for the need of a replacement evaluator. 
 

Section 4.02 Actions after violating employee evaluation conflict  

(a) If, after an independent investigation, the school learns that an evaluation 

has been conducted in violation of this policy, the school may take any or all 

of the following actions, depending upon the circumstances: 

(i) Reevaluate the person who was evaluated for the evaluation period in 

question, this reevaluation will be conducted by a suitable and 

qualified replacement of his or her partner or former partner. 

(ii) Create a record in both employees’ respective personnel files 

indicating that an evaluation was conducted in violation of this policy.   

(iii) Take such other disciplinary action as is deemed appropriate 
 

 

Article V. Annual Certification Statements 
Section 5.01 Each interested person shall annually sign an affirmation that such person 

(a) Has received a copy of the conflicts of interest policy, 

(b) Has read and understands the policy, 

(c) Has agreed to comply with the policy, and 

(d) Understands the Organization is public charter school entity authorized 

through a written charter through NRS 386 and in order to maintain its 

charter must engage primarily in activities, which accomplish its strategic 

framework, mission, and overall purpose of the school. 
 

I hereby certify that I am an interested party of the organization and affirming with my signature 

below that I have received a copy of the conflict of interest policy.   

 

    DATED this ____ day of ____________________, 20__. 

 

 

 

Signature_________________________________ Title      

 

Print Name_________________________________, Title      
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Governance and Staffing 
Code of Ethics 

 

This school policy is intended to give clarification from the school’s Governing Body on those 

things that include, but are not limited to the school governance and staffing.  The Governing 

Body uses school policy to clarify regulatory items or provide position the intended functions of 

the school.  More detailed descriptions of items regarding governance and staffing may be found 

in Nevada State High School procedures, process, or school practices and plans.  

 

Article I. Purposed and background 
Section 1.01 General information 

(a) The purpose of this code of ethics is to outline the strategic values, of the 

organization while giving members of the organization standards to uphold. 

Article II. Strategic framework 
Section 2.01 Vision 

(a) Every student college ready 
Section 2.02 Mission 

(a) To support our students, in a college environment, with personal, academic, 

and social skills. 
Section 2.03 Goal 

(a) Improving the opportunities for students to learn in a college environment. 
Section 2.04 Core values 

(a) Responsibility 

(b) Integrity 

(c) Motivation 
Section 2.05 Core purpose 

(a) To develop future professionals with the habits for college success 
Section 2.06 Motto 

(a) We get you where you want to be 
Section 2.07 Slogan 

(a) Your future your choice! 
Section 2.08 Desired Result 

(a) 90% of Nevada State High School students will perform successfully at a 

college level. 
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Article III. Stimulate Progress 
Section 3.01 Vivid description 

(a) NSHS will aim to see its students succeed beyond their high school year by 

providing them multiple opportunities to better themselves in areas they will 

rely on in the future. 

(b) NSHS will stay in the National eye as it continues to grow and change the 

lives of high school students. 

(c) NSHS students will gain insight for the workforce, become suitable 

applicants for college, and develop passion for future careers. 

(d) NSHS will work harder, go above and beyond traditional high schools, and 

give each student an opportunity to live the life they dream of. 
Section 3.02 Big Hairy Audacious Goal (BHAG) 

(a) Become a Nationally acclaimed agent of change by creating and 

implementing new standards of college readiness. 
 

Article IV. Dealing with issues 
Section 4.01 Guiding principles to strive for 

(a) Abide by the legislation, code, policies, regulations, procedures, and 

practices that govern Nevada State High School; 

(b) Be guided by the strategic framework of the school; 

(c) Practice a highest level of ethical standards of honesty, integrity, and 

accountability; 

(d) Recognize and respect the personal integrity of members in the school 

community; 

(e) Open declare and stay clear from any perceived conflicts of interest; 

(f) Foster a positive atmosphere in which individuals are able to succeed; 

(g) Consider the best interest of students, families, staff, and members of the 

school community; 

(h) Support decisions of the majority while honoring an individual’s right to 

express opposing views 

(i) Uphold the confidential nature of school business and never disclose 

confidential information; 

(j) Use appropriate communication channels when questions or concerns arise. 
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I hereby certify that I am an interested party of the organization and affirming with my signature 

below that I have received a copy of the adopted code of ethics policy.   

 

    DATED this ____ day of ____________________, 20__. 

 

 

 

Signature_________________________________ Title      

 

Print Name_________________________________, Title      
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Governance and Staffing 
Training and Development Acknowledgement 

 

This school procedure is intended to give clarification from the school’s Governing Body on 

those things that include but are not limited to the school governance and staffing.  The 

Governing Body uses school policy to clarify regulatory items or provide position the intended 

functions of the school.  More detailed descriptions of items regarding governance and staffing 

may be found in Nevada State High School policies, process, or school practices and plans.  

 

Article I. Purpose 
Section 1.01 General information 

(a) The purpose of this document is to acknowledge that governing body 

members and staff have received training in the areas of school governance 

via in person or online training. 

Article II. Training 
Section 2.01 School governance 

(a) The topics specific to the training and development for school governance 

presented include the following: 

(i) Best practice in school governance  
Governance Best Practices Development Video: https://tinyurl.com/uzxjqe3  

(ii) Nevada open meeting law  

(iii) Nevada ethical standards of public official  
Ethics and Open Meeting Law Training Video: https://tinyurl.com/ts42ynn    

 

I hereby acknowledge with my signature below that I have attended a school governance training 

in person or online to partially satisfy my full responsibility as a board and/or staff member of 

Nevada State High School under the terms of the school’s current charter school contract and 

specifically referenced under NRS388A.165.   

 

    DATED this ____ day of ____________________, 20__. 

 

 

 

Signature_________________________________ Title      

 

Print Name_________________________________, Title      
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